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6 > FEBRUARY 2008

If you ask my son what he’s most excited about for 2008, he’ll
tell you it’s Alex Ovechkin’s new contract with the
Washington Capitals. In fact, he spent most of the weekend
delighting in his realization that I’ll be an “old man” when it
expires. Our editors, however, have a much different view,
which is detailed in our first-annual Best of DC issue.

You may have noticed our different look this month.
We selected a cover image as dynamic as the city to tell you
all that’s upcoming for the year. How better to relate our
editors’ energetic pursuit of all of DC’s best than the nexus
of the Metro? DC magazine, despite the name, has worked

hard to connect Washington, Maryland and Virginia over the past two-and-a-half years. The
common denominator is you—your taste and your interests. This month, we detail our top
picks for 2008 and I’m telling you now, find a place for this issue because it will become your
go-to bible of all things to see, do, eat and shop in the metro area this year. 

This year promises to be one of DC’s most exciting yet—both for the city and the
magazine. Next month, look out for our second-annual Charity and Social Datebook. In April,
DC magazine will launch a golf guide, and spring will see the arrival of our shopping maps,
complete with all the hottest boutiques and stores to hit. Come September, our much-
anticipated Men’s Book will be inserted into our fall fashion issue. And, of course, our online
Hot List continues to grow. If you haven’t signed up yet, go to www.modernluxury.com to make
sure you’re on the list to learn about the week’s most important openings and events. 

We’d love to hear what your top things to do in 2008 are. Drop me a line to let me know
what you’re excited about doing over the next several months. If it happens to be a Caps
game, I’m sure I’ll see you there. PABRAHAMS@MODERNLUXURY.COM

PUBLISHER’S
NOTEFEBRUARY 2008

PETER ABRAHAMS  PUBLISHER
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PLUMBING APPLIANCES PASSIONATE PEOPLE LIGHTING FIREPLACES

I wanted passion.
I found it at Ferguson.

No matter what look you are dreaming of, the consultants at Ferguson can bring it to reality. With their passion for
customer service and a huge inventory of the world’s finest bath and kitchen products, high style becomes … highly
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Delivering Your DreamSM
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For the shortest month, February is rather packed with
promise. Chockablock with holidays—some sweet, some
serious and of course those that have become little more than
an excuse for a used car sale—the month is still early enough
in the year to portend all that’s celebratory about newness and
change. Yeah, maybe your resolutions died away two weeks
ago (although I am still squarely in the middle of finding more
girlfriend time, admittedly not the hardest resolution to keep),
but the entire country is in a shift that in many ways is being
gauged, if not changed, this month. The presidential primary
system is about to spit out a candidate from each party and

in a year when it’s anti-establishment to be establishment, it feels like anything is possible. 
Of course, we at the magazine expect big things for 2008. When the Olympics hits a city,

there’s much building and primping that comes with the preparation for the big events.
Washington doesn’t need the Olympics. We have the inauguration and with every passing month,
this city is visibly readying itself for the world to come to its shores. High profile politicos are
including clauses in their decorating contracts that all work must be completed by January 20,
2009. A slew of new hotels have slated the end of ‘08 for their openings in order to get in on the
excitement (and big business) as well. A restauranteur overseeing several hot spots set to open
before the inaugural deadline recently told me that there is actual math done for which party of a
sitting president benefits DC’s restaurant scene more. The answer—a democrat—surprised me. 

But no matter which party wins, the citizenry seems ready for a shift, at least in the area
of glamour. Having been a political operative for a short time, and married to one for far longer,
I took a stab at handicapping DC’s chances of getting a fashion forward administration, not to
mention a glamorous guest list, in the White House for our Radar Fashion this month. What
do you think of Anna Wintour and Marc Jacobs slumbering in the Lincoln bedroom?

And in the lead up to such frivolity, we in DC are reaping the benefits. In our Best Of DC
feature, we offer up a list of all that’s bubbling and buzzing in the city right now. With a new
stadium and four museums on the way, more runway-ready fashion designers bringing their
goods to town and restaurants opening by the dozen, we feel there is much reason to hurrah
this new year. Check out the list and let me know if you agree. KSHALETT@MODERNLUXURY.COM

EDITOR’S
NOTEFEBRUARY 2008

KAREN SOMMER SHALETT EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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BEST OF DC ’08! The city is about to blow-up and our HOT LIST details the skinny on
all that’s bubbling to the top. From the interior designer to know to the best bites to-go to
the final word on the shows, take our hip tips for the perfect new year

71
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71
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PRIVATE ISLAND RESIDENCES AND VILLAS IN THE TURKS AND CAICOS
On a private island in the Caribbean, there exists one of the world’s rarest living experiences. With the talent of seven internationally
renowned architects and the award-winning hospitality services of Mandarin Oriental, Dellis Cay will grace you with the privacy and luxury

you deserve in the most idyllic location ever imaginable.

The first of this exclusive collection designed by Piero Lissoni are the Hotel Residences and a collection of Ocean and Beach Villas. Ownership
opportunities are limited and begin at $2 million.

For inquiries, call or visit us online  + 1 888 629 4767
Dellis Cay Sales and Design Lounge + 1 649 941 7201 / + 1 800 644 0533 

www.delliscay.com

Corcoran Sunshine Marketing Group   Developed by The O Property Collection

Obtain the Property Report required by Federal Law and read it before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property. This is not an offering in any jurisdiction where prior qualification is required and no marketing or sales literature will be forwarded to
or disseminated in such jurisdictions unless we have met such qualifications. All images are conceptual renderings and we expressly reserve the right to make modifications. All prices are estimates only and are subject to change without notice. We are pledged to the letter and spirit of U.S. policy for
the achievement of equal housing opportunity throughout the nation. We encourage and support an affirmative advertising and marketing program in which there are no barriers to obtaining housing because of race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status, or national origin. The O Property

Collection and its affiliates are the developers and offerors of the real property being offered for sale as the Residences at Mandarin Oriental Dellis Cay, Turks and Caicos ("Residences").  Neither Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group nor any affiliate thereof (“Mandarin Oriental”), nor their respective officers,
directors, agents or employees are in any way offerors, issuers or underwriters of any offering for sale of the Residences.  Mandarin Oriental has not assumed and shall not have any liability arising out of the sale of the Residences, including, without limitation, any liability or any responsibility for any
financial statements, projections or other financial information contained in any sales and marketing materials, prospectus or similar written or oral materials. Mandarin Oriental does not guarantee or represent that all or any of the Residences will remain branded as "Mandarin Oriental" for any set term,
since the relevant license may be terminated by the parties thereto at any time in accordance with its terms or at law. 
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Photographer DAVID DREBIN (1) didn’t have to search far to
find the perfect location to shoot this month’s fashion feature,
“Classical Drama,” showing off the hottest looks from
Versace, Donna Karan and Vera Wang. “It looks like a hotel,
but it’s my apartment building in TriBeCa,” says Drebin. As
for his approach to a successful photograph, Drebin prefers to
just let it rip: “Trying to control a shoot is like trying to
control a great conversation—it doesn’t work,” he says. “I get
the best people, put them together and go for it.” Drebin
recently published his first book, Love and Other Stories. 

A francophile having graduated from a Belgian lycée,
contributing writer POLLY NELL JONES (2) was too shy to
speak en français with the effervescent Corinne Bensahel—
whose language comes fast and furious. For this month’s
Radar Jewelry, the baubles fanatic wrote about the Paris-bred
jewelry designer’s latest line, set to launch at Bergdorf’s this
month. Jones’s work has appeared in Virginia Living, The
Washington Post and Fine Gardening. Her short fiction has won
the Southwest Writing Center Discovery Prize.

While photographing this month’s “Best Of DC” feature,
contributing photographer MARK GONG (3) was inspired by the
forward-thinking creative types who have made DC home, just
like the area native. “I was fortunate to meet this diverse group of
passionate individuals who found their own voice in DC through
their craft,” Gong says. “Each shoot felt more like a conversation
with an in-the-know voice rather than an assignment.” Gong is
a DC-based photographer whose love for travel has taken him
to more than 35 countries. His work has appeared in the
Associated Press, News Photographer magazine and Kiplinger’s. 
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One building. Endless ways to celebrate your big day.
Call 202.312.1300, email weddings@itcdc.com 

or visit www.itcdc.com
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1300 Pennsylvania Ave., NW  Washington, DC 20004
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WHO KNEW THAT STONE COULD BE SO FLEXIBLE?

To discover everything one building can be, call 202.312.1300, 
email generalinfo@itcdc.com or visit www.itcdc.com.
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For this month’s Food Drink Review, contributing writer
MARY BETH ALBRIGHT (4) indulged in Nage’s excellent
offerings. “I left the restaurant with that anticipatory shiver
that comes from discovering a fabulous secret you can’t wait to
dish to others,” she says. “My only regret is that I’m off the
sauce (ah, pregnancy)—I’m keeping a running list of new
specialty cocktails around town so I can catch up after March.
Suggestions welcome!” When not checking out the District’s
latest eateries, the seasoned writer can be found scouring
farmer’s markets for local organic goods.

While reporting on the National Portrait Gallery’s upcoming
exhibit, “RECOGNIZE! Hip Hop and Contemporary
Portraiture,” for this month’s Radar Art, contributing writer
JILL HUDSON NEAL (5) made a vow to pay the recently
renovated gallery more frequent visits. “Everyone involved
with this show is incredibly excited and that energy is
absolutely contagious,” says the Washington native. “I have
my own love-hate relationship with hip hop, so I can’t wait
for the show’s opening. It should be a glamorous, fun night.”
Neal writes the column, “Still Me: A Cool Mom’s Guide to
Staying Hip,” for Washingtonpost.com.

Contributing writer MARJORIE KORN (6) considers herself
quite the savant when it comes to cultural happenings in the
city, yet even she was shocked by her findings for this
month’s Best of DC Culture feature. “There are world-class
shows at DC’s big institutions, which are always impressive,”
she says. “But how phenomenal is it that this city supports
such a vibrant independent art scene?” Korn is a freelance
writer and frequent contributor to DC magazine.

5. 6.4.

WEST INSTITUTE
5530 WISCONSIN AVENUE, SUITE #925 
CHEVY CHASE, MD. 20815
301-986-WEST (9378)
WWW.WESTSKINLASER.COM

SKIN
LASER
BODY CONTOURING

The West Institute, founded and directed by Dr. Tina West, is 

a leading center for cosmetic dermatology and laser surgery. 

Dr. Tina B. West and her experienced staff—including Medical 

Esthetician Reneé Tucker, one of the most experienced in the 

country—provide the latest, most effective treatment options 

to maintain the health and appearance of your skin.  The 

Institute’s new space, which includes an on-site operating room 

to ensure patient comfort and privacy, combines ambiance 

with cutting-edge technology.  

The West Institute offers Vaser® LipoSelection, an exciting 

alternative to traditional liposuction. LipoSelection is a 

minimally-invasive, state-of-the-art body sculpting procedure 

which is performed using local anesthesia.  While liposelection 

addresses body contouring, VelaShape™ is among the 

newest non-invasive procedures which can improve cellulite. 

VelaShape™ treatment feels similar to a deep massage.  The 

West Institute also offers ReFirme™, a combination of bi-polar 

radiofrequency energy and light which targets the dermis, just 

below the surface of the skin, stimulating collagen production 

and tightening skin. 
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HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL
“We’re all in this together,” right? So sit back, relax and sing along to
the Disney phenomenon that’s taken the country by storm and captured
the attention of five-year-olds and thirty-somethings alike. Get’cha
head in the game at this can’t miss show from the same people who
brought you “The Lion King” and “Beauty and the Beast.” Feb. 5–17,
times vary. Tickets $41.50–$126.50. Washington National Theatre, 1321
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.628.6161, www.nationaltheatre.org.

Dido and Aeneas
Can a legendary queen and a Trojan refugee find love in the midst of
turmoil? Find out at the performance of Henry Purcell’s famed opera,
the first to be written for the English language. Feb. 15–16, 8PM.
Tickets $25–$50. George Mason Center for the Arts, Center for the Arts Concert
Hall, 4400 University Dr., 888.945.2468, www.gmu.edu. 

Elizabeth Diller 
You may not know them, but if you know anything about modernist
architecture, you know their work. Join Elizabeth Diller, the female
counterpart of the New York-based firm Diller Scofidio+Renfro for an
insightful talk about her work her skyline stylings. Feb. 27, 5:30PM. The
Phillips Collection, 1600 21st St., NW, 202.387.2151, www.phillipscollection.org. 

Isabelle von Boch from Villeroy and Boch
Looking to posh up your dining room? Ask the fashionista who redefined
tabletop entertaining how when she stops by the District. Isabelle von
Boch comes to town to share secrets on how to accessorize your platter
plateau while maintaining your own personal style. Feb. 27, 3PM.
Bloomingdale’s, 5300 Western Ave., 240.744.3700, www.bloomingdales.com.

High School Musical

CALENDAR
TOP
TEN

BE THERE, DO THAT: OUR ABSOLUTE NOT-TO-MISS PICKS FOR FEBRUARY!

Bachelors, Secretaries and Spies
What happens when mid-century style meets America’s big screen? Find out
at this three-week-long festival, featuring showings of “The Moon is Blue,”
“The Best of Everything” and “In Like Flint.” Each film will be introduced by
Ann Hornaday, film critic for the Washington Post, and the National Building
Museum’s Deborah Sorensen. Feb. 6, 13 and 20, 6:30PM–8:30PM. Tickets
$10. National Building Museum, 401 F St., NW, 202.272.2448, www.nbm.org.

Matilda McQuaid
It’s the stuff that supports our buildings and sends rockets into space—and
by attending this talk, you’ll hear about the radical innovations of textile
technology and how it’s incorporated into the modern world. Listen as Matilda
McQuaid, Head of Textiles at the Smithsonian Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum, discusses the importance of the industry. Feb. 7, 6:30PM.
Tickets $20. The Textile Museum, 2320 S St., NW, 202.667.0441, www.textilemuseum.org. 

Barry Manilow
Are you the number one fan-ilow of Barry’s classic hits and heartfelt covers?
Join the smooth singer for an evening of music as he croons tunes from his
latest album, “The Greatest Songs of the Seventies.” Make sure to pack a
lighter for the encore! Feb. 9, 8PM. Tickets $10–$250. Verizon Center, 601 F
St., NW, 202.661.5000, www.verizoncenter.com.

Flamenco Festival
Forget the dance lessons—watch professionals perform at this weeklong
flamboyant festival. This all-star celebration features the artistic stylings of
Carmen Linares, Juan Carlos Romero and Merche Esmeralda, who’ll leave
you craving those spirited Spanish beats. Feb. 9–15, times vary. Tickets
$35. Lisner Auditorium, 730 21st St., NW, 202.994.6800, www.lisner.org.

Laptop Orchestra 
Don’t expect to hear strings at this concert: The musicians in the Tokyo-
based collaborative experiment with the sound of sho instead. Listen as the
artists combine computer-generated notes with traditional Japanese
instruments, using nothing but a mouth organ and some savvy laptops. Part
of the JAPAN! culture + hyperculture series. Feb. 11, 7:30PM. Tickets $18.
The Kennedy Center, 2700 F St., NW, 202.467.4600, www.kennedy-center.org. 

Oscar-Nominated Film Screenings
Think it’s too late to view Oscar’s picks for this year? Fear not—for the first time,
all five films nominated in the short and documentary category, as well as the
five from the foreign language set, will be showcased at this all-inclusive affair.
Presented by National Geographic’s All Roads Film Project and the National
Archives and Records Administration, this original collaboration is a film buff
must. Beginning Feb. 14, times and venues vary. Tickets $7. 202.357.5000,
www.nationalgeographic.com, www.nationalarchives.gov. 

24 > FEBRUARY 2008
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Peter J. Eichler, Jr.
Chairman and CEO, 

Aletheia Research and Management

“When I was young, 
I sometimes had 
trouble fitting in 

because I just 
looked at 

things differently.”

Independent thinking produces extraordinary results:
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ALETHEIA: Performance, Excess Return and Alpha Rankings

‡

      
                                     

Aletheia Growth                             20.11%             30.39%      17.18%       62.16%       370.30%  
 Aletheia 100                                      21.64%        18.79%     21.60%        66.27%      205.59%*      
 Aletheia Int’l Growth                     24.60%      17.72%       7.73%     45.61%       163.36%**   
                     S&P 500‡              5.49%            15.80%                 4.91%               10.88%                           28.69%                77.56%

  17.18%
  13.20%

27.10%

                      2006            2005           2004            2003       Since 12/31/97
   Last 12 Months
   Sept. 30, 2007

Aletheia Research and Management 100 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 1960, Santa Monica, CA 90401 (310) 899-0800  aletheiaresearch.com
Past performance is not indicative of future performance.*100 performance since 8/31/99. The S&P 500 performed 27.47% over the same period. **International Growth  performance since 6/30/02. 
The S&P 500 performed 64.03% over the same period.   S&P 500 performance includes reinvested dividends. 2007 returns net of fees estimated through 12/31/07. Performance results are net of management fees.

My family has been 
in the investment 
business for the 
better part of the 
last century. 

My grandfather, Henri 
de la Chapelle, was an 
early partner at Paine, 
Webber, Jackson & 
Curtis. My grandfather, 
Rudolph Eichler, found-
ed Bateman Eichler 
& Co. in 1929. My 
father, Peter Eichler Sr., 
became chief executive 
of Bateman Eichler in 
the 1970s. 

I worked on the floor of 
the NYSE, developed 
investment products 
for E.F. Hutton and 
launched a money 
management division 
for Bear Stearns. 
To say that I have 
worked in this business 
my entire life is not an 
overstatement. My 
forbears taught me 
that to be a successful 
investor one must be 
an independent thinker. 
At Aletheia, we have 
always done our 
own research. 

Another important 
family trait I have 
incorporated is 
common sense in terms 
of valuation, risk and 
return expectations. I 
also believe common 
sense guides the 
amount of effort 
needed to achieve 
superior results. It 
takes an incredible 
amount of time and 
effort to add value in 
today’s challenging 
financial markets. 

At Aletheia we have 
combined a rich 
heritage, creative 
thinking and a 
tireless work ethic. 

We look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Peter J. Eichler, Jr.

A l e t h e i a
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Michael Ian Black and Michael Showalter
From his “I Love The…” VH1 series to the voice behind that beloved
Pets.com sock puppet, comedian Michael Ian Black can deadpan with the
best of them. Listen as he teams up with “Wet Hot American Summer” co-
star Michael Showalter for this hilarious stand-up show, guaranteed to
split your sides. Feb. 2, 8PM. Tickets $22. Sixth and I Synagogue, 600 I St.,
NW, 202.408.3100, www.sixthandi.org. 

Aeros
Longing for a little Cirque du Soleil? This Canadian troupe should satisfy
your craving, featuring the best of the world’s champion gymnasts,
musicians and choreographers. Exceeding the wow-factor with great
strides, the group will showcase stunning acrobatic acts to an original
score. Feb. 8–9, times vary. Tickets $29–$59. The Warner Theatre, 13th and
E Sts., NW, 202.783.4000, www.warnertheatre.com.

State Symphony of Mexico
Hailing from Toluca, this elegant orchestra has traveled the globe
presenting traditional works since its inception in 1971. Maestro Enrique
Batiz leads the company in Buxtehude’s “Chacona,” Mendelssohn’s
“Symphony No. 5” and Rachmaninoff’s famed “Piano Concerto No. 3.”
Feb. 9, 8PM. Tickets $25–$50. George Mason University, Center for the Arts,
4400 University Dr., Fairfax, 888.945.2468, www.gmu.edu/cfa.

Contemporary Music Forum Performance
The under-the-radar artists from the Contemporary Music Forum unveil
the secret to the thing they do best: venturing into unexplored territory.
Listen as members of the city’s longest-running contemporary music
ensemble give a thought-provoking performance, featuring professional
performers, composers and some of the most creative compositions music
and art have to offer. Feb. 10, 4:30PM. Tickets $20. Corcoran Gallery of Art,
500 17th St., NW, 202.639.1700, www.corcoran.org.

Superpops: Art Garfunkel with the BSO 
If you’re scrambling for the perfect Valentine’s Day treat for the music
enthusiast on your list, search no further. Art Garfunkel is set to make a
special appearance with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra for an
evening laced with classics like “Mrs. Robinson” and “Bridge Over
Troubled Water.” Feb. 14, 8PM. Tickets $21–$84. Strathmore Music Center,
5301 Tuckerman Ln., North Bethesda, 301.581.5200, www.strathmore.org.

Mark Morris Dance Group
Known for his dedication to live music, impeccable technique and bold
innovation, the masterpieces conceived by creative genius Mark Morris
have been wowing audiences for more than two decades. See the modern
wonders for yourself at this interpretation of “Dido and Aeneas.” Feb.

15–16, 8PM. Tickets $25–$50. George Mason University, Center for the Arts,
4400 University Dr., Fairfax, 703.993.8888, www.gmu.edu/cfa.

American Masterpieces: A Celebration of American Composers
Where would America be without the standout songs of composers like
Randall Thompson, Aaron Copland and Steven Paulus? Join the Gay Men’s
Chorus of Washington and the Rock Creek Singers in this musical
celebration of their favorite choral jewels, featuring composer Leonard
Bernstein’s “Chichester Psalms.” Feb. 22–23, 8PM. Tickets $30. Church of the
Epiphany, 1317 G St., NW, 202.293.1548, www.gmcw.org.

The McCoy Tyner Trio with Savion Glover
Lay down the floorboard and roll out the keyboard—this is one toe-
tapping collaboration no one can afford to miss. Watch as four-time
Grammy award-winning pianist  McCoy Tyner and his trio join forces with
undisputed tap king Savion Glover, whose Tony-winning choreography
leaves lethargic adagios in the dust. Feb. 24, 7PM. Tickets $20–$45. The
Kennedy Center, 2700 F St., NW, 202.467.4600, www.kennedy-center.org.

Congressional Chorus
Once a collaboration of Capitol Hill employees, this spirited spectacle
has grown to include singers from an array of professionals. Listen to the
on-key crew as they perform a preview of their spring concert, “A Night
at the Speakeasy,” at this afternoon show. Feb. 27, 12PM. The Forum at
Sidney Harman Hall, 601 F St., NW, 202.547.1122, www.shakespearetheatre.org.

26 > FEBRUARY 2008
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MACBETH
What’s done is done, but wait—the Bard’s classic tale invades the
District this season, filled with all the greed, trial and tragedy that’s
made it one of Shakespeare’s most well-known works. Watch the
spiteful tale unravel in this powerful performance, directed by Teller
and Aaron Posner. Beginning Feb. 28, times vary. Tickets $25–$48.
Folger Theatre, 201 East Capitol St., SE, 202.544.7077, www.folger.edu. 

Macbeth
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Impressed by Light
When can a negative be so positive? This artful exhibition of British
photographs from paper negatives answers that and other questions. Take
a walk down history lane and enjoy the work of British artists who traveled
throughout Europe, the Middle East and Asia. Feb. 3, times vary. The
National Gallery of Art, between 3rd and 7th Sts., NW, 202.737.4215, www.nga.gov. 

All-Media Exhibition
What kind of creations will local artists come up with next? Find out at this
10th annual exhibition, open to local virtuosos of all levels. Featuring works
on paper, sculpture, installations and more, the showcase will be juried by
local art consultant Vivienne Lassman. Beginning Feb. 6, times vary.
Touchstone Gallery, 406 7th St., NW, 202.347.2787, www.touchstonegallery.com.

Live to Tell
How valuable is vulnerability? For artists Graham Childs and Lily
deSaussure, it’s the driving force behind their new installation, which uses
metaphors from their relationship to connect with viewers. The installment
will be on view simultaneously with artists April Behnke and Sangbin Im’s
work, which explores fantasy and fairytales. Beginning Feb. 8, times vary.
Meat Market Gallery, 1636 17th St., NW, 202.328.6328, www.meatmarketgallery.com.

Abu Dhabi: City of the Future?
What’s next for the well-oiled capital of the United Arab Emirates? Find out
at this talk, where UAE officials will discuss their vision for the city with
historians and futurists alike, and will explore what the rest of the world can
learn from the thriving hot spot. Feb. 11, 6:30PM–8:30PM. Tickets $20.
National Building Museum, 401 F St., NW, 202.272.2448, www.nbm.org.

The Cinema Effect: Illusion, Reality, and the Moving Image Part I: Dreams
Where do you draw the line between fantasy and reality? This two-
part exhibition invites guests to reconsider with its showcase of
artwork that utilizes film, language and technology to explore the
impact of cinema on man’s perceptions of the world. Don’t miss the
first installation, “Dreams,” which highlights film’s ability to transport
viewers from the dreariness of day-to-day life into a dream world.
Beginning Feb. 14, times vary. Hirshhorm Museum and Sculpture Garden,
Independence Ave. at 7th St., SW, 202.633.1000, www.hirshhorn.si.edu. 

Adjoa Burrowes
Hungry for design that’s “Mm-mm, good?” Check out the work of
artist Adjoa Burrowes, whose clients include the Campbell Soup
Company, Mattel and Disney. Listen as the children’s book author
and illustrator introduces guests to illustration and graphic design at
this lecture, featuring a DIY session of papermaking and
experimenting with techniques utilized by the artist herself. Feb.

16, 10AM–1PM. National Museum of Women in the Arts, 1250 New York Ave.,
NW, 202.783.5000, www.nmwa.org. 

My Baghdad
A former US Army paratrooper turned photographer, artist Phil Nesmith
utilized his experience of the soldiering life and hopped aboard a C-130 to
the Saddam International Airport in 2003. View photographs snapped on
the battlefield at the artist’s first solo exhibition, showcasing his ferrotype
and c-print images. Through Feb. 16, Tuesday–Saturday, 11AM–6PM.
Irvine Contemporary, 1412 14th St., NW, 202.332.8767, www.irvinecontemporary.com.

Whistler and the Peacock Room
Frederick Leyland must have had a grand interior decorator to wind up in
history known for his extraordinary dining room. Learn the story behind
the ship owner’s famed Peacock Room at this talk, unveiling the story of the
controversial décor. Feb. 16, 1:15PM. Freer Gallery of Art, Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, 1050 Independence Ave., SW, 202.633.4880, www.asia.si.edu. 

Red Robin
See what happens when a boy’s innocent prank results in the death of
a schoolmate. Part of the Freer’s annual Iranian Film Festival, Islamic
and Christian traditions merge in this film to tell the tale by director
Parviz Sheikhtadi. Feb. 17, 2PM. Freer Galler of Art, Jefferson Dr. at 12th
St., SW, 202.633.4880, www.asia.si.edu.

CALENDAR
VISUAL

ARTS

DEGAS TO DIEBENKORN: THE PHILLIPS COLLECTS
Ever wonder how the art in museums gets from the artists’s hands to
gallery walls? Find out as the Phillips Collection unveils its newest
treasures and, for the first time in the museum’s 86-year history, profiles
how it collects in this exhibition. More than 100 paintings, sculpture and
works on paper will be on display, including new artists to the collection
such as Edgar Degas, Milton Avery and Paul Klee. Feb. 9, times vary. The
Phillips Collection, 1600 21st St., NW, 202.387.2151, www.phillipscollection.org. 

“La Repetition” by Edgar Degas
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Hip Hop Festival
Hip hop don’t stop—and as this much-anticipated rhythm fest returns to
DC for its fifth year, area dancers can hardly wait to get their hearts
pumping. Watch as Culture Shock DC, Arch Dance Company and local
hip hop artists show off their skills in this mad performance, co-presented
by Mason/Rhynes Productions. Feb. 1–3, times vary. Tickets $22. Dance
Place, 3225 8th St., NE, 202.269.1600, www.danceplace.org. 

Eric Lindell 
Born on northern California turf but trained in New Orleans, this singer
showcases the roots of his musical “hometown” with R&B and soul. Listen to
the rhythm of the multi-talented artist as he belts favorites from his recent
album, “Change In The Weather.” Feb. 4, 7:30PM. Tickets $16.50. Rams Head
Onstage, 33 West St., Annapolis, 410.268.4545, www.ramsheadonstage.com.

Matchbox 20 
Before hottie Rob Thomas set out solo, he was the front man of the pop
sensation Matchbox 20. Listen to hits from the group’s latest album,
“Exile on Mainstream” at this rockin’ concert, treating fans to a selection
from the band’s 19 hit singles spanning four albums and more than a
decade’s time. Feb. 8, 7:30PM. Tickets $55–$75. Patriot Center, 4400
University Dr, Fairfax, 703.993.3000, www.patriotcenter.com.

The Cassettes
While their name recalls a now-defunct recording device, this local band
is anything but out of date. The four member music machine creates
tunes inspired by punk, indie and rock and roll roots, and they’re giving
a spirited showcase of their talent at this hometown performance. Expect
to hear tunes from their latest compilation, “‘Neath The Pale Moon,” a
work three years in the making. Feb. 10, 9PM. Tickets $8. Black Cat,
Backstage, 1811 14th St., NW, 202.667.7690, www.blackcatdc.com.

Grace Potter and the Nocturnals
With their soothing blend of funk, blues and rock, this Vermont-based
indie quartet has proven to the nation that they’re something to talk
about. Watch as leading lady Grace shows off her musical genius at
this fun stage show, featuring songs from the band’s latest album, “This
Is Somewhere.” Feb. 16, 7PM. Tickets $15. 9:30 Club, 815 V St., NW,
202.265.0930, www.930.com.

John Waite
If you first met Nicollette Sheridan in Paper Dolls, you know no matter
what your friends say, you’re missing John Waite. Listen as the former
lead singer of “The Babys” and “Bad English” performs songs from his
latest album, “Downtown: Journey of a Heart,” along with all your
favorite hits. Feb. 21, 8PM. Tickets $35. Wolf Trap, The Barns, 1635 Trap
Road, Vienna, 703.255.1900, www.wolftrap.org.

Spice Girls
If you missed Mel B on “Dancing with the Stars,” or are hoping to get a
glimpse of the fairer Beckham, head to see this concert, packed with Girl
Power. Spice up your life with Posh, Baby and the rest of the fashion-
savvy set in the flesh as they visit DC on their much-anticipated world
tour. Feb. 21, 7:30PM, Tickets $72.50–$122.50. Verizon Center, 601 F St.
NW, 202.661.5000, www.verizoncenter.com.

St. Vincent 
From The Polyphonic Spree to Sufjan Steven’s touring band,
songstress Annie Clark has made the rounds in her mere 25 years.
Listen to the artists’s whimsical indie-folk tunes as she pays a visit to
the District, featuring hits from her latest album, “Marry Me.” Feb.

26. 8:30PM. Tickets $12. Rock and Roll Hotel, 1353 H St., NE,
202.388.7625, www.rockandrollhoteldc.com.
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DEAN & BRITTA
This husband and wife duo has perfected the  pop single with grace—
and now, you’ll get the chance to hear what the flawless feat sounds
like for yourself. Formerly members of the band Luna, the chic couple
comes to the District for a stellar show featuring hits from their newest
album, “Back Numbers,” produced by Tony Visconti of David Bowie
and Moody Blues fame. Feb. 27, 8PM. Tickets $15. Black Cat, Main
Stage, 1811 14th St., NW, 202.667.7960, www.blackcatdc.com.

Dean & Britta
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Studio Theatre’s Winter Gala
If only Sofia Coppola could direct this Marie Antoinette-themed soiree for
the Studio Theatre’s 30th anniversary. Stop by the venue for an evening of
dinner, dancing, and of course, lots and lots of cake. Studio stars and guest
Broadway artists will present “A 30th Anniversary Songbook,” filled with
musical highlights of the theater’s lifespan. Feb. 2, 6:30PM. Tickets $400.
Studio Theatre, 1501 14th St., NW, 202.232.7267, www.studiotheatre.org.

Oy! The (Not-So) Innocent: A Roast of Ari Roth 
It’s been a decade since Theater J’s Artistic Director Ari Roth jumped on
board, and now the Theater J family has teamed up with its close friends,
foes and fans to give this visionary his due. If only Lenny Bruce was
available… Feb. 4, 8PM. Tickets $175–$1000. Theater J at the Washington
DCJCC, 1529 16th St., NW, 202.777.3229, www.washingtondcjcc.org.

Washington National Opera Midwinter Gala 
Travel to the other side of the world and back again in one night by
attending this annual affair, given under the patronage of His Excellency
the Ambassador of India and Mrs. Sen. Featuring a performance of “The Taj
Mahal by Moonlight” by Washington National Opera Women’s
Committee, the gala will benefit the Opera and its Center for Education
and Training. Feb. 9, 6:30PM. Andrew W. Mellon Auditorium, 1301 Constitution
Ave., NW, 202.295.2468, www.dc-opera.org. 

For the Love of Sight Gala 
It’ll be an all-out spectacle of love at this 6th annual Valentine’s Day soiree,
hosted by The Foundation Fighting Blindness. Join FFB Founder Gordon
Gund and emcees Tim Russert and Maureen Orth as the entity honors
Senator Tom Harkin with the Visionary award and Ken Rietz with the
Hope and Spirit Award. Feb. 13, 6PM. Tickets $1000. Andrew W. Mellon
Auditorium, 1301 Constitution Ave., NW, 202.530.4672, www.blindness.org. 

Fete de Mardi Gras 
Sparkling masks, mass quantities of beaded necklaces, live music and—
crepes? Check out how the Alliance Francaise adds its own twist to the
festivities in this belated Mardi Gras celebration. The dining and
dancing extravaganza will include beats by Fanfare Livleystones in
honor of the final date of Carnival. Feb. 22, 6:30PM. Tickets $28.
Bohemian Caverns, 2001 11th St., NW, 202.234.7911, www.francedc.org. 

A Night in Vienna Ball
Breakout the ballroom gown and prepare to get your waltz on—this
infusion of Viennese tradition and good company is a soiree perfect for the
curious cultural soul. Wine, dine and dance the night away at this festive
celebration of Viennese culture, where a live orchestra will perform Strauss
waltzes, international ballroom music and the famed Radetsky Grand
March. Feb. 23, 7PM. Tickets $89–$150. National Museum of Women in the
Arts, 1250 New York Ave., NW, 202.783.5000, www.internationalclubDC.com. 

Heart Gala
Appropriately celebrated during the month of love, the American Heart
Association’s annual Heart Gala is a fete not to miss. Hoping to outdo last
year’s $1 million raised for the cause, this elegant affair will feature dinner,
dancing and a live auction, benefiting the Greater Washington Region
Heart Association. Feb. 23, 6:30PM–12AM. Tickets $750. Ritz Carlton,
Tysons Corner, 1700 Tysons Blvd., McLean, 703.506.4300, www.americanheart.org. 

Celebrate Women Chefs
It’s ladies night—but for this exciting annual affair, females are in for a
night on the town with a delicious twist. Join the dolls of the DC culinary
scene as they donate their time and talent in support of the Ovarian
Cancer National Alliance. The evening will be filled of flavorful hors
d’oeuvres, delectable tastings and mouth-watering desserts, by way of
chefs including Equinox’s Melanie Parker and Ellen Kassoff-Gray, The
Oval Room’s Joy Ludwick and L’Academie de Cuisine’s Somchet
Chumpapo. Feb. 26, 6:30PM–9:30PM. Tickets $250. Ritz Carlton Hotel,
West End,1150 22nd St., NW, 202.331.1332, www.ovariancancer.org. 

Winter Gala
How to honor someone who’s been named one of Fortune magazine’s Most
Powerful Women in Business and oversees the performance of a $4-billion
company? Find out at this 7th annual soiree, where the Inter-American
Economic Council will honor Christina A. Gold, president and CEO of
the Western Union Company, with its 2008 Excellence in Leadership
Award. Proceeds benefit the Council’s programs focusing on poverty
alleviation, regional trade and investment and corporate social
responsibility. Feb. 28, 6:30PM. Hall of the Americas, Organization of American
States, 17th St. and Constitution Ave., NW, 202.548.0400, www.inter-american.org. 
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THE CAN’T-MISS, MUST-DO PLACES TO EAT, SHOP, PARTY AND GET SMART — THIS WEEK!     
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EXOTIC SPOTLIGHT GET IT GOT IT BIZ HIPDELUXEDESIGNCOOL VIP
SLEEK CLASSIC HOLLYWOOD IN MODERN HOME SEXY RETRO REAL
BIZ LUXURYIN FASHION OUT-AND-ABOUT INSUCCESS CATWALK
SHOES GORGEOUS PEOPLE SEXY IN COUTURE SINNERS AND SAINTS
REAL CULTURE LEADERS SKINGOSSIP HOTTIEVIPA-LISTBEAUTY
IN RAVISHINGSLEEK JET SET THE DIVINE SPARK BOOKSSHADOW
MYSTIQUE IN LOWDOWN WEEKENDER COOLHIGH-STYLE EXOTIC
IN CONFIDENTIAL THE LOOPDRAMA INSIDE NIGHTLIFE IN-CROWD
VIP SLEEK ART X-CESS OBSESSION EXPOSED! PARTYDOWNTOWN
RIDES DANGER BODACIOUS BLOCKBUSTER MUSIC HOT IN STREET
HIP-HOP TRENDS BACK ROOM TENDER VIPSASSYDIVINE
PLUGGED-IN FILM LUXURY IN ART SCENE
EXOTIC VIP OSCARSFRONT INROW PARTY
DOWNTOWN HOT VIPRAVISHING REALTY!
INTOUGHROUGHPLAYERJEWELRYPREMIERE BIZ
DELECTABLE HOT ULTIMATE HIPGLAMOUR RAVE PARTY IN LOOP
HEALTH VIP TRAVELSPOT COOL LOVE IN DOWNTOWN TOMORROW!
EXOTIC SATIRE CELEBRITIES FANTASY FAST-TRACK INTERSECTION 
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HOUSE PROUD!
A mustn’t-miss for modernistas!
On February 5, starchitects Richard Meier and Renzo Piano will be in
DC—not for the ground-breaking ceremony of their building projects
(yet), but for the 19th annual Accent on Architecture gala. Presented by the
American Architectural Foundation and the American Institute of
Architects, more than 1,000 architects, designers and textile gurus from
around the globe will gather at the National Building Museum, where a
handful of hot design types will be honored for their superior work and
vision. MoMA will be highlighted for its redesign and Meier’s award is for
his Atheneum in Indiana. Piano gets the nod for his body of work, which
includes The New York Times building, the Nasher Sculpture Center in Dallas
and Tokyo’s Hermès. For tickets, go to www.archfoundation.org. –Tiffany Jow

WHAT A GEM!
Local cognac connisseurs
were of the first to tipple Hennessy’s limited-edition
Eclipse at the Park Hyatt and that Beauté du Siècle, the
latest exclusive swill from the deluxe distiller, is playing hard to get isn’t
going to keep them from a sample. But to get your hands on the rare blend
of the top 100 eaux-de-vie, you’ll have to unlock a secret—Le Coffre à
Secrets, that is. The couture cognac can only be found in this Art Nouveau
chest made from mouth-blown mirrored glass from Verrerie de Saint-Just.
With a press of the button, a Baccarat decanter and four gilded Murano
glasses rise to the occassion. The chest alone is an estimated 165 lbs., but
it takes more financial muscle to own the package—about 200 grand.
Available through Moët Hennessy USA, 85 10th Ave., New York, 212.251.8393. –K.R.

Hennessy’s Le
Coffre Á Secrets.

Modernist architect
Richard Meier.

Modernist architect
Richard Meier.

NYC’s MoMA will be honored in DC.NYC’s MoMA will be honored in DC.

BETTER OFF RED
The best excuse for leaving DC during gala season? Sotheby’s (RED)
Auction, which has been dubbed the most significant charity auction ever.
The power coupling of Bono and Damien Hirst alone makes this New

York stop worth the jaunt. The
duo asked some of today’s most
famous contemporary artists to
contribute a piece to help (RED)
and the Global Fund fight
HIV/AIDS in Africa. With works
from Jeff Koons, Georg Baselitz,
Jasper Johns, Takashi Murakami
and Richard Prince, to name just
a few, the Valentine’s Day event
is expected to raise more than
$40 million (almost doubling

what the charitable cause has raised thus far). Hirst has contributed seven
of his own works, but don’t expect any sharks submerged in formaldehyde
or diamond-encrusted skulls. The art world’s bad boy kept to the canvases

for this show. If you can’t make it, take
heart and make your bid in absentia.

To register, go to www.sothebys.com. 
–Kate Rosenblatt

Bono and Damien Hirst jump for your love.

“All You Need
Is Love” by

Damien Hirst.

Takashi Murakami’s “Red Flower Ball (3-D).”

Damien Hirst’s “HIV/AIDS, Drugs Combination.”

Andreas Gursky’s “Pyongyong IV.”

THE
RADAR
NOW!
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HEY SISTA, GO SISTA
The latest celebs to come to DC
aren’t testifying before the Senate,
they’re at Intermix. Joining the
stacks and racks are two lines from
starlet sister acts: Elizabeth and
James by the Olsen twins and
twenty8twelve by Savannah and
Sienna Miller. For Mary-Kate and
Ashley, a lifetime of red-carpet
appearances was enough schooling
for design. Their second line,
Elizabeth and James, however, is
less glam than gamine. Named for
their older brother and younger
sister, the collection references

Rock ‘n’ Roll classics with Marianne vests and Keith pants. Sienna’s line
reflects her fashion hits—skinny jeans, ruffled tops and mod mini-dresses—

with the help of her  older sister, Savannah, who cut her teeth
designing for Alexander McQueen, Matthew Williamson
and Anya Hindmarch, among others. These sisters are

doin’ it for themselves! Available at Intermix, 3222 M St.,
NW, 202.298.8080, www.intermixonline.com. –K.R.

CROSSING THE LINE?!
We can’t decide if the latest from
bespoke tailor Tom James is geek
chic, natty in a Thom Browne way
or just over-the-top egocentric. The
hip clothier’s recently launched
Signature Collection personalizes
the pinstripes on its custom suits cut
from Savile Row’s Holland & Sherry
fabric. We’re not talking the “pick
your color” kind of customization,
either. The made-to-measure suits
will feature your stitched name as
the pinstripe. At least you’ll be able
to do away with that other geeky
Beltway accessory: the nametag.
$13,000–$25,000; to find a Tom James
rep, go to www.tomjames.com. –K.R.

DNA 11 is locked and loaded.

KISS AND MAKEUP!
There are ways to make your kisses linger, but DNA 11 offers the best
tool for leaving a lasting impression. Known for creating art by using
DNA and fingerprints, the kitschy Canadian company will send you a lip-
print collection kit complete with MAC’s Viva Glam lipstick to capture
your buss—or yours and your shmooky’s, for a real lip lock. Perfect for a
Valentine’s Day gift, simply send in your imprint and in a mere four to six
weeks an archival print in the color and size of your choice will arrive.
And the kissee won’t be the only one you’ll be sending some love to.
Proceeds from each portrait go to the MAC AIDS Fund to help give the
disease the big kiss off. $290–$390, available at www.dna11.com. –K.R.

The new line of Tom James. 

Savannah and Sienna Miller

Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen

THE FAITHFUL: Elizabeth and James rolls.
THE WISTFUL: twenty8twelve rocks. 
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DON’T HAVE A PERSONAL DIGITAL 

ASSISTANT YET? (C’MON, IT’S THE LATEST 

MUST-HAVE!) GO TO WWW.MODERNLUXURY.COM 

AND SIGN UP FOR THE WEEKLY HOT LIST RIGHT NOW.

WAIT
AN ONLINE
MINUTE…

PAY TO PLAY!
Whether you’re playing or watching, if you
buy into Verizon Center’s Collaborations
suites or The Presidential’s 27-hole golf
club, it won’t matter. The message is you’ve
got game. Membership in these new
ventures secures access to DC’s über-execs.
In the case of Collaboration’s, a
$50,000–$250,000 price tag will get you
into a 5,000 square feet club teeming with
corporate titans there to get a bird’s eye
view of the action on the floor while
entertaining their clients and meeting new
ones. The Presidential, with its 325 acres of

lush greens, 75,000 square feet of fully
WiFi’d conference space, on-site
private dining rooms and a 10,000-
bottle wine cellar will land you tee

times with the best rolodex in town.
The price? If you have to ask, well, you

know... –Scott Sowers

ROUND AND ROUND
If the goal of yoga is to fully
center the mind and body, then
why, you might ask, does the
practice take place on a mat

with such sharp corners? It’s a question yogi Desirée Bartlett has been
pondering since landing her first warrior pose more than a decade ago, and
the self-titled yoga and fitness celebrity is finally doing something about it.
Bartlett recently introduced the first-ever round yoga mat, produced by
Lululemon Athletica and used exclusively at Equinox’s brand-new group-
fitness class, Yoga 360. The 75-minute class focuses on the power of the
circle, transforming typical yoga poses into graceful arcs, spirals and ellipses
inspired by the sun and the moon. Who knows? At the end of this Zen
practice, you just might feel like a luminary, too. Yoga 360 at Equinox, 8065
Leesburg Pike, Vienna, 703.790.6973, www.equinoxfitness.com. –Kate Templin 

THE
RADAR
NOW!

Yoga 360 creator Desirée Bartlett.

Equinox

Lingerie from Stella McCartney and Bendon.

STELLA’S SOFTER SIDE
It’s about time that ultra-
edgy Stella McCartney got
back to the basics...literally.

This spring, the designer partners with notable lingerie manufacturer
Bendon to unveil her first lingerie line, which combines the latter’s
mastery of fit with McCartney’s detailed aesthetic. “The intimacy that
a woman has with her lingerie is quite inspiring,” says McCartney. “It’s
a very personal choice that I find intriguing.” Her collection is
comprised of 13 tongue-in-cheek “stories,” each named after a girl. Eve
Giggling features sweet and sensitive 1940s-inspired pieces, while
Poppy Posing is a little more voyeuristic (we love the bra with ruched
chiffon straps and glittery accents). While the line includes everyday
styles such as bras, briefs and bodysuits, these pieces are not to be
treated like your go-to Gap Body boy-shorts. The quintessential
British broderie designs are intended to be passed from generation to
generation. Available at Neiman Marcus. –D. Graham Kostic

Lingerie from Stella McCartney and Bendon.

GOLD PLATED
Monique Lhuillier’s designs have
walked down the red carpet (and the
wedding aisle) over the last decade
with many a fab fashionista, including
Katie Holmes, Angelina Jolie, Reese
Witherspoon and Eva Longoria. Now,
thanks to an “a-ha” moment, the queen of the wedding gown will now
become the queen of the registry as well. A collaboration between the chic
creative force and the nearly 200-year-old china authority Royal Doulton
has yielded an original tableware collection rife with Lhuillier’s classic shapes
and luxe lines. Launching exclusively at Bloomingdale’s, the white-dotted
dining plates and texturized, multi-faceted crystal stemware hit the shelves
this month. Talk about glamming up the gourmet! $17–$500, available at all
local Bloomingdales, www.bloomingdales.com. –T. J.

Bridal designer Monique Lhuillier.

Lhuillier’s sweet sugar bowl
from Royal Doulton.

Go green at The Presidential.Go green at The Presidential.
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DISHING WITH THE STARS!
Celebrities like Jennifer Aniston and Robin Williams are big supporters of
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. With a film under his belt, it’s fair to
say that AOL exec and Capitols owner Ted Leonsis is joining the crowd
when he emcees the organization’s annual Gourmet Gala on February 5.
One of the hottest tickets in town, the event boasts a powerful lineup of
chairs: Allan McArtor, chairman of Airbus, Tom Wertz, vice president at

UBS and Tom Liljenquist, owner of
Liljenquist & Beckstead Jewelers.
More than 40 of DC’s celeb chefs,
such as Eric Ziebold, José Andrés
and Michel Richard, will be dishing
out their fanciest fare to a guest list
sure to read like a who’s-who of DC
power players—something Leonsis
and St. Jude are counting on. “This
is a platform for giving that is most
critical,” says Leonsis. “Health care
and wellness for children is the
most important issue facing families
today.” Tickets are available at
www.stjude.org. –Rebecca Heslin

MODEL TRAIN
Runway walkers Shalom Harlow and Daria
Werbowy work hard to shrink their carbon
footprint. Why shouldn’t you? Amtrak’s
making sure that you can indeed go green and
eek a little chic out of an Acela trip. Whether it’s for business or that jaunt
this month to Fashion Week, you’ll now be able both to calculate the
carbon dioxide emission of your trip and offset the environmental impact.
A day trip to the Big Apple can release more than 80kg of CO2 and now
passengers can donate about as much as a latte costs to the Silver Spring-
based Carbonfund.org to support renewable energy, energy efficiency or
reforestation projects, all of which reduce the levels of carbon in the
atmosphere. “Amtrak is helping to make an extremely sustainable travel
option even greener for millions of people,” said Carbonfund.org executive
director Eric Carlson. And now that Amtrak is on board,  you can use the
site to offset just about every kind of transport. So whether you’re the
trains, planes or automobiles type, a few clicks can quickly put you in some
pretty trendy territory. www.amtrak.com; www.carbonfund.org. –Kimberly Wilson

ZOOM ZOOM ZOOM
File this one under “My kid has a Porsche and yours
doesn’t.” The style setters behind the Boxster and Cayman have
released a ride for tykes. The sleek silver bobsled seems to anticipate
Junior’s potential road rage—it comes equipped with red metal runners
and a horn. The Porsche logo, on the other hand, is perfect for your
own competition with the neighborhood ‘rents. Get it now. With
global warming pushing snow well into the near-spring months, the
pint-sized set can still get tons of play before winter’s end. $115,
available at Porsche centers and www.porsche.com. –K.R.

The Porsche for
the 007-in-training.

SUSTAINING STYLE
What do Jennifer Garner and
Anne Hathaway have that
you want? Besides the
million-dollar movie roles
and eye-candy significant
others? They all carry
Ananas bags. This month,

the DC native behind the
line of versatile totes, Jennifer Baum, has released her new Eco
Collection. The bags with a retro ‘70s feel are made from earthy extras
such as Abaca banana plant fiber and waxed canvas. Just as covetable as
they are green, these smart shapes make smart purchases, too. A
percentage of the proceeds go to the charity Trees for the Future, a
nonprofit committed to reforestation in developing countries. Now that’s
a style worth sustaining. $80-$399, available at Cusp, www.blogonthecusp.com,
202.625.0893, Muléh, www.muleh.com, 202.667.3440 and Sassanova,
www.sassanova.com, 202.471.4400. –Ashley Estill

Amtrak partners with the
Carbonfund.org to make
riding the rails nearly as
chic as model “citizen”
Daria Werbowy. 

The Samantha bag
by Ananas.

Jennifer Garner

St. Jude event
emcee Ted Leonsis.
St. Jude event
emcee Ted Leonsis.
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1. Lanvin, available at Saks Fifth Avenue, Chevy Chase 2. Erin Fetherston, available at Barneys New

York, NYC 3. Hermés, available at Hermés, Fairfax Square 4. Diane Von Furstenberg, available at

Neiman Marcus, Mazza Gallerie, Tysons Galleria 5. Versace, available at Versace, Tysons Galleria.

BLOW A WAD: AND THE WINNER IS
Even if Keira Knightley manages to walk
off with an Oscar this month, that little
gold statue will be sitting on the shelf in a
week. However, if you’re able to snag the
necklace that won De Beers’ diamond
competition, you’ll take home an award
you can actually wear. The $385,000
creation from Turkish design company
Fibula recently took top nod in the
Diamond Trading Company’s jewelry
design contest. Currently traveling the
world on display, the 100-carat necklace

won for its circular design inspired by the meeting of Adam and Eve. To show
off the acclaimed adornment, you’ll have to choose a suitably plunging gown
—the y-styled sparkler stops just below your sternum. Good thing you have
to go to Max Mara to get the gem. The hot shop is the exclusive home to
Fibula in DC until the brand opens its own store here in the spring. By that
time, Oscar buzz will have quieted, but you’ll still be seen with a winner.

THE
RADAR
FASHION
BY KATE ROSENBLATT

1. 3.
2.

5.
4.

SHOP TALK … with Setchi’s Jessica Del Pilar
Not to knock a muppet, but it’s easy being green, particularly if Setchi
ecoboutique is sustaining your style. As fashionista-friendly as it is
environmentally, the Georgetown store has Ciel frocks, a favorite of
Sienna Miller and Cate Blanchett, hanging alongside Del Forte Denim
and Charmoné shoes, the choices of starlet Natalie Portman. We stopped
by to ask owner Jessica Del Pilar about getting kitted-out in pesticide-
free, sustainable fabrics and how hot it is to be eco-chic.

How is green the new black? Environmentally-friendly fashion is following
everything that you’re seeing in Paris and Milan—everything that’s on the
runway that’s wearable. Because I do think it needs to be wearable. There’s
also an exclusivity associated with how small the labels are that was really
attractive. It’s a way to express yourself in a unique way, staying true to your
style and all the while staying true to the environment. For me it was a no-
brainer. How do you stock sustainable? The first requirement was to be fashionable.
Then I set four criteria for buying, and my requirement was that everything
met one, and it’s turned out that everything meets at least two. The criteria
are first, organic, second, fair trade and third, reclaimed. I’d like to find more
reclaimed, but it’s difficult for
designers, no two pieces are the
same, so it requires a tremendous
amount of work on their end, but
because of that I think it makes
every piece more unique and a little
more valuable. And the fourth
criterion is local. We have a couple
items that fit, the one that does it
the best is our jewelry designer,
Moonrise. It’s fun when people
come in and want to talk more about
pieces, and it’s fun when people
come in and don’t even realize it’s an
ecoboutique, because then you’re
really doing something right! P
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WHO WHAT WEAR: A ONE-OFF
If you traveled to any one of the rivieras this winter, you may already be
rocking the Athena gown. Launched as the trend of the moment in Oscar
de la Renta’s resort collection, glam girls are going Greek for spring, too.
Versace does it LBD-style, while Lanvin’s cold shoulder may ruffle a few
feathers. Both Hermés, designed by Jean Paul Gaultier, and Erin
Fetherston went a little more literal with slate-colored togas. Diane Von
Furstenberg’s goddess is on cloud nine in her full-on white out.

Setchi’s 
Jessica Del Pilar 

THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT: Fibula
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Even Jane Jetson—with her space age purple dresses and that automated closet to outfit her at the
touch of a button—could benefit from an intergalactic shopping spree once in a while. Today’s
astronomical accessories have the power to rocket Jane’s look (and yours) light-years into the
future. Dinosaur Designs’ ultramodern resin bangles will look stellar as they orbit your wrist. And
Yves Saint Laurent’s star-bright necklace is just the sort of statement piece that could launch your
spring style quotient into the stratosphere. With celestial stunners like these at your fingertips,
you’ll appear out of this world without pushing a single button—or consulting a robot. 

From top: Yves Saint Laurent multicolor Star necklace, $4,180, at Saks Jandel, Chevy Chase. Coral, gold and diamond necklace,
price upon request, by Taher Chemirik at Jeffrey, New York. Heels, $730, at Versace, Tysons Galleria. Yves Saint Laurent Star
brooch, $320, at Saks Jandel, Chevy Chase. Resin bangles, $70-$120 each, by Dinosaur Designs at www.dinosaurdesigns.com.
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ACTUAL WATERVIEW.ACTUAL WATERVIEW.
Waterview offers impressive views of Georgetown, the Potomac River, and the monuments of the 

capital city, as well as an extensive array of amenities courtesy of the Hotel Palomar directly below.

One of Waterview’s many unique features is the 31st-fl oor observation deck—a magnifi cent vantage 

point higher than any allowed within the District of Columbia—where breathtaking views surround 

you. Just as Waterview surrounds you with a level of luxury living you just won’t fi nd anywhere else.

Waterview’s world-class views, eminently desirable location, and extensive privileges add up to 

boutique-inspired living. Come see for yourself.

NOW SELLING
CONDOMINIUM RESIDENCES ABOVE THE HOTEL PALOMAR ON FLOORS 14–30

WORLD-CLASS VIEWS FROM $500,000 TO OVER $5,000,000

WaterviewResidences.com 
703.879.8146
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2006 cover, and it doesn’t hurt that his wife’s style cred complements
his own. Michelle’s shoulder-bearing, empire-waisted halter dresses
make her profile more Tracy Reese than Anne Klein. And with Oprah
as a best pal, those guest lists won’t be hard to make sparkle and shine.
Obama fans George Clooney, Will Smith and Sharon Stone will up the
glitz if the Obamas are headed to Pennsylvania Ave.

A GOP victory, on the other hand, doesn’t necessarily mean that
White House fashion will be DOA. Über-image-conscious Mitt Romney
is poised to bring the most sheen, and not just from the top of that
plastic-fantastic hair. Although given his January showing, it isn’t likely
we’ll be seeing his locks—or wife Ann’s frocks—over the next four years. 

Presumptive frontrunners John McCain and Mike Huckabee,
however, might actually make Beltway fashionistas nostalgic for the
outgoing administration. With a feature on his kachina-kitsch manse in
Architectural Digest, a fringed,Western jacket-ed McCain showed that
there is something worse than his sweatered varsity look that The
Washington Post’s Robin Givhan compared to Mr. Rogers. And Iowa
breakout Huckabee? His oft-blogged-about family Christmas card
shows matching denim outfits complete with elbow patches for the men,
which may lead some to proclaim, “Sir, you’re no Chuck Norris.”

Mike Bloomberg, with his eco-chic leanings and Brooks Brothers
togs, represents the independents’ best chance at a sartorial stand—which
is a lot better than what Ralph Nader would’ve brought to the table. 

No matter one’s political leanings, the cowboy boots and gaudy ball
gowns that accompanied the Bush team’s entry into the White House
shocked and awed the Capitol. For eight long years, fashion rules have
been flouted—and aside from the occasional flash of prowess from
Condi and the rugged, unintentionally chic look of a Cheney hunting
trip, hope was lost. As a result, District dons and doyennes are screaming
for a Jack-and-Jackie type, or Jackie-and-Jack, as the case may be. 

Hillary is indeed the best case scenario for style watchers come
February 5. If Mme. Clinton triumphs on Super Tuesday, a cadre of
fashionistas will be in line for a Lincoln Bedroom stay. Forget Friends of Bill.
Hillary’s been Anna Wintour’s guest at the Council of Fashion Designers of
America Awards (the Oscars for the runway set), traded style tips with
Sarah Jessica Parker at an art opening in Chelsea and inspired Marc Jacobs
to release an Andy Warhol-esque fundraising T-shirt on her behalf during
her second race for the Senate. Of-the-moment fashion designer Charles
Nolan is a friend of the would-be POTUS, and while some Oscar de la
Renta dresses lingered around W’s White House, you can expect Bill
Clinton’s poker buddy, Oscar himself, to attend state dinners. 

A Hillary loss isn’t necessarily bad fashion’s gain. Long ago, Barack
Obama cast aside his flag pin and embraced the only style standout a
male pol in this town has: the sleek, pale blue tie. He looks even more
Kennedy-esque when he forgoes the tie altogether—sort of like Tom
Ford with less chest. Men’s Vogue cast its Obama vote on its September IM
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PREZ-À-PORTER High style may be en route from the runway to the Beltway

POWER SUITORS Clockwise from left: Designers Marc Jacobs, Charles
Nolan and Oscar de la Renta make up Hillary Clinton’s closet cabinet. 

THE
RADAR
FASHION
BY KAREN SOMMER SHALETT
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JOHNCH ICK .COM
Dr. John Chick is a leading provider of contemporary dentistry. He was named 

one of Washington’s “Best Dentists” by Washingtonian Magazine.

John Ch ic k  DMD  5454 Wiscons in  Avenue #1315  
Chevy  Chase ,  MD 20815  (301)  652-2277

Mel issa  P,  ac tua l  pat ien t
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How do you toughen up the girliest color on the block? This season,
it’s simple: Introduce it to lusty, lacquered patent leather. Designers
ranging from bad-boy Brit Alexander McQueen to the oh-so chi-chi
Chanel are bringing hot pink to the dark side, combining the tender
tint with wicked black patent. Gucci and Jimmy Choo are taking the
trend to your toes, offering up sweet pink accents on some serious
shoes, while Christian Lacroix’s Fluorescent Technical duffel bag is
equal parts lovely and lascivious—truly a killer combo. 

5

1

3

THE
RADAR
FASHION
BY KATE TEMPLIN 

PATENT PENDING

1. Spirit stretch flat in patent calfskin, $675, at Chanel, Tysons Galleria, 703.847.0555. 2. Blow bag by
Alexander McQueen, $2,710, at Hu’s Shoes, 3005 M St., NW, 202.342.0202. 3. Idol platform, $775, at
Jimmy Choo, Chevy Chase, 240.223.1102. 4. Patent leather open-toe shoe bootie with pink side lace-
up detail, $795, at Gucci, Chevy Chase, 301.986.8902; Fairfax Square, 703.506.6804. 5. Fluorescent
Technical bag by Christian Lacroix, price upon request, at Christian Lacroix, NYC, 212.753.2569.

4

2
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Turnberry Tower, Arlington.
The new A list.

The building is taller, the residences more spacious and definitely
more luxurious than anything else around. Turnberry Tower is under
construction right across the Key Bridge from Georgetown.
Think convenience with less congestion, proximity with more privacy.

The paradigm just shifted.

Expansive residences from $800,000. Visit us or call
703.243.3000. 1820 North Fort Myer Dr. (enter on North Nash St.)
Arlington, Virginia 22209. www.turnberrytowerarlington.com

Exclusive representation by The Mayhood Company.
Obtain the property report required by federal law and read it before signing anything. No federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property. Oral representations
cannot be relied upon to correctly state the representations of the developer. For correct representations, make reference to the documents in accordance with the Virginia Condominium
Act. This offering is made only by the prospectus for the condominium and no statement should be relied upon if not made in the prospectus. This is not an offer to sell, or solicitation
of offers to buy, the condominium units in states where such offer of solicitation cannot be made. Prices, plans and specifications are subject to change without notice. We are pledged
to the letter and spirit of US policy for the achievment of equal housing opportunity throuout the nation. We encourage and support an affirmative advertising and marketing program

in which there are no barriers to obtaining housing because of race, color, religion, sex, handicap family status or national origin. Located within close proximity to Rosslyn
Metro Station. LEED Certified Building.
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If love is forever—we can all dream,
right?—and diamonds are, too, then the
next logical step is a trip to the place that
has been synonymous with diamonds forever:
Tiffany & Co. The 170-year-old company still
knows how to make a girl swoon. Its Regal
Diamond Pendant features a 41.37-carat, pear-
shaped diamond (big enough to cause any
Golightly gal jaw to drop), centered on a
platinum necklace dripping with round and pear-
shaped rocks, tallying up beaucoup carats. And then
there’s Tiffany’s new Novo diamond engagement ring,
a brilliant, facet-patterned, cushion-cut stone—inspired
by Tiffany’s original cushion cut—that promises to deliver
blindingly beautiful bursts of light with every gesture. With
stones like these on the horizon, we won’t just take breakfast at
Tiffany’s—we’ll take breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

ICE PRINCESS

Regal diamond and platinum pendant, $3.5 million, and Majestic diamond and platinum

necklace, $1.65 million, both at Tiffany & Co., Fairfax Square.

THE
RADAR
JEWELRY
BY LYNDSEY SAUL
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with two teenagers, who attend Washington International School, with the
aid of a Mini to squire them around town and a jeune homme au pair—
something every woman needs. Her azure eyes sparkle as she laughs and
says her friends tease her about being Mrs. Robinson. Formerly she had a
young lady au pair, but “she felt my closet was her closet” and that was
definitely not OK. With a closet full of Courrèges (there are currently four:
black, red, white and that pink), Lanvin and Valentino, you’d agree. 

Best pals with DC’s master printmaker and gallery owner, David
Adamson, Bensahel recently purchased from him a Chuck Close image
of Kate Moss in the buff as a gift for Pierre. What’s the secret to that
kind of security? The designer quotes the sage advice from her
grandmother who also nicknamed her, “Never fight with men. Say yes
and do whatever you want.” Grandmother also said, “Always do your
hair and nails because adventure is at the corner of every street.”

The advice was well-taken, but only after Bensahel spent seven years
attending a convent boarding school, a time she recalls fondly. She
converted to Judaism when she married Pierre. As a board member of the
Maria Nobrega Foundation in Brazil, her two worlds of faith are united as
she helps to restore Franciscan monasteries and historic Jewish homes in
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Olinda. Contemplating her current
mood, Mme. reflects once more on those Courrèges dresses, stating her
favorite one right now is white—a reflection of the way she feels at 42. 

“Before I turned forty, I think I was scared to meet myself. But after
that threshold, I stopped lying.” She pauses. “About the idea of
happiness. I was concerned about what people thought of me. I needed
love through social activities to escape myself. Now I can say, ‘no, I
don’t want that.’ Instead, I now love to learn and design.” 

Bensahel sips on an espresso and takes a bite of a rich chocolate
torte, “It’s good at this time of day, n’est-ce pas?” 

What’s hotter than hot pink? Corinne Bensahel searches for le mot juste
to describe her recent Courrèges purchase. “Shocking pink!” exclaims
the raven haired Parisian who laughs, tosses her head and admits she’s
assembling a collection of identical shift dresses in different colors.
Pretty colors, she says, to go with the edgy and romantic door-knocker
cocktail rings and mystic talisman she created for “Symbolisme,” her
collection set to launch at Bergdorf Goodman this season.

A confessed Cinderella-syndrome girly girl, Coco, to her friends,
is not light-minded. Rather she flexes her intellect by writing features
on culture and design for France’s Le Figaro and the European edition
of Architectural Digest. She chafes at small talk and is quick to point out
that power drives the social scene in DC, whereas in Paris, well, it’s
very different. Un petit peu plus intellectual. The Americans, though, are
the greatest philanthropists in the world, she says. 

Bensahel arrived nine years ago from the City of Lights for husband
Pierre’s work (he’s president of Premium Life). She admits to crying her
eyes out, but determined to make friends, she offered to coach her son’s
baseball team. It mattered little that she didn’t know the game. “You just
learn the rules, no?” There’s that head toss again and a natural glow that
epitomizes the allure of French women who eschew layers of makeup.

It was on an assignment one year ago in Tahiti, profiling pearl
magnate Robert Wan, that she added jewelry design to her portfolio.
Offered the chance to design some pieces with Tahitian pearls, she treated
herself to the eye candy. When friends begged her to share, she obliged
and launched the brand De Lansquine (her family name). Her collections are
at Bon Marché and Franc & Fils in Paris, where she designed a “pearl bar”
letting shoppers select their own precious things to be strung on leather. 

Bensahel divides her time between Washington and Paris, where she
owns an apartment near the Louvre. She manages a stateside household

AN “IT” GIRL GROWS UP This Washingtonian by way of Paris has plenty of pearls to share

THE
RADAR
BY POLLY NELL JONES
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEAN-FRANCOIS ALOISI

JEWELRYJEWELRY

PEARLS OF WISDOM: Based in DC, Parisian
Corrine Bensahel is launching the Symbolisme
jewelry collection from her De Lansquine line at
a Bergdorf Goodman trunk show this season.   
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK OCKENFELS 3

Meet It-girl-next-door Lindsay Sloane. The honey-eyed, fresh-scrubbed, rosy-cheeked beauty
lights up the big screen this month in Over Her Dead Body as an impossibly lovable kid sister hell-
bent on saving her brother (played by Paul Rudd) from dying alone after his fiancée (Eva Longoria
Parker) is killed by a toppling ice sculpture. But don’t be fooled by the ingenue onscreen—this isn’t
Sloane’s first time. The Hollywood pro’s been acting since she was 8 (with an exhausting list of
credits to prove it), she was maid of honor at Sarah Michelle Gellar’s wedding, and she’s married
to an agent (at ICM). So far, 2008 is shaping up to be her year. She’s wrapped three movies,
including March’s The Accidental Husband with Uma Thurman and The Six Wives of Henry Lefay with
Tim Allen and Elisha Cuthbert. We caught up with Lindsay before a rare and brief skiing vacation
to dish Longoria, stage mothers and what’s it like to be a real-life Mrs. Ari Gold.

You started acting at 8. How did you avoid becoming a Britney or a Jamie Lynn? My parents would never let me get involved
in any shit. But it helped not having too much fame or success at an early age. My mom was
super supportive. She drove me to auditions until I was 16. What was life like for you then? I went to high
school with my friends in Chatsworth and had a totally normal childhood. My mom was a
children’s librarian and my dad was in sales. My older brother does web design. It was a really
non-Hollywood family. What was it like working with Eva Longoria? She’s a spitfire, but really nice. She’s a
great example of someone who knows how lucky she is. We hear you’re married to an ICM agent. How did that
happen? I met him at a signing meeting. I was seeking new representation. I was instantly smitten.
Did you sign with ICM on the spot? You bet [laughs]. I needed to get my husband. 

SLOANE RANGER Lindsay Sloane gallops into theaters with three new movies
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TAG, YOU’RE IT!
Demian Repucci, one half of the über-
savvy duo Lovegrove & Repucci
who’ve brought us the New York Delft
plate set, gives all those lovers of the
iconic, albeit tired, Dutch china a break.
“The public finds the windmills, cobbled
streets and grazing cows depicted on them
to be very charming, possibly lending a
sense of history and tradition to themselves,”
says the New York-based Repucci. But one
man’s history is another’s sendup, afterall.
Repucci and his partner Nicolas Lovegrove—
the duo met at Salon di Mobile several years
ago—are offering their take on modern
Delftware, plastering everyday city icons of
taxicabs, hot dog stands and delivery trucks
with graffiti tags. The classic blue and white
fine porcelain dishes have a weightiness
to them that suggests the same
formality as the classic. “In all our
work, we try to look at an
accepted object or way of
thinking through a new lens,
questioning things we might
otherwise take for granted,”
Repucci says. “Maybe now,
people will ask why the plate
they’re eating from has an old-
looking Dutch windmill on
it, and what made them
purchase it from Pottery
Barn last month.”  $90 per
set, at Apartment Zero,  406
7th St., NW, 202.628.4067,
w w w. a p a r t m e n t z e r o . c o m ,
www.areaware.com.

FASHION, INK
Not quite ready to sacrifice your skin to an unforgiving needle? No problem. Designers have brewed
up an onslaught of tactics for fashionistas to show off a tailored tat without the whole permanence
thing. Down the spring/summer ’08 catwalks strutted tattoo-inspired frocks and gowns, such as Prada’s
goddess-like plum minidress that showcases an equally sultry fairy on its front and Roberto Cavalli’s
crème-colored silk number, whose
billowing side is plastered with giant
golden flowers blossoming before
artfully drawn cherry and sea foam-
hued buds. And for those who’d
prefer to dress their home in ink-
informed décor, the U+ Collection
for Umbra’s PhotoArt Paint by
Numbers series will do the trick. The
clock and frame were designed by
Sativa Turner, who was inspired by
the artistry of tattoos. Paints and
brushes come with, so you can give
the rose petals and stems your own
touch. Tattoos and paint-by-numbers?
Trailer park chic, indeed! 

IT’S OUT OF THE BAG!  
A self-professed fan of Spongebob Squarepants and Mickey Mouse,
couture chameleon Marc Jacobs gave the nod to cartoons for his Louis
Vuitton spring/summer ’08 “Big City After Dark” collection. As
collaborations are the name of Jacobs’s game, he tapped  friend and artist
Richard Prince to inspire some seriously savvy sacs. Prince’s purses follow
the late Stephen Sprouse’s graffiti bags and Louis Vuitton’s ongoing
partnership with Takashi Murakami. And while the highbrow house now
features some lowbrow looks, as art goes, these aren’t exactly the Sunday
funnies. Prince embroidered cartoons from past issues of The New Yorker on
the bags and printed jokes from other American magazines, recalling the
artist’s work in the late ’80s. Carried down the catwalk by models
costumed as nurses (reminiscent of the artist’s Naughty Nurse Project and
September 2003 photo shoot with Kate Moss for W), the playful pouches
proudly proclaimed that even establishment-types like Louis Vuitton can
have a sense of humor. Available at Louis Vuitton, Chevy Chase.

PRINCE’S PRINTS: A wonky sendup for Louis Vuitton
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HAUTE AND BOTHERED! 
Cartoons, graffiti and tattoos? High design is getting some serious street inspiration 

Roberto Cavalli Prada

HOME PLATES!
Lovegrove & Repucci’s
New York Delft set
moves into hip pads
this season. 

Umbra’s clock was inspired by the outlines of tattoos.
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The sonic, pulsing backbeat of old-school hip-hop isn’t exactly the
soundtrack most people associate with the National Portrait Gallery,
but it’ll be the music of choice on February 8, when the venerable
museum debuts its latest exhibition, “RECOGNIZE! Hip Hop and
Contemporary Portraiture.” With a nod to the world of rap, the
museum is throwing an opening night fete expected to rock the
house. A first in the world of DC’s buttoned-up institutions: “music
throw-down” and “gallery opening” will actually fit together like a fat
kid and cake, to borrow from 50 Cent. 

But the multimedia exhibit, with an artistic energy born of struggle
and yearning, seems absolutely right for the times, even in the
courtyard of a grand 19th-century Beaux Arts building that houses one
of the world’s most acclaimed collections of art. It will feature vibrant
portraits, such as a a painting of LL Cool J, by art world star Kehinde
Wiley; David Scheinbaum’s energetic photographs of hip-hop artists
like the Phar Cyde and Erykah Badu; video self-portraits by DC artist
Jefferson Pinder; and several other works commissioned specifically for
the show. Brooklyn-based artist Shinique Smith will interpret a Nikki
Giovanni-penned poem by creating an installation in the same gallery.

Two Washington graffiti artists, Dave Hupp and Tim Conlon, will hang
a quartet of 20-foot-long murals in the corridor between the galleries.

“RECOGNIZE!” is the third exhibition in the National Portrait
Gallery’s “Portraiture Now” series. The museum, which is perhaps best
known for artist Gilbert Stuart’s painting of George Washington,
“Lansdowne,” is the first of the Smithsonian museums to produce a
show that attempts to relate the influence of hip-hop culture on such
a medium as portraiture. (The National Museum of American History
last year began a major push to collect hip-hop objects and artifacts,
though no permanent exhibit has yet been announced.)  

While both nodding to the cultural impact of the art form and seeing
an opportunity, Carolyn Carr, National Portrait Gallery’s deputy director
and chief curator, hopes “RECOGNIZE!” will bring a new audience
through its doors. “This exhibit has a real ‘Wow!’ factor,” says Carr. “It’s
varied in terms of its visual impact, and it has a wonderful jazzy installation
aspect to it. Having a hip-hop exhibit here seems so normal for what we’re
supposed to do, particularly in terms of experimental portraiture.”

Recently reopened after a massive six-year, $283-million renovation,
the gallery’s Penn Quarter location offers the potential to merge its art-

THE
RADAR
ART
BY JILL HUDSON NEAL

DON’T CALL IT A COMEBACK The National Portrait Gallery has been here for years, but now it’s about to get RECOGNIZED!
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LONG HAUL: Mule, by local artist Jefferson Pinder, will be on display at the National Portrait Gallery in its latest exhibit, “RECOGNIZE!”
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world credibility with its newly hipped-up ‘hood.
The museum, itself, is home to a permanent
collection of more than 20,000 photographs,
paintings, prints, sculptures and drawings, many
of which are contemporary. This may surprise
visitors who associate the museum’s brand of
portraiture more with white wigs and blue blood
than 14-carat gold chains and turntables. 

Dynamic artists such as Yale-trained painter
Wiley, whose enigmatic portraits of black men recall
the classic portraits of Gainsborough and Titian, and
activist and poet Giovanni, deserve a place in a large
show at the Smithsonian, says photographer David
Scheinbaum. And considering hip-hop’s often
divisive history and reputation as violent, misogynist
and overtly materialistic, “it's a very bold move on
the part of the Portrait Gallery to go forward with
this subject matter,” admits the Sante Fe-based
Scheinbaum, who has been photographing hip-hop
artists like KRS-One, Public Enemy, Common, The

Roots and Dilated Peoples since attending a rap
concert in 1999 with his then-teenaged son. “Hip-
hop is an incredible art form with incredibly
serious artists. It’s important that contemporary
art reflects the music and the movement.”

Jobyl Boone, the exhibition’s guest curator,
believes the show will do just that. “Hip-hop has
permeated the culture to such a degree that more
and more artists are being influenced by the form. 

“We were all well aware of the criticism that
gansta rap has engendered,” admits Boone, who
worked alongside exhibition curators Frank
Goodyear and Brandon Fortune for nearly three
years to organize the show. “This isn’t meant to be
a comprehensive history or endorsement of hip-
hop. It’s a show about artists who are working today

in the tradition of portraiture. And
many of the portraits in the show
are of artists who have very
positive social messages. 

“Aspects of the culture are
controversial, but I hope our
show won’t be, ” she adds. 

Still, the exhibition’s curators
hope the multi-faceted show will
entice more than just the usual
wine-and-cheese crowd. 

“Bringing a more diverse
audience to our exhibits is one of
our main objectives,” Boone adds.
“Portraiture is alive and well in the
21st century. It’s not a dead genre. 

“Hip-hop has an energy
that transcends race and class,”
Scheinbaum says. “I hope the
portraits move someone to take
another look at it.” 

RECOGNIZE! runs from February 8
to October 26. For more information,
log on to www.npg.si.edu. R
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From top: Show banner by grafitti artists Dave Hupp and Tim Conlon,
Erykah Badu by David Scheinbaum, LL Cool J by Kehinde Wiley.
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So you’ve never been to Harajuku and think manga is Italian for “eat up”? Clearly you’re not
keeping pace with Tokyo. But then again, who is? That’s precisely the question the Kennedy
Center poses this month with its two-week mega festival “JAPAN! culture+hyperculture,”
which presents roughly 450 artists in more than 40 performances and loads of astonishing
events that place the arts of “the floating island” on America’s center stage.

“Japanese culture is hyperactive. It’s beyond what we normally think of as culture, and it’s
going on at a very rapid pace and in an exciting direction,” says Alicia Adams, vice president of
International Programming and Dance at the Kennedy Center and curator of the landmark
festival. To assemble an all-star lineup of artists, musicians, architects, photographers, poets,
writers, fashion designers and dancers, Adams kept her own fast pace jetting to and from Narita.
While many of the performers may be foreign to American audiences, the roster is an A-List of
Japan’s blue-chip cultural movers and shakers. Violin virtuoso Midori—as famous as Madonna,
but more classically inclined—will be here. Mansai Nomura, an ace at kyogen (a style of spoken
drama based on laughter and comedy) will perform. Paper-toy visionary Shin Tanaka, bamboo
sculptor Shigeo Kawashima, avant-garde photographer Mika Ninagawa and acclaimed dancer
Akira Kasai will present their eye-popping works. Collectively, the artists represent not only
Japan, but one of the world’s most concentrated centers of imaginative output. 

The Kennedy Center’s timing (and multi-million-dollar budget) is on the money. “Japan is on
the rise again,” says Adams. “I’m so impressed with the creativity that goes on there. It seems to me
that their artists approach ideas differently, perhaps scientifically. They’re exploring ideas and
trying to find new solutions, but they’re less concerned about knowing where they’ll end up.“

That imaginative force that seems to energize Japanese culture is just one theme. A
second theme is the pace and global influence of that force. Take, for example, manga, the
distinctly Japanese sequential narrative comic. The November 2007 cover of Wired magazine

HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN The Kennedy Center shines its lights on Japan

THE
RADAR
CULTURE
BY GEORGE W. STONE

A BRUSH WITH GREATNESS: Calligraphy
artist Koji Kakinuma wields a mighty brush,

above. At top: Hiroyuki Suzuki’s photo series
charts the construction of a Tokyo highway. A
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features a buxom, pink-haired glamazon ‘toon and the words “Manga
Conquers America: How Japanese comics are reshaping pop culture.”
Although manga might be as unfamiliar to some Americans as pachinko
parlors, this art form represents a $4.2-billion-a-year industry in Japan,
and U.S. sales of these sexy-violent comic books have tripled in the last
four years. The “JAPAN!” festival will present a marathon of anime film
premieres and a Manga Café for pop-culture book browsing.

Japanese influence abounds in America, extending far beyond cars,
sumo wrestlers and nigiri. Forget the kimono. Fierce fashion inspirations
from goth-lolitas to hybrid punk and hip-hop looks frequently make their
first appearance around Harajuku Station, Tokyo’s epicenter of warp-speed
youth style. Dazzling anime films, such as Hayao Miyazaki’s Howl’s Moving
Castle, are frequent Academy Award contenders and feature the iconic style
of hyperactive cartoons that now entertain the world. And don’t even get
us started on Pokémon or Hello Kitty. The fiery furnace of Japanese
innovation ignites global intrigue and frequently defines its own terms. 

“While visiting museums and shopping for performance and visual
artists in Japan, I spoke with everyone I could to identify the right artists to
include in the festival,” says Adams. “The one name that everyone came up
with was Yayoi Kusama. She is 79 and involved in 27 other projects, so we
were very lucky to meet with her. She usually wears either a red or blue wig
and a polka dot dress to match. She is iconic and fantastic and we fell in
love with her dots.” The festival will present “Dots Obsession,” Kusama’s
world-premiere installation based on yellow and black polka dots.

As guests arrive at the Kennedy Center they will be greeted by
icons of Japanese arts and culture, literally. Mitsubishi’s million-dollar
Wakamaru robot will be shaking visitors’ hands in the Nations Gallery as
part of the “Robotopia” series of events, which pay tribute to Japanese
craftsmanship and technology. Wakamaru won’t be the only celebrated
android on hand. The Honda robot Asimo can walk, climb stairs,
communicate and recognize voices and faces. Toyota’s Partner Robot

plays the trumpet. These superstars even have their own secret service
details—more to protect trade secrets than political agendas. 

Robots become generators of entertainment—or metal-and-
microchip versions of Radiohead—in the performance art troupe Maywa
Denki, which presents a “product demonstration” on the Millennium
Stage. Other musical marvels include Oki, who plucks his tonkori (a
stringed instrument) and fuses traditional folk melodies with reggae,
African rhythms and electronica. Ko Ishikawa, of Laptop Orchestra,
plays the sho (mouth organ) as his computer-equipped collaborators
process the sound digitally, creating an evolving curtain of infinite sound. 

Eco-minded arts connoisseurs will be tweaked by the world premiere
of architect Tadao Ando’s “Four Cubes” glass installation, which was built
on-site for the festival and explores sustainability and the environment.
“The World of Sake,” a tasting and discussion, will be held on two nights
and a Tony-nominated costume designer will present a show of
ultramodern ensembles. Japan’s most famous butoh company, Sankai Juku,
will stage its phantasmagorical work, Kinkan Shonen, while exclamatory
poet Yasuki Fukushima shouts out his haiku-like zekkyo tanka verses. 

Although creativity runs on hyperdrive in Japan, the nation famously
reveres its traditions. The festival features a number of old-school arts,
from taiko drumming by the Hakata Kinjishi Dance and Drums group to
theatrical works that are rooted in noh, kabuki and kyogen. “There is
always an element that draws on the traditional, even within works that
are exploring contemporary concepts,” says Adams. “Look at Shintoku-Maru
by Yukio Ninagawa. It’s based on a noh play, but it is very much a
contemporary piece. The Mansaku-no-Kai Kyogen Company presents
The Kyogen of Errors, which is based on the Shakespeare play. So they’ve
taken tradition and given it a kick.” DC may be a far cry from Kyoto, but
before the cherry blossoms arrive this year, we’ll all be turning Japanese. 

“JAPAN! culture+hyperculture,” February 5-17, www.kennedy-center.org/japan.

CREATIVE EXPLOSIONS From left: The 
Maywa Denki musical troupe presents a few
paranoid androids. Artist Yayoi Kusama
reveals her Dots Obsession. Akira Kasai kicks
butoh in the solo dance Pollen Revolution.
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the program is founding artistic director Liz Lerman’s “Nocturnes,” which,
after its 1995 debut, caused a neighboring Tower Records to sell out of the
Willie Nelson tracks to which the work is choreographed.

This approach to performance is all part of the genre-bending
philosophy of the Dance Exchange. “I started this company because I
had a very strong notion that I didn’t see anywhere else,” says Lerman.
Dissatisfied with the endless search for the traditional dancer that
marked dance companies and concerts in New York, she wanted to
make the art form more accessible to the public. And while her notions
of combining spoken word, visual art and casting the elderly may not
seem groundbreaking today, back in 1976 her artistic decisions were
radical and pushed dance to develop in a direction she helped define. 

Throughout its three decades, the Dance Exchange has maintained
its dance-for-everyone M.O. through its collaborative choreographic
process, community workshops and performances in unexpected
venues like parks and shipyards. The company continues to seek out
the artist in the everyday individual. “It’s a lot like reality television,”
Lerman says. “I took regular people and told their stories, put them out
there, and they were really strong, compelling and touching.” 

And while the troupe’s past continually informs its path, Lerman and
company are eyeing the next 30 years. Lerman, newly 60 herself, has
tapped bright young thing Wegman and seasoned dancer and
choreographer Shula Strassfeld to help carry the mantle forward. With a
newly revamped cast and administrative core, the company expects to
push through the boundaries that even Lerman has not yet broken. 

“There are a lot of false notions about performance art,” says DiMuro,
”But really, it’s not about the answers—it’s about the questions.” 

“Love, Etcetera: Dances to William Shakespeare and Willie Nelson,” Feb. 14–15,
8PM. Royden B. Davis S.J. Performing Arts Center, Georgetown University,
www.danceexchange.org.

Is there anything more DC than a local dance troupe commissioned by
Harvard to choreograph a piece about the Nuremberg trials? Or
performing in Geneva to celebrate the biggest science experiment in
history? Well, it isn’t all wonky 180s for the Liz Lerman Dance Exchange,
but the repertory, now in its 31st year, indeed takes inspiration from
politicized hot buttons ranging from genocide to the Underground
Railroad, with an occassional paean to retro-hip country music stars. 

Even apart from its subject matter, the Takoma Park-based troupe is
hardly a typical dance company. The dancers it employs span ages 23 to
73, each with a story as unique as the repetoire. They range from formally
trained ballerinas from Juilliard to actors with theater degrees to army brats
who discovered a love of dance in the age of retirement. The company
seeks artists who are both technically sound and ultra versatile so that they
can easily move within roles in the intergenerational company.

This month, the ensemble will premiere a piece that embarks on
new territory and will establish yet another cutting-edge direction for
the Dance Exchange. Commissioned by Very Special Arts, an
international nonprofit that teaches disabled individuals through the
arts, producing artistic director Peter DiMuro will debut “Farthest Earth
from Thee,” featuring roles for both the company and guest dancers,
half of whom are unable to walk, see or fully use their limbs.

Inspired by the wheelchair-bound dancers that will join the
company, rolling staircases, skateboards, scooters and office chairs will
be utilized by every artist, allowing each to explore mobility on wheels.
“We learn so much from how they’ve learned to move,” says Joffrey-
trained company member Ben Wegman. “One of the cast members, who’s
partially blind, moves about the darkly-lit stage with this amazing spatial
awareness, which most dancers work their entire lives to achieve.” 

A recitation of Shakespeare’s sonnets will accompany “Farthest Earth
From Thee” at Georgetown University. Company member Matt Mahaney’s
poetry-inspired visuals will be projected onto the stage. Also appearing in

THE
RADAR
BY TIFFANY JOW

CULTURECULTURE
GOING OUT ON A LIMB: The intergenerational Liz Lerman Dance
Exchange is readying itself to rock the dance world once again. 

AS THE WORLD TURNS
DC’s Liz Lerman Dance Exchange puts its newest spin on jetés and geopolitics
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Music had been ubiquitous in her family even though she never
planned to make music for a living. But when she agreed to be a back-
up singer in a friend’s start-up band, she put herself in front of music
industry impresarios who would eventually help her break out. Smith
met a drummer interested in producing an album. Together they
released For Lovers, Dreamers, and Me. The time it took for Epic Records
to sign Smith could’ve been clocked with an egg timer.  

The reviews came in and she was a hit. Everyone from The New York
Times to Rolling Stone foretold future success. And then she got the call. She
learned about her own nomination and that of another DC vocalist and
neighbor in Brooklyn: Meshell Ndegeocello. The two have even played
together, though Ndegeocello, 40, represents a different time in music.
She grew up jamming on the District’s edgy go-go circuit, shaved her
head, recorded a duet with John Mellencamp, and toured with Lilith Fair.
Now she’s in the same Grammy category as Smith for her song “Fantasy,”
a track from Interpretations: Celebrating the Music of Earth, Wind & Fire. 

Among other things, Ndegeocello provides Smith with a reminder
of how difficult it is to find success in the fickle industry. Not that she
needs to be told. “It’s a Grammy, but still, most people don’t have any
idea who I am. That’s just weird to me!” Smith says. 

“To be able to make a comfortable living, you’ve got to have some
kind of recognition. Making great music is much easier without all the
other ‘stuff’…the whole music industry vibe. How do you create in that
kind of environment?” This thirty-year-old starlet is about to find out. 

With a start not unlike Aretha’s, Alice Smith might just go as far. The
Capitol Hill-bred songstress got her training at a basement gospel choir
practice, much like the Queen of Soul. But Smith wasn’t there singing.
Instead, she was a captive audience each summer when she was sent to her
grandmother’s Augusta, Georgia, farm to escape the idleness of the hot city.
It was in her basement that the heavenly chorus gathered. “They had tight
and clean and beautiful voices, always working hard,” she recalls. “It wasn’t
the same as watching the television and wanting to be like Madonna or
Michael Jackson. I wanted to sing like June, the lady that sings downstairs.” 

Come Grammy night on February 10, June just might wish she was
singing like Alice. The Georgetown Visitation graduate is up for Best
Urban Alternative Performance for the single, “Dream,” off her debut
album, For Lovers, Dreamers, and Me? Going from front row at the farmhouse
to Grammy nod wasn’t exactly the plan. Smith was willing to forgo her
DNA-sent singing chops for a chance to be a professional intellectual.

During her studies at Fordham University, getting a dual degree in
history and literature—or, as she calls it, “reading and writing”—she
believed she’d found her calling. “By the end I was thinking about staying
in school for as long as possible,” she says. “I was going to get my master’s
in literature and be a professor. Professional student, come out extra-smart,
sit around and talk and think aloud.” Though she changed her mind
about sitting, she didn’t stop singing, even while working as a waitress.
Paying bills was a priority if she wanted to stay in her beloved New
York.  “I can’t wait another table,” she says, “Ever. Not even at home.”

DC REPRESENTS! From left: Washington artists Meshell Ndegeocello and Alice Smith are going to the Grammys.
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ALICE IN WONDERLAND With a Grammy nod to DC native Alice Smith, the alarm sounds for this sultry siren 

THE
RADAR
MUSIC
BY MARJORIE KORN
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Fools & Horses and Julia Nixon are a few of the bigger names, but don’t
count out Noyeek the Grizzly Bear in the Rap category or the
Suspicious Cheese Lords, nominated for best Choral Group. 

“It’s festive,” says Mike Schreibman, president, executive director
and founding member of WAMA. “There’s a camaraderie there and an
opportunity to have the music community come together.” Camaraderie
aside, there’s still a healthy dose of competition for these coveted awards.
It was surely a relief to players like Mambo Sauce and Ju Ju House when
go-go godfather Chuck Brown was given emeritus status and taken out of
the running in the category, giving up-and-comers a chance. 

While Schreibman says there’s no room for divas at the Wammies,
he admits that there have been scandals such as ballot stuffing and some
speeches can get a bit windy. But a Wammie can put an artist on the map.
And everyone ends up rocking out at the after party, when one WAMA
band turns up the volume for musicians and fans alike. Celtic band
Scythian, which Nazarov describes as “young, fun guys that really kick
Celtic ass,” knocked the audience dead with its after-party performance
last year. That a Celtic band won the Fan Favorite award last year shows
how diverse the DC music scene is. “When you think of Washington-
area music, it’s not just go-go and bluegrass,” says Nazarov, whose band
is expected to release its third studio CD by early summer. “There are so
many genres that are alive and thriving.” With DC’s juiced-up recording
industry and hipped-up live music scene, the best is yet to come. 

22nd Annual Wammies, Feb. 17, State Theatre, Falls Church, www.wamadc.com.

BATTLE OF THE BANDS The Wammies are coming! And DC’s top musicians are clamoring to collect their coveted awards

Roll out the red carpet, wake up Amy Winehouse and keep Kanye away
from the mic. It’s time once again for the … oh, wait, that’s the
Grammys. In Washington, we celebrate our hometown musical heroes
at the Wammies, the annual Washington Area Music Awards, held this
month. And at the Wammies, in wonky DC fashion, the hottest thing
going is a CBS news anchor with a hankering for honky tonk. 

“Oh yeah, Bob Schieffer was there last year,” says Amy Nazarov, a
vocalist for local act Dead Men’s Hollow, which has won three Wammies
and is up for a Best Bluegrass Duo/Group Wammie this year. Schieffer,
who leads the twangy group Honky Tonk Confidential, emceed the
Wammies last year, corralling a crowd of musicians from genres ranging
from blues, classical, country, cabaret to Latin, reggae and rap. “He was the
biggest guy there, in terms of celebrity face value,” says Nazarov.

The Wammies may fly under the radar, but these awards, which will
be handed out Feb. 17 at the State Theatre in Falls Church, recognize big-
time talent. Mary Chapin Carpenter is a famous past winner, and event
performers have included Joan Jett, Bo Diddley and Emmylou Harris. DC-
native Duke Ellington is in the WAMA Hall of Fame, along with Marvin
Gaye, Patsy Cline and Ahmet Ertegun. This year, nominees include
electro-rockers Le Loup, top placers on NPR’s Morning Edition list of “Top
10 Great Unknown Artists of 2007” and teen rocker Margot MacDonald.
Local fave Georgie James is up for two awards and The Evens, the punk
duo led by Fugazi’s Ian MacKaye, is up for Best Hard Rock Group.

This year more than 500 nominees will compete for nearly a
hundred Wammies in 22 categories. Thievery Corporation, Bob Mould,

RAISE THE ROOF! Clockwise from left: Rising
stars Fools & Horses electrified the Wammies
last year at the State Theatre in Falls Church.
Guitar slinger Margot MacDonald is up for top
female rock vocalist. The fierce tunesmiths of
Le Loup are nominated for top rock recording.

THE
RADAR
BY RINA RAPUANO

MUSICMUSIC
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At DC Central Kitchen, we don’t do anything one dimensional—
including choosing our partners. Cuisine Solutions has provided
magnificent food to us for over 15 years…but like their name says;
they want to be part of the solution. That’s why their chefs come to
the Kitchen so often—to help us train men and women for culinary
jobs with great futures.

Robert Egger
DC Central Kitchen

President

BDO | FRIENDS CAMPAIGN
Recognizing those making a positive difference.

The BDO friends campaign is brought to you in part through the

generous support of the following partner companies

 
    MyEyeDr            ADP MasterBuilt

StanislasVilgrain, CEO Cuisine Solutions Robert Egger, President DC Central Kitchen

photography byVioletta Manavis
photography byVioletta Manavis
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Singapore Airlines flight SQ380—the first commercial flight of the Airbus
A380—taxied down the runway of Singapore’s Changi International
Airport. I was strapped into seat 26F, in the second-to-last row of business
class on the upper deck. I cinched my seatbelt tighter than I normally would,
and then I pulled it tighter still. The view was roughly the same as from the
top-floor window of an eight-story building. From nose to tail, the plane is
about as long as a football field—with its wingtips dragging through the
bleachers on both sides—and we were now accelerating down the runway.

At precisely 8:15AM—roughly two years late and billions of dollars
over budget—the world’s largest aircraft levitated upward with 455
passengers and 35 crew onboard. Whistles, whoops and catcalls filled the
cabin, but as I looked out the window and watched a series of tropical islets
grow smaller beneath a massive, hulking wing, I couldn’t help but wonder if
we should hold our applause until we had landed safely in Sydney. We still
had more than seven hours to go until the A380’s first commercial landing. 

The party had begun hours earlier. The check-in counters opened at
5AM. I was still trying to locate a cup of coffee and clear the fog from my
eyes as the television news cameras showed up. There was a stretch of red
carpet lined with paparazzi, and their flashes blinded me as I walked the
gauntlet with my boarding pass. “Where are you sitting?” a pap called out.
I held up my ticket for a photo. A string quartet was positioned beneath a
huge banner of the airplane, but those strings dragged heavily with irony.
The classic performance reminded me of the movie Titanic and the quartet
that was playing on deck as that ship was sinking—a celebratory first
voyage to the very end. Meanwhile, all around me, aviation enthusiasts
exchanged stories about other first flights they had taken or had watched:
the A340, the 747, the Concord, the space shuttle. I didn’t hear anyone
mention the Challenger or Columbia, or, for that matter, the Hindenburg. 

Not since the 1970 launch of the Boeing 747 has a single aircraft held
so much interest—or so much potential to change an industry that rarely
changes. (SA’s second A380 now flies from San Francisco to Singapore.
And, in August, Qantas will fly its first A380 from Sydney to Los Angeles.)
But it wasn’t until the plane lifted off that the magnitude of the
achievement set in. This wasn’t just a bigger bus with curved wings and
more seats. This was a completely new way of flying. I was riding in a craft
with no current equal. For starters, there was none of the typical rumble
associated with airplane cabins. There wasn’t a single bump beneath our
20 tires as we sped down the runway. And the gravitational heaviness one
normally feels at takeoff never happened. It was magically graceful. 

Once in the air, flight attendants began popping Dom Pérignon
and prying open tins of Russian caviar, while celebrity chefs Sam Leong
of Singapore and Matt Moran of Sydney began handing out menus:

MOVABLE BEAST The world’s largest airplane takes flight!
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THE
RADAR
JETSET
BY BRAD A. JOHNSON

FANTASTIC VOYAGE Clockwise
from top: The first commercial
flight of Singapore Airlines’
A380 on October 25; the cheese
trolley in business class;
Givenchy sheets and turndown
service in a private suite;
completely redesigned Rolls-
Royce engines; a string quartet
at the boarding gate.
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An hour before landing, the captain announced we had been granted
special clearance to fly low over Sydney Harbor, where thousands of
plane-spotters were gathering to watch our approach. But the clouds
were so heavy, we had to abort the parade. The fog was too thick to see
the runway until we were on it. And unless you had a window seat, you
wouldn’t have known we had landed—it was that smooth. As we taxied
toward the gate, the scene around us stopped. Every baggage handler,
every mechanic, every pilot, every agent—anyone and everyone with
security clearance—lined up on the tarmac to watch us come in. Every
passenger at every gate had his or her face pressed against the glass,
straining to catch a glimpse of the biggest plane in history. Every 747
and A340 and other wide-bodied jet waiting to take off paused out of
respect and awe. And I finally loosened my seatbelt. 
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GENTEEL GIANT Clockwise from
left: The A380 represents the first
complete redesign of a jumbo jet in
nearly 40 years and is the quietest,

most fuel efficient large-body
airplane ever built; the first-class

suites provide absolute privacy and
all but guarantee admittance into

the mile-high club; CNN’s Richard
Quest interviews Singapore Airlines
CEO Chew Choo Seng inflight; a

business-class seat; Captain Robert
Ting; the work station of a

business-class seat.

braised beef cheeks, roasted loin of lamb, expensive raw-milk cheeses—
and that was merely business class. In the luxury suites of first class, the
truly privileged were drinking legendary vintages of Penfolds Grange
and Chateau Cos d’Estournel while eating chilled lobster tail with
Szechuan peanut dressing and chestnut soup with sautéed foie gras. 

Aside from being a completely redesigned airship, and the quietest,
most fuel-efficient jumbo jet in the sky, the A380’s most obvious calling card
is its size. Inside, the plane is 50 percent more spacious than a 747. Outside,
it’s even bigger. The A380 could potentially hold 850 passengers, but
Singapore Airlines chose to lavish all that extra space upon its prestige
customers. Configured for three classes, Singapore’s product accommodates
only 471 fliers—merely 50 more seats than the typical three-class 747.

Well in advance of the first flight, however, Airbus had been
positioning the A380 not merely as a bigger vessel, but as a flying cruise
ship. Manufacturer mock-ups showed it configured with luxury lounges,
cocktail bars, even gyms and duty-free shops. And after a Singapore Airlines
chef conference in Shanghai, speculation swirled that the airline might
introduce induction cooking, a flameless, cold-to-the-touch process that
would allow real cooking onboard. Because of intense industry competition,
the airline kept mum about what amenities it would or wouldn’t ultimately
include. Alas, sadly, there was no cocktail bar. No lounges for socializing.
No showers. No gym. No live cooking. Still, it was hard to be disappointed.
The biz-class seats are truly sick (the largest in the sky), and the first-class
suites are outfitted like sleeper cabins on luxury trains.
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a naturally calming and relaxing home 
environment. An interior should appear 
collected with a mix of styles. AB introduces 
an unpredictable selection of specialty 
items focused on restrained colors, timeless 
patterns, and unique textures.

1781 Florida Ave. NW 
(202) 234-1557
www.andbeige.com
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Choose a style of chair, sofa, or sectional

• Custom sizes
• Hundreds of fabrics
• Dozens of fi nishes

Designed for your space
Delivered in 8 weeks

1829 14th St., NW
(202) 234-8344
www.VastuDC.com
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RENU MED SPA
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announce the addition of Jenny Luu to it’s 
medical skin care team. Renu specializes 
in luxurious facial treatments and Pain free 
laser services in a soothing spa setting. 

Philip S. Schoenfeld, MD, FACS
Board Certifi ed Facial Plastic Surgeon

 Botox • Microdermabrasion • Restylane
Laser Treatments • Spa Facials    

JUVEDERM™

5454 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 1625
(301) 652-RENU (7368)    www.renudc.com
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WEBER FINE ART
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WFA represents painters, sculptors, 
photographers, and glass artists and works 
with designers, art consultants as well as 
new and seasoned collectors. Hundreds 
of pieces are available with images, 
specifi cations and prices online to make art 
buying easy, fun and inspiring.

By appointment only.

1836 9th St. NW.
(202) 271-6342
www.mike-weber.com
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PATON REAL ESTATE, LLC
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This fabulous 6,000 sq. ft. brick colonial was 
formerly an Ambassador’s home. Perfect for 
large scale entertaining, it has 6 bedrooms, 
5.5 baths, 4 fi replaces, an Au Pair suite, 
offi ce, steam shower, sauna, new designer 
paints, fi xtures, black granite foyer, Hunter 
Douglas blinds, skylights, and garage on a 
1/2 acre lot in prime location. Surprisingly 
well priced at $1,375,000. Call Donna Paton.

(703) 749-0004
donna@patonrealestate.com
www.patonrealestate.com
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Meat Market Gallery presents a group show 
by April Behnke, Sangbin Im, Lily DeSaussure 
and Graham Childs. Artists will explore 
human relationships through installation 
and works on paper. The exhibition opens 
February 8, 2008 from 6:00-8:30 pm.

April Behnke, ‘Red Stingray (Dasyatis 
Akajei),’ 8 x 8,” Colored Pencil and Pen, 2007

1636 17th St.
(202)328-6329
info@meatmarketgallery.com
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Chiseling DC’s elite. One body at a time.

• Personal training

• Pilates

• Enviable six packs

(703) 408-0040
info@whitneymcole.com
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A-LIST COCKTAILS HORS D’OEUVRES CHAMPAGNE IN NETWORK
REDCARPETGOSSIP VIPTOASTGOODIEBAGS IMPRESARIOS LINES
CONVERSATIONS MWA-MWA BABES HEAD-TURNING CLEAVAGE
GALA VIP PHILANTHROPISTS DANCING COCHAIRS DINNER TOAST
KISS EYE COOL VIP FATCATS PREMIERES CELEBS SILENT AUCTION
IN FUNDRAISING PAPARAZZI TOAST COCKTAILS VIP SCENE GALA
TOAST GALA DUDES VIP TROPHY WIVES OPENINGS INTHEATERS
PUBLICISTS SPEECHES BOUTIQUES VIPCONNECTIONS IN LINES
CLEAVAGE PROGRAMS BAGS GLITTERATI IN SCENE ROPE DUDES
INVITESVIP ENTERTAINMENTGOSSIPTUXES
TOAST KISS DINNERS CELEBS CHAMPAGNE
VIP CONNECTIONS LITTLE BLACKDRESSES
HONOREESSEEOPENINGSBOUNCERSVIP INNETWORK
GOSSIP COCKTAILS SCENESTERS PREMIERES
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BULTHAUP DINNER PARTY
THE PARTY: DC’s design buffs pulled on their boots, layered on scarves and
trudged through the winter snow for a fete at Bulthaup, where Mie N Yu
executive chef Tim Elliot and sous chef Tim Miller dished up Asian cuisine
for the crowd. The chic chefs demonstrated how they make “fushi,” a fusion
sushi roll, slicing and dicing atop Bulthaup’s System b3 and heating with a
Gaggenau six-burner cooktop. THE PLAYERS: While nibbling on the chef’s beef
tataki skewers and duck shumai, Bulthaup’s Alison Tilley and Matthew
Smith chatted with Solis Betancourt’s Paul Sherrill. BEST IN SHOW: Local
architect Brien Watson traded in his hardhat for a turntable, showcasing his
DJing skills to the savvy set by spinning throughout the night. –TIFFANY JOW

Alison Tilley and April Sigman

Tim Elliot

Karin and Manuel Cadena Istvan Payor Brien Watson

Franck Schlesinger with Lucinda and Geoff Marshall

Ernesto M. Santalla and Kate Kerns
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BENEFIT FOR SASHA BRUCE YOUTHWORK AT THE BRITISH EMBASSY
THE PARTY: The British Embassy hosted the premiere of “The Water Horse:
Legend of the Deep” with a elegant soiree benefiting the Sasha Bruce
Youthwork. THE PLAYERS: Director Jay Russell mingled with localites and
socialites, as did producer Charlie Lyons and actors Ben Chaplin and Alex
Etel. Co-chairs Christopher Addison, Ann Jordan, Elizabeth Stevens, Edgar
James and Tracy Bernstein entertained the star-studded guest list, which
included Alan Greenspan, Andrea Mitchell, Rep. Doris Matsui and the
Honorable Molly Raiser. BEST IN SHOW: Jeanette Williams, a longtime resident of
SBY’s independent living program for formerly homeless youth, delivered a
moving presentation during the lavish embassy dinner. –TIFFANY JOW

J.D. Bell and Libby Cater Halaby

Kevin Bjelagac and James Beck Ben Soto Michelle Fenty and Anne Ashmore Hudson

Paul Davies, with Nicholette, Daniel and Alex Etel

Jim Hudson, Alan Greenspan and Andrea Mitchell
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Jeannette Williams and Deborah Shore
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ARTRAGEOUS BENEFIT
THE PARTY: The Smithsonian American Art Museum’s annual fundraiser drew
the chic set to the museum’s new Robert and Arlene Kogod Courtyard. Art
aficionados took a break from the cold weather to heat things up under the
skylit expanse. THE PLAYERS: Event co-chairs Sydney McNiff Ferguson, Sandra
Ross Jones, Janice Kim, Eric Motley, Rachel Tinsley Pearson, Kathryn
Rand and Jim Rowland mixed and mingled while Big Ray and the Kool
Kats belted out tough tunes in the background. BEST IN SHOW: The dazzling
architecture and faux landscaping of the courtyard wowed the well-heeled
guests at the arty party, that is, whenever they were able to pry themselves
off the dance floor! –REBECCA HESLIN

Agaat Dentlertog and Andrea RodgersFrancesca Ranzelli and Taylor Breed

Alyssa Go and Annie Gedicks

Amanda Walker and Matt BriggsJamie In and Sean Murphy

Rick Bach

Big Ray and The Kool Kats
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GEORGETOWN JINGLE
THE PARTY: A blizzard of bidders made checks drop like snowflakes at the family
holiday fundraiser to benefit the Pediatric Hematology Oncology, Blood and
Marrow Transplantation Program at Georgetown University Hospital. THE VENUE:
The designer tree and tabletop silent auction was held at the tinseled-out Four
Seasons in Georgetown. Holiday spirit prevailed, as $370,000 was raised for
the fight against childhood cancers. THE PLAYERS: Aziza Shad, M.D., Scott and
Deborah Amey and ABC's Kathy Fowler charged up the bidders, who noshed
on treats from 1789, Café Bonaparte and Ceviche while checking out the
haute holiday trimmings of DC's top designers. Items under the hammer
included antiques, travel, artwork and more. Jingle swell! –GEORGE W. STONE

Alex Demopoulos and Jessica Muskey

Harold Shafke and Laurie Dym Lily Papanou David Herchik

Ricardo Ramos, Sheree Friedman and Camille Saum

Elizabeth Krial and Camille Beers
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Gina Okon and Nasreen Qureshi
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GERARD RANCIAN AT POLTRONA FRAU
THE PARTY: French photography met Italian design at a fashionable fete in
Georgetown’s Poltrona Frau showroom. The furnishing fort teamed up
with local graphic design firm ZoneZero to exhibit the controversial work
of renowned photographer Gerard Rancian. THE PLAYERS: Area design
professionals and enthusiasts alike kept company among the art-filled
space, including Poltrona Frau Washington’s President and CEO Ezio
Mattiace, architect Ciro Monti and ZoneZero’s Pascaline Steiner and
Jean-Louis Atlan. BEST IN SHOW: While not ooh-ing and ahh-ing at Rancian’s
racy portraits, guests pondered the ironic similarities between the artist’s
work and the furniture’s shapes. –TIFFANY JOW

Justin and Laura Miller

Richard Williams

Ciro Monti, Ivana Kavaja and Dennis Maksimowitz Mark McGibbon Jota Trelles, Veronika Vela and Michael Atlan

Jean-Louis Atlan, Pascaline Steiner and Ezio Mattiace 

Claudine Chetrit and Mariella Tragers
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IT’S AN ELECTION YEAR AND ALL EYES ARE ON WASHINGTON.

GOOD THING WE’VE SCOURED THE CITY FOR THE HOTTEST,

‘HOODS, HANGOUTS, BISTROS, BOUTIQUES, DESIGNER DENS,

FASHION FIXATIONS, ARTS EVENTS AND A HUNDRED OTHER

HIP HITS. GET LOST IN DC MAGAZINE’S NEW AND IMPROVED

HOT LIST, A SPECTACULAR 14-PAGE BLOWOUT OF ALL THE

BELTWAY NEWS YOU CAN USE FOR 2008. CATCH THE INSIDE

SCOOP ON SWAGGERING STYLISTS, CHEFS WITH A SECRET,

ICONIC ARCHITECTS, FASHIONISTAS WITH FLAIR, HOTELIERS,

ROCKERS, BLOGGERS AND EVEN A PROJECT RUNWAY STAR.

DC IS PRIMED TO SHINE AND OUR SCORCHING-HOT BEST OF

THE CITY ’08 ISSUE IS YOUR TICKET TO ROCK THE CAPITAL!

08
BEST 
OF THE CITY 

BY KAREN SOMMER SHALETT,

KATE ROSENBLATT, TIFFANY

JOW, GEORGE W. STONE,

POLLY NELL JONES, JILL

HUDSON NEALE AND

MARJORIE KORN
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Local designer Christian Siriano, 21, has been seen making it work for Tim Gunn this season on
Project Runway. The youngest of season four’s couture competitors has put DC on the fashion map as
Heidi, Nina and Michael supported his styles over and over again. Born and raised up Route 50 in
Annapolis, Siriano attended the Baltimore School for the Arts before heading to fashion school
in London and landing gigs with Vivienne Westwood and Alexander McQueen. But Siriano
hasn’t forgotten his old stomping grounds. “DC was a big part of my early career because I
remember walking around Georgetown shopping at all the little designer stores,” Siriano says. 

THE FIERCEST FIT Can Christian Siriano go from Baltimore to Bryant Park?

WHAT’S IN STORE
Hot shops have taken note that
the retail scene in town is ablaze.
The minimalist designs of
Bottega Veneta and maximalist
ones of David Yurman are set to
hit Tysons Galleria soon. All-
American ateliers Tommy
Hilfiger and Juicy Couture
are hitting Georgetown and local
haute spot Urban Chic is opening
a branch in Bethesda Row this
month. Lest not we forget, the
much-anticipated Nanette Lepore
boutique opens this March in
the Chevy Chase Collection.

THE PINT-SIZED GO POSH
Thanks to Britney and Jamie Lynn, the trashy
‘tween look is decidedly out this season. Head
to Twixt boutique to rid your adolescent of
that middle-school angst; well, at least what to
wear. The Georgetown boutique is stocked
with the labels you love—from J Brand to
Sonia Rykiel—but sized right for the mini-
Wintour-wannabes. Owner Gayatri Bhalla says
the designs are très appropriate, not just très
chic. Collections from Splendid Girl and Ella
Moss Girl fly out of the store and Bhalla can’t
stock Single, which counts J.Lo and Eva
Longoria as fans, fast enough. 3319A Cadys
Alley, NW, 202.333.3274, www.shoptwixt.com. 

DC’S CATWALK TURN
New York, Paris, London, Milan, we’re not. But
we might be on our way. Bill 17-0173 outlines
a Commission on Fashion Arts and Events, and
is currently before the DC City Council with
stylista Mariessa Terrell White leading the call.
While the yays and nays are being tallied, the
newly assembled Greater Washington Fashion
Chamber of Commerce is working to make
District designers better known. www.gwfcc.org.

SHOP HERE NOW! 
Better than a counter and more convenient than
a trip to a flagship, luxe brands are setting up
shop-in-shops. Chanel cosmetics opens a
product paradise in  Saks Fifth Avenue at Tysons
Galleria while Fendi is setting up a handbag
haven at the Galleria’s Neiman Marcus outpost. 

STYLE

S
Siriano wields a nimble thimble!Siriano wields a nimble thimble!

Fashionistas-in-training at Twixt. 
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Fendi’s spring Baguette. 

Tommy’s tailoring.

“The clean, classic style of Washington is a huge part of
the fashion industry.” —Christian Siriano, Project Runway
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THE JEAN GENIUS
A recent college-grad running a Catholic
school uniform company might sound like
the beginning of a letter to Penthouse, but it’s
actually how denim mogul Adam Hanin got
started. After the College Park alum sold
Campus Outfitters in 2005, he set his sites on
National Jean Company. “I made a hard play
for the Web site, that’s really how it all
started,” Hanin says. It seems “it all” includes
a site that doubled projected sales in an era
when others saw a drop-off and an expansion
of the company to five new stores over the
next two years, the first of which will open
this spring in Reston. His Bethesda hub
competes with that other jean spot down the
block, but that’s hardly made Hanin sing the
blues. www.nationaljeancompany.com. 

THE STYLE WATCHER
Want to know how to pull off that
Prada look or where to show it off?
Check in with DC’s own style scribe,
Morgan Hungerford. Her clever blog,
Pandahead.blogspot.com, has quickly become
a must-read for the latest who-what-and-
wear in the District. When she’s not
styling fashion shoots, venting on vampy
nail polish or interviewing a few top local
designers, Hungerford is  deconstructing
the latest from Chanel or Marc Jacobs so
you can see how to make it your own on
Threadbanger.com. So what is she taking
apart this spring? “I think the sheer trend
is actually a lot more wearable than
people think,” she says. Looks like we’ll
be seeing a lot more of Morgan real soon.

Adam Hanin
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Couture columnist
Morgan Hungerford.

1. LOEFFLER RANDALL serves up sleek styles this
season in the brand’s first-ever spring ready-to-
wear line at Cusp (3030 M St., NW, 202.625.0893,
Tysons Corner, 703.288.1940).

2. VIVIENNE WESTWOOD ANGLOMANIA is the brainy
punk doyenne’s tribute to all things British, from
the English rose to God Save the Queen. There
are no safety pins in this set; instead bold cuts and
fantastic shapes, just the thing Muléh (1831 14th
St., NW, 202.667.3440) is best known for. 

3. PROENZA SCHOULER has ruled the CFDAs, New
York’s Fashion Week and Target. Now you can
see what it’s like to walk in their shoes when this
line of heels comes to Hu’s Shoes (3005 M St.,
NW, 202.342.0202). 

4. HERVE LEGER’s colorful mini-dresses are favored
by Posh, Beyoncé and Jessica Biel to show off
their curves. Take note and take a trip to
Intermix (3222 M St., NW, 202.298.8080) to get
your own figure-hugging frock.

5. DIANE VON FURSTENBERG’s first eponymous shoe
collection is an über-urbane uptown-to-
downtown style for the well-heeled and can be
picked up at Cusp and Intermix.

6. ALVIN VALLEY has long been dressing New York’s
all-about-towners, and now it’s DC’s turn as the
long, lean look has come to Sangaree (3288 M
St., NW, 202.333.4690). 

7. HAYDEN-HARNETT 
has hip handbags, apparel and
accessories down pat and you
can be down with the latest
Brooklyn styles now that the
line loved by  the likes of Alicia
Keys is available locally at Alex
Boutique (1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.296.2610).

8. MORPHINE GENERATION may have started in an old
garage like a dirty rock band, but their slim, sexy
silhouettes are decidedly clean and modern. DC’s
edgiest fashion fort, Redeem (1734 14th St., NW, 
202.332.7447), gets standing ovations for bringing
this rock-star style to town. 

9. JAY GODFREY’s splashy red-carpet-ready designs
are fought over by hot Hollywood starlets such as
Vanessa Hudgens and Hayden Panettiere, but all
you have to do to get Godfrey’s goods is go to
Intermix (3222 M St., NW, 202.298.8080). 

10. BIBA is back from the seventies with a modern
take on retro fashions. This re-born brand packs a
punch of panache when the voluminous dresses,
updated minis and runway-ready ruffles hit the
racks at Nordstrom (1400 S. Hayes St., Arlington,
703.415.1121; 8075 Tysons Corner, 703.761.1121). 

FASHIONABLE FIRST IMPRESSIONS
DC’s fashion scene is dropping its “up-and-comer”
status like last season’s skinny jeans, and a slew of
fashion houses are finding a spot to call home
here for the first time this season. 

DVF’s
fleet feet.

Hayden-Harnett
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THE LOCAL HERO 
Kept as one of DC’s best secrets for more than
two decades, the word is finally out: Daniel
Donnelly rocks. Tucked away in Old Town,
the artisan’s self-titled museum of a shop
features his original tables, shelves and chairs
alongside a bold selection of new Herman
Miller, Knoll and Modernica. Saarinens,
Mies van der Rohes and revolving groups of
vintage pieces round out the stock. This year,
the highly trained designer introduces a
new series of tables inspired by vintage
Dorothy Draper. If you’re not hooked by
the Draper touch, fear not: Donnelly plans
to continue production of more than 35
modernist pieces. www.danieldonnelly.com.

THE HOTTEST STREET IN TOWN
This year, the style-savvy pioneers of 14th
Street undergo extreme makeovers. Home Rule
will turn a top-to-bottom renovation. District
Garden will grow a second shop, designed by
Ernest Wertheim and Zahn Design Architects
just a few blocks down on 14th and Church
Street. Vastu’s recently expanded showroom
will house exclusive über-modern lines of
upholstery, cabinetry and tables from abroad.
And for textile hounds, luxe retailer Timothy
Paul will open a second salon, too, featuring
rich bedding and tabletop on the same row. 

Move over, Wearstler—some chic competition is on the rise from the capital city. Heading up the
herd is local interiors guru Dominique Alexander, whose game plan involves lavish fabrics, original-
designed furniture and more than a dash of Fendi Casa. After cutting his teeth at Manhattan’s F.I.T.
and stints with edgy retailer Jeffrey Kalinsky and makeup artist Trish McEvoy, the design-minded
Alexander launched City Style Interiors, and hasn’t looked back since. This year, he’s the designer
of choice for the District’s soon-to-open Aloft Hotel, a concept hotel by W Hotels, where he’ll
design a luxe suite with a humanitarian twist. The room, whose concept anticipates a simplified
contemporary pad outfitted with a neutral color pallete and loads of Roche Bobois, will donate a
portion of each year’s profits to Knock Out Abuse. Alexander’s other projects include revamping a
penthouse at the Waterview complex in Rosslyn, making over a portion of the living quarters at the
Columbia House and a residential project on Rhode Island Avenue. For the Miami-bred visionary,
interior design is an obvious choice of profession. “I can’t imagine not doing what I’m doing now,”
he says. “Success is easy to come by, given that certain conditions are in process.” 

MAN ON A MISSION City Style Interiors founder Dominique Alexander takes the District by storm

DESIGN

Dominique Alexander sitting
pretty at his pad.

Daniel Donnelly at his showroom.D

“I love the dining room at Le Paradou, with all the
Chihuly chandeliers—that’s fantastic, when all the art
and design meld together.” –Dominique Alexander, on the best of DC design

GET CRAFTY!
Mark May for this mustn’t-miss
major design event. Hipster brand
Artecnica is bringing an exhibit
of its crafty wares, chockablock
with designs by Tord Boontje,
Stephen Burks and Hella
Jongerius, to Apartment Zero.
Hardly just a shopping
event—though a great one—
expect talks from Artecnica
industrial designers and other
heady affairs. www.apartmentzero.com. Artecnica
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THE ARCHITECT TO UNMASK!
On May 3, the National Building
Museum examines Eero Saarinen’s far-
reaching imprint on architecture in the
first major retrospective of his work.
Known for helping to define a modern
aesthetic for American design, Saarinen
transformed his field with his unorthodox
shapes and constructed some of the most
iconic structures in the world (like the
shapely concrete TWA Terminal at JFK
Airport or the towering stainless steel St.
Louis Gateway Arch). Featuring full-scale
building models, drawings, furniture,
film, photos and other artifacts, the
exhibition will also present Saarinen’s
unabbreviated archives, revealing newly
discovered project plans and personal
documents. This colossal collection is set
make a huge impression around the
country. www.nbm.org. 

2008 WILL BRING THE LAUNCH OF A

MAJOR REAL ESTATE VENTURE FOR THE

POTOMACK COMPANY, KNOWN FOR ITS

HYPER-FAST RISE ON THE AUCTION

SCENE LAST YEAR. NOW THE HOTTEST

DC ADDRESSES CAN GO ON THIS HIGH-

END AUCTION BLOCK, THROUGH ITS

TRADITIONAL LISTINGS ROUTE OR, IN

THIS FICKLE CLIMATE, A MIX OF BOTH.

Eero Saarinen’s TWA Terminal

<< SLUMBER SWELL!
The renaissance of hip in Old Town Alexandria,
which brought designer boutiques and swank
bistros to this storied city, marches ahead
with the opening of the Hotel Monaco. With
bedding by Frette, these 241 rooms will make

any hotel aficionado happy. Bold colors, rich
textures and classic furniture with

a modern twist define the
pet-friendly inn.

1. THE ST. REGIS Remede Spa products and Pratesi
linens kit out the rooms in this Beaux Arts hotel
by Sills Huniford, which opens in early 2008.

2. HOTEL MONACO Old Town welcomed the chic
Kimpton hotel chain, the first new opening of
the year, with sweet suites clad in colors
inspired by the Union soldier uniform.

3. DONOVAN HOUSE New York’s hot Thompson
Hotels brings this sleek spot—complete with a
rooftop pool and rooms stocked with Fresh
beauty products—to Thomas Circle this month.

4. THE JEFFERSON Re-opening this season, swish
firm Forrest Perkins has re-vamped this iconic
pad with a spa, gym and newly luxed lobby.

5. GAYLORD RESORT This massive stainless-steel

resort and convention center will open on the
Potomac River in April, with  chic shops,
signature restaurants and exquisite guestrooms.

6. JURYS WASHINGTON HOTEL Come summer, the
Irish-owned hotel will undergo a hip makeover
by Adamstein & Demetriou. We expect the
modernists to leave their signature chic look.

7. FOUR SEASONS Expect construction in the latter
half of this year, as starchitect David Rockwell
works his magic on this structure’s restaurant and
lobby, giving it a decidedly mod edge.

8. W HOTEL Closed last month, Hotel Washington
will soon be transformed into DC’s first W, likely
opening just in time for the exit of another W.

9. ALOFT HOTEL Designers have been picked,
planning continues and building this loft-like
hotel with a sunken conversation pit, 24-hour
kitchen, pool and outdoor garden starts soon.

10. 1 HOTEL Breaking ground this year, DC’s first
LEED-certified hotel will be advised by the
National Resources Defense Council.

CHECK-IN CHECK OUT!
THE HOTELS TO KNOW
We’re watching with bated breath as these hot
design hotels open or break ground throughout ‘08.
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BEST BREAKUP
Our go-to purveyors of independent art, the
Washington Project for the Arts, is making
its own declaration of independence this
year, ending an 11-year partnership with the
Corcoran Gallery. Founded in 1975, the
nonprofit made itself famous for staging a
hot-button Robert Mapplethorpe show in
1989. The group-without-a-dedicated-gallery-
space has nonetheless grown its artist base
from 100 to 1,000 over the past six years, and
its VIP board members (George Hemphill,
Jennifer Motruk Loy and William C. Paley,
offspring of CBS founder William S. Paley
and Capote swan Babe) guarantees that the
WPA will continue to be a DC staple for
years. No way will we miss the WPA’s Art
Auction Gala (March 7), and we can’t wait to
hear WPA Founding Director Alice Denney’s
list of most influential DC artists to launch
the years-long “Legacies” series at the WPA
Micro-Gallery (June 30). www.wpadc.org.

“‘Genius!’ is a very exciting program and it will
appeal to a broad audience. I can’t wait to bring this
production to the Harman Center and share it with 
the DC community.” –Jonathan Jordan, Washington Ballet company dancer

CULTURE

C

When it comes to visiting museums only when the out-of-towners arrive, you’re guilty as charged.
But the spring opening of the National Museum of Crime and Punishment downtown will have you
skipping that Law & Order marathon to see the Hollywood Bonnie and Clyde “death car,” a model CSI
lab and a gallery of America’s most infamous good and bad guys. Also making headlines is the
Newseum, a 250,000-square-foot homage to the third estate, near the National Mall, which will
finally open this season. Don’t be surprised if you see George Stephanopoulos roaming the halls; his
Sunday morning ABC broadcast is making the Newseum its new home. The Textile Museum has
outgrown its old Dupont Circle digs and will open a second venue this fall in Penn Quarter to
showcase even more resplendent cloths and tapestries. Finally, because it just wouldn’t be DC
without it, the National Museum of American History is reopening this summer after its year-long,
$85-million overhaul. While we’re told that the new minimalist gallery housing the Star-Spangled
Banner is stunning, we’ll still make a bee line for the turntable of Grandmaster Flash. 

MUSEUMS POWER UP! Head to the heart of DC for off-the-wall openings in ’08

Pat Goslee’s “heartwave.” 

SPIN THIS: Grandmaster Flash on the National Mall.Hip-hop spins at the National Museum of American History.

HOP TO IT!
The Washington 
Ballet is raising the
barre this season by
debuting a cadré of
company premieres. Head to
the Harman Center for “Genius!”
(through February 3), which
includes  Mark Morris’s “Drink to
Me Only with Thine Eyes,” the Christopher
Wheeldon work “There Where She Loved”
and Twyla Tharp’s “Nine Sinatra Songs.”
Since there’s nothing quite like the intimacy
of the England Studio Theatre, “7x7 Love
Duets” (February 19–March 9) showing there
is sure to put you in the mood. If you prefer
to rock to the songs of Beck, you won’t want
to miss “High Lonesome” (April 2–6), which
was choreographed by the often in-house and
always-incomparable Trey McIntyre, who
incidentally showed this work with his own
troupe here in ‘07 to great acclaim. McIntyre’s
medley is among works by Choo-San Goh
and Balanchine. www.washingtonballet.org. G
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THE IRON MAN 
The Kreeger Museum is coming full-circle in
2008 with its exhibition “Philip Johnson:
Architecture as Art” (March 15–July 31). As
one of the preeminent architects of the 20th
century, Johnson counted The Kreeger
Museum itself among his list of stunning
structures. The exhibition focuses on his work
completed in the last two decades of his life,
when novel experiments with curving walls and
untraditional materials combined architecture
and sculpture. The exhibition includes never-
before-seen drawings, models, sculpture and
photographs, as well as numerous lectures and
events throughout the five-month program.
Which proves once and for all that if you build
it, they will come. www.kreegermuseum.org.

WHERE IT ALL CLICKS!
A scoop for all of you aspiring David LaChapelles
out there: FotoWeek/DC (November 15–22) is a
picture-perfect chance to see what’s developing
in the world of photography. This inaugural
festival will bring together fine art, commercial
and journalistic photographers for a week of
special exhibitions, critiques and lectures.
Galleries throughout the city are participating
with special shows, book signings and
workshops. Whether you’re toting a fancy digital
Hasselblad or a throwback, taped-up Holga
camera, you’re sure to gain a fresh perspective. 

A GROUNDBREAKING EVENT
Construction begins this year on the Smithsonian’s
19th museum: the National Museum of African
American History and Culture. Until its 2010
opening, head to the National Portrait Gallery for
the inaugural arts exhibition, “Let Your Motto Be
Resistance” (through March 2), or head to the first
of its kind online outpost. www.nmaahc.si.edu.

GOGO TO THIS GALLERY!
One of DC’s hippest galleries is on the go! Conner Contemporary Art is ditching Dupont Circle
for the H Street Corridor. Owners Leigh Conner and Jamie Smith are in the process of renovating
a dilapidated auto body shop at 1358-1360 Florida Ave., NE, into their new gallery space, set to
open this spring. Part of the space is devoted solely to “*gogo art projects,” an in-house endeavor to
support experimental artwork by mostly local talent. The spacious new 12,000-square-foot gallery
will display works across two interior levels, including a permanent video/sound room. An enclosed
outdoor area is slated for sculpture and video installations. www.connorcontemporary.com.

TOP AMBASSADOR OF ART
Say what you will about international politics,
but diplomats have great taste in artwork. This
year go global on Massachusetts Avenue! The
elegant Embassy of Japan is hosting an exhibit
by Japanese-born, Italian-trained DC-resident
artist Shinji Turner-Yamamoto, whose nature-
centric work will show at the Embassy’s
teahouse, open for the first time ever to the
public in commemoration of the 100-year
relationship between the Japan and the United
States. See “Three Windows, Sun, Moon, Star”
from April 18-May 2. www.embjapan.org. 

The Embassy of Japan gets artsy in April.
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Get to know Philip Johnson at The Kreeger.Get to know Philip Johnson at The Kreeger.

“Upside Down Blue Nude with Stockings” by Tom Wesselmann. 

<< POP-UP ART 
Last year’s über-hip ArtDC gave Art Basel
Miami Beach a run for its money. More than
10,000 people filed through the Washington
Convention Center to get the goods on cutting-
edge art. ArtDC 2008 (May 15–18) will focus

on vanguard women artists. Be sure to check
out the ArTalks lecture series and

New Media section.
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1. WASHINGTON SOCIAL CLUB Following the 2007
release of their album Bigger Than Your Boyfriend,
this group’s songs have been featured on Entourage
and Gossip Girl, and later this year will add to the
soundtrack of shows on NBC and ABC. Pretty
soon you can say you knew them when.

2. NO SECOND TROY Hits from this self-identified
indie rock/Britpop band have shown up on
ESPN. The band is nominated for three
Wammies and is in talks with MTV’s The Hills to
license tracks from its 2007 album Narcotic. Stay
tuned for new music this spring!

3. MAMBO SAUCE Resurrecting go-go for all, this
funky group’s hit single “Welcome to DC” is heard
by thousands every time the Washington Wizard’s
take the court. Look for their new album, The
Recipe, which drops this month.

4. GEORGIE JAMES John Davis, formerly of Q and
Not U, and Laura Burhenn make up this hip duo,
which was signed to a well-respected independent
label in 2007, released their album Places and had
a segment on NPR’s “All Songs Considered.”

5. ALICE SMITH We’re crossing our fingers and
hoping that our favorite homegirl chanteuse will
win a Grammy for Best Urban Performance. For
all the news on Smith, see Radar Music.

6. PAUL MICHEL This cutie comes to DC via Tripoli,
India, Spain and Germany, and since settling
down here has received attention from major
music mags and radio stations. This year he’s
giving us two albums: September (a free release) is
deep and acoustic, while June is a big rock party.

7. LUKE BRINDLEY Wammie nominee for Songwriter
of the Year, this cool dude is becoming a very

familiar face, having starred in a DIY video for
Rugby by Ralph Lauren and an Apple iLife ‘08
book. Oh, and in his ample spare time he’s also
returning to the recording studio. 

8. MIKAL EVANS DC-transplant and actor-turned-
electric-folk singer Evans is putting her new band
to good use by releasing an EP this month, A
Jailhouse … A Kingdom. Her sweet sound and

stunning visage are bound to land her on the radar
of those in the national know.

9. BOMANI “D’MITE” ARMAH “I’m not a rapper, I’m a
poet with a hip-hop style,” explains D’Mite, a
bold new talent who skyrocketed to widespread
name recognition with “Read-a-book” last year.
We’re expecting an uproar when his latest album
Radio Friendly is released this month.

10. FRENCH KICKS It’s been a long, hard two years
since we’ve heard new work from DC’s own
French Kicks, but given the greatness that was
their previous album, Two Thousand, we can only
surmise that their new release will have been
worth the wait. These cool kids are busy polishing
up their latest recordings and plan to drop their
new album this spring.
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RICHARD AVEDON RETURNS! 
If you missed the Annie Leibovitz show
at the Corcoran Gallery—you know who
you are!—don’t let another photographic
icon’s work pass you by. Richard Avedon
made his mark as a preeminent fashion,
rock band and social photographer, and
the Corcoran is pooling his spectacular
and stark political portraiture for the first
time ever. The innovative show’s timing is
not coincidental, as the 250 photographs
taken between the 1950s and the artist’s
death in 2004 turn the lens on public
policy players, from elite politicians to
talking heads, counter-culture activists
and the voters themselves. From Sept. 13,
2008–Jan. 25, 2009, at the Corcoran Gallery,
500 17th St., NW, www.corcoran.org.

CULTURE

SHAKE IT UP!
DC MUSICIANS TAKE
CHARGE IN ’08 

Georgie James

No Second Troy

Mambo Sauce
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ALL SET. YOU BET!
We’re tempted to suggest that if you haven’t
yet seen the Shakespeare Theatre Company’s
Harman Center for the Arts, stop reading
now. But, how could you have missed it? The
$89-million, 11-story building in Chinatown
sports a staggering glass façade, perfect for
seeing and being seen. The bold building had
a coming-out extravaganza last year and the
African cherrywood warmth of the 775-seat
theater has awed audiences ever since.
Performances here go beyond the Bard, as
the Harman Center will stage productions
from the Washington Ballet, the Washington
Performing Arts Society and the Capital
Fringe Festival, among others. Access to the
swanky Patrons Lounge, designed and
outfitted by hipster retailer Apartment Zero,
is reason enough to donate a few nuggets, let
alone catch a show. And faithful followers of
the King should fret not. The Shakespeare
Theatre remembered to pack its legendary
Elvis Presley shrine from down the street at
the old Lansburgh Theatre. 610 F St., NW,
202.547.1122, www.shakespearetheatre.org.

THE LATEST ART NEWS
At the close of 2007, The Phillips Collection
signed on its new director, Dorothy Kosinski,
formerly of the Dallas Museum of Arts. In
other art world news, locals are anxious to
learn how the Hirshhorn will fill the power
vacuum left behind after Olga Viso headed for
the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis. Former
chief curator Kerry Brougher is filling in, and
a new appointment is expected any day. 

THE CRAFTIEST BASTARDS
September marks the fifth year of the Crafty
Bastards Arts and Crafts Fair, featuring 100
juried indie vendors, fire eaters, belly dancers
and break-dancers for a crowd of 20,000. 

We’re reeling because it seems that all of DC’s artsy
movie houses are going dark. Thus Busboys and
Poets is adding popcorn to the menu when it hosts
Our City Film Festival (February 10), a day of
documentary and narrative films by and for
Washington filmmakers and film lovers, sponsored
and run by nonprofit neighborhood organization
Yachad. Just down the block from our beloved
holdout E Street Theater, the Hirshhorn Museum is
organizing a two-part exhibition titled “The
Cinema Effect: Illusion, Reality, and the Moving

Image” (Feb. 14–May 11 & June 19–Sept. 7). Part I,
“Dreams,” is a cerebral roller coaster ride of the
unconscious mind, and Part II, “Realisms,” represents
the conundrums caused by our new digital age. For
two weeks this spring, the 22nd Annual
FilmfestDC (April 24–May 4) is commandeering
downtown coffee shops and theaters to bring mind-
blowing films from the world over. Actors and
filmmakers will be on-hand. Finally, the
AFI/Discovery Channel Documentary Festival
SILVERDOCS debuts its sixth season on June 16.

DC’S REEL DEAL  The Beltway flexes its film muscle with festivals a-go-go!

The Patrons Lounge at the Harman Center.

Head to the Hirshhorn Museum for “The Cinema Effect.” 

THINGS WERE CERTAINLY LOOKING BLEAK LAST YEAR FOR THE SOURCE THEATRE

WHEN IT WAS NEARLY TURNED INTO (GASP!) A BILLIARDS HALL. FORTUNATELY, 

THE CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION STEPPED IN AND PURCHASED THE

BUILDING. PERHAPS MORE IMPORTANTLY THE DC ORGANIZATION RESURRECTED

THE SOURCE FESTIVAL (JUNE 21–JULY 13). EXPECT THE FAMILIAR AVANT-GARDE

APPROACH FOR THE FESTIVAL’S WORLD PREMIERE WORKS, WHICH WILL INCLUDE

24-TEN MINUTE PLAYS, FOUR-ONE ACT PLAYS AND A HOST OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY

WORKS CHOSEN FROM AMONG 900 SUBMISSIONS. WWW.SOURCETHEATRE.COM
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THE TOP REASON TO GET CORKED? THE RETURN OF BELTWAY BACCHANALIA

IS CONFIRMED BY THE OPENING OF CORK WINE BAR. EVEN MORE EXCITING IS

THAT CHEF RON TANAKA, OF CITYZEN FAME, WILL BE MANNING THE KITCHEN

AT THIS URBANE FOOD-LOVER’S JEWEL BOX OF A BISTRO (1720 14TH ST., NW).

THE BEST BISTRO IN VIRGINIA
Give us liberty or give us... Heck, just give us
The Liberty Tavern! Clarendon hips up with
this stylish neighborhood bar and bistro, a
new hit with the smart set. Sip vodka gimlets
downstairs, savor inventive American cuisine
upstairs or order to-go—try the fab paninis
or the amazing prosciutto-apple-sage pizza
3195 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 703.465.9360.

FOOD

F

Ambassador of tapas and mastermind of minibar
José Andrés is about to become a household name.
As host of a 26-episode cooking show, JJoosséé  MMaaddee  iinn
SSppaaiinn, DC’s most famous chef will bring culinary
and cultural secrets of his food-crazed homeland

to PBS viewers nationwide. “People have come to know Spanish food through tapas and paella and
wines like Rioja, but they don’t know where it all comes from or how easy it is to enjoy at home,”
says Andrés. “I have wanted to bring the best of my country to America and now with this series
on public television, I am realizing my dream.” In the series, the energetic chef jets to and from
his DC home kitchen, where he cooks up authentic Iberian dishes with ingredients available right
here in the Mid-Atlantic region. It’s a culinary tour de force as well as a cultural immersion into
the history and gastronomic traditions of Spain. Andrés traipses from vineyard to  fish market to
farm and returns home to savor the flavors that put his DC restaurants on the map.  

CHEF OF THE MOMENT
This year, superchef José Andrés comes to your kitchen

CLARENDON CHIC: Liberty Tavern glows. 

LIGHTS, CAMERA, EAT! José takes his show on the road. LIGHTS, CAMERA, EAT! José takes his show on the road. 

SAY “QUESO”! José knows his Spanish cheese.SAY “QUESO”! José knows his Spanish cheese.
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THE TREND: BEFRIEND A FARMER
Ever feasted with your farmer? You will this
year, when Tallula, Vermilion, Rustico and
Evening Star Café join with regional growers
to host dinners where the guests of honor
include the very people who produced your
produce. Neighborhood Restaurant Group
and FRESHFARM are behind the dinners, at
which regional farmers explain the challenges
and rewards of their sustainable practices as
you devour their delectible organic goods.
Tallula, 2761 Washington Boulevard, Arlington;
Vermilion, 1120 King St., Alexandria; Rustico, 827
Slaters Ln., Alexandria; Evening Star Café, 2000
Mount Vernon Ave., Alexandria.

1. INDEBLEU This rotating table spins to face
the kitchen, so you can catch all the action.
707 G St., NW, 202.333.2538.

2. 2941 Get up close and personal as new chef
Bertrand Chemel (a buzzy Boulud veteran)
turns up the heat right before your eyes. 2941
Fairview Park Dr., Falls Church, 703.270.1500.

3. BLUE DUCK TAVERN The wine cellar is within
reach of this massive table that overlooks
Brian McBride’s awe-inspiring Molteni Range.
Park Hyatt, 24th and M Sts., NW, 202.419.6755.

4. BRASSERIE BECK Ten lucky guests get Belgian
at this elegant antique table, which faces the
open kitchen. 1101 K St., NW, 202.408.1717.

5. TOSCA Brilliant chef Massimo Fabbri serves
countless courses of refined Italian fare at this
in-kitchen table. 1112 F St., NW, 202.367.1990.

6. DC COAST Travis Timberlake takes charge of
the chef’s table at this fish-loving downtown
spot. 1401 K St., NW, 202.216.5988.

7. CITRONELLE Michel Richard’s luxe table turns
the kitchen into a spectacle—for $285 a head.
Latham Hotel, 3000 M St., NW, 202.625.2150.

8. BLACKSALT Chef Danny Wells serves a prix-
fixe fancy-fish menu at his new tasting room.
4883 MacArthur Blvd., NW, 202.342.9101.

9. CITYZEN Every seat is at the chef’s table in
Eric Ziebold’s celebrated dining room, where
ever-changing menus delight diners. Mandarin
Oriental, 1330 Maryland Ave., SW, 202.787.6006.

10. RESTAURANT EVE Although not exactly a
chef’s table, for $400 you can spend a day
with chef Cathal Armstrong in his kitchen.
110 South Pitt St., Alexandria, 703.706.0450.

TEN TOP CHEF’S TABLES
Only one thing is better than dining out in DC’s best kitchens: Bringing your foodie friends
along for the ride. Reserve a top spot at these haute eateries and put the chef to work!

KITCHEN CLASS: The smart
set feasts at 2941. 

“Tackle Box is the democratization of Hook. We’ll serve
simple but superfresh shore food, done right with a great
attitude. Totally kickass lobster rolls, big buckets of steamers,
amazing seafood!” –Barton Seaver of Hook and Tackle Box, opening in late spring.

THE NEWS IN CHOCOLATE CITY
A chocolate revolution is afoot in DC. Here’s
the cocoa forecast: “In 2008 we’ll continue to
see an increase in appreciation of different
types of chocolate as more people become
connoisseurs to the extent that they can
identify the type of bean and even its country
of origin,” says Eric Nelson of buzzing cocoa
headquarters Artfully Chocolate/Kingsbury
Confections (ACKC, 1529 14th St., NW,
202.387.2626). Later this year, pastry chef
Niel Piferoen will open Locolat Café (1724
Florida Ave., NW), where he’ll serve sublime
Belgian waffles, sweet Euro cakes, chocolate
drinks, espresso and decadent truffles.

HIT THIS BOTTLE!
New Mexico’s finest export
is finding a sparkling market
in DC. The fertile vineyards
of Gruet, near the town of
Truth or Consequences, are
turning out a spectacular
flute-filler that is gaining a
surprise following here.
These bubbly stunners,
ranging from blanc de
noir to blanc de blanc
and rosé, are produced
without pesticides at
one of the highest-
elevation vineyards in
the U.S. The bottles
have bubbled up all
over town. Kick back

and enjoy the bubbles at
Ceiba (701 14th St., NW,

202.393. 3983), Hank’s Oyster Bar (1624 Q
St., NW, 202.462.4265) and the new Peacock
Grand Café (2020 K St., NW, 202.530.2020).

Three cheers to Gruet. 
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THE POWER LUNCH BUNCH
Where does Maureen Dowd get all those
good ideas? Apparently at The Bombay
Club (815 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.
659.3727), a fueling station where the
city’s smarties get their curry in a hurry.
Across the street, chef Tony Conte does
diplomatic duty through haute cuisine at
The Oval Room (800 Connecticut Ave.,
NW, 202.463.8700), where White House
heavies wile away the afternoon. Chef
Enzo Febbraro serves senators in Italian
style at D’Acqua (801 Pennsylvania Ave.,
202.783.7717). Penn Quarter’s lobbyists
and real estate power brokers swing by
the bar at PS 7’s (777 I St., NW, 202.
742.8550) for a brilliant lineup of $7
lunch specials, including the city’s best
pulled-pork sandwich and serious salads.
Even zillionaires like to save money!

CRACKERJACK FIND!
Butter has no better Beltway broker than baker
Polly Brown, whose honey graham crackers,
ginger shortbreads and other haute cookies
are sweet treats. A founding pastry chef of
Teaism, Brown perfected the salty oat cookie.
Now you can bite into her luxe baked goods
at Cowgirl Creamery, Dean & DeLuca, Teaism
and other hip cafés (www.pollystyle.com). 

HOT OPENINGS FOR 2008
Redwood Restaurant, the new venture from the Sonoma/Mendocino Grille team, will bring Cali-style
wine and cuisine to Bethesda Row when it opens this spring. Chef Howsoon Cham, of Red Ginger fame,
delivers French/Caribbean flavors to Dupont Circle at Café Tropé (2100 P St., NW, 202.223.9335).
Gillian Clark, the brains behind Colorado Kitchen, will serve pizza and beer at her upcoming General
Store & Post Office Tavern in Silver Spring. Hook chef Barton Seaver’s newest venture, a Maine-inspired
fish shack called Tackle Box, offers mussels and more in the heart of Georgetown (3245 M Street, NW).
Alexandria’s Hotel Monaco will honor an American president at its Jackson 20 bistro (480 King St.). 

MORNING’S GLORY
This election year we vote for breakfast, sunny-
side up, at Café du Parc (1401 Pennsylvania Ave.,
NW, 202.942.7000). Politicos and pundits are onto
this Parisian café, and not just for its proximity to
the Oval Office. Fresh breads, French pastries and
fab coffee give the constituents what they really
want: a reason to wake up. Are doughnuts more
your speed? This cliché cop fare gets a weekend
wake-up call at the brunch-fave Hotel Tabard Inn
(Sundays, 1739 N St., NW, 202.331.8528) and at 
2 Amys (Saturday & Sunday, 3715 Macomb St.,
NW, 202.885.5700). Good morning, America! 

ON A ROLL: Sunrise at Café du Parc.

The Sarah Salad at PS 7’s is a $7 star. 

THE KING: Alain Ducasse reigns at the St. Regis. 

FOOD

MICHELIN MAN >>
Guess who’s coming to dinner? Word on the
street is that Alain Ducasse, who recently
opened Adour at The St. Regis New York, is
setting up kitchen at the St. Regis in DC.
Diners with deluxe tastes will soon be seeing
stars! 923 16th St., NW, 202.638.2626,
www.stregis.com.

TOWER OF TASTE:
Polly’s grahams rock. A
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COCKTAIL LOUNGES TO LOOK FOR
The literary owners of Wonderland Ballroom,
Columbia Height’s grunge-cool disco dive,
have taken over two-year-old Temperance
Hall in Petworth. In keeping with their Lewis
Carroll fixation, they’ve renamed it Looking
Glass Lounge (3634 Georgia Ave., NW) and
spruced up the joint, but its trippy vibe
remains. Black Squirrel (2427 18th St., NW)
is a hot new retro-chic Adams Morgan bar
and restaurant. Images of Muhammad Ali and
Farrah Fawcett grace the walls, power drinks
reign and the kitchen kicks out Frenchified
comfort food. Latin lounge wizard Mauricio
Fraga-Rosenfeld finally unveils Yaku (2001
N. 15 St., Arlington), his Peruvian-Chinese
bar and restaurant. Spicy chifa cuisine and
clever swills bring urban edge to Clarendon. 

PENN QUARTER GETS COOLER BY

THE MINUTE. IN LATE SPRING, RAY

(901 I ST., NW) WILL OPEN WITH A

GIGANTIC FISH TANK LOADED WITH

SWIMMING STINGRAYS. GET IT? THE

BAR/SUSHI LOUNGE WILL DISH OUT

REGIONAL SEAFOOD AND KILLER

COCKTAILS. CRAVE SUSHI WITHOUT

THE SIDESHOW? HEAD TO SEI (444

7TH ST., NW) FOR UMAMI DELIGHTS.

Temperance Hall gets a new name. 

HEAD TO CLASS!
Roberto Donna is spilling the beans! His cooking
classes at Bebo Trattoria (2250 Crystal Dr., Crystal
City, 703.412.5076) teach all you need to know
about preparing and enjoying Italian cuisine.
Sessions include apron, recipes, food, wine and
tons of fun. Penn Quarter’s Zengo offers monthly
primers on the “feng shui” of sushi rolling and
margarita mixing (781 7th St., NW, 202.393.2929). 

THE BEST NEXTS
The future of Maestro may be in limbo, but two
of its stars are blazing new trails. Stefano Frigerio,
a top talent in the McLean kitchen, has taken over
Mio, where his menu will feature American dishes
with Mediterranean influences and specialties

from his native northern Italy. Maestro’s ace
sommelier  Vincent Feraud will host monthly
wine classes at the Tysons Corner restaurant with
food pairings by chef Gael Cruchet. Maestro, Ritz-
Carlton, 1700 Tysons Blvd., McLean, 703.917.5498; Mio,
1110 Vermont Ave., NW, 202.955.0075.

THE BURGER WARS! Top chefs hip-up their happy meals

Celeb chefs love their hamburgers. But why choose one winner when you can go for a triple crown? First
up: Wolfgang Puck’s Kobe sliders with onion marmalade at The Source (575 Pennsylvania Ave., NW,
202.637.6100). Next: The Laurent Tourondel-designed $16 burger at BLT Steak (1625 Eye St., NW,
202.689.8999), a beefy masterpiece. Finally: DC’s lustiest burger, Michel Richard’s bacon, cheese and
crispy potato sandwich at Central (1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.626.0015).

FAB FOUR: The Source’s sliders are a slam dunk!

Roberto Donna uses his noodle. 
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“I had a chance to get to
know a lawyer who could
talk about Sarbanes-Oxley
and Chanel couture
without taking a breath.
It’s almost like fashion is
a secret society here.” 
–Robin Givhan, The Washington Post

DRINK HERE NOW! 
Sonoma Restaurant and Wine Bar brought
California cuisine to Capitol Hill. Now this
power-set dining den is doing something
for the country. In partnership with the
Armed Forces Foundation, Sonoma salutes
wounded veterans with free periodic
Sunday-night Soldiers’ Dinners. “I’m
hoping that any attention we draw will
inspire others to get involved in their own
way,” says Sonoma partner Eli Hengst.
Diners can support the charitable mission
by buying a bottle of specially marked
shiraz; profits help support the work of the
Armed Forces Foundation. Sonoma Restaurant
and Wine Bar, 223 Pennsylvania Ave., SE,
202.544.8088, www.sonomadc.com.

SPECIAL K: Tattoo is the latest addition
to K Street’s burgeoning club scene. 

THE POWER BROKER
There are ambassador’s wives who are
ladies who lunch. And then there is
Laurel Colless—a lady who launches.
Married to Finnish ambassador Pekku
Lintu and a mother of two under the age
of five, she’s the Beltway version of a
triple threat—that rare stage talent who
can sing, dance and act. Colless bills
herself as a “three-sector partnership
broker” and she balances a triple bottom
line of social, economic and environmental
interests. As Virginia Tech’s Head of
Research and Development/Sustainable
Technologies, Colless is behind major
DC facelifts, and we’re not talking
rhinoplasty. She’s managed retrofitting
and energy-saving designs for some of
DC’s finest buildings, including L’Enfant
Plaza. The goal is to lower energy
consumption and reduce those nasty
carbon emissions. Look for Colless at the
World Business Council gathering this
month, where she’ll speak on the project.

Laurel Colless and Finnish Ambassador Pekka Lintu.

Eli Hengst: Sonoma owner, patriot. 

DC
ONLY IN DC!

When the office lights go out, the neon lights catch fire on K Street. Traditionally buttoned-up
businessmen and women hit the lounges and bars that aim to make downtown DC as much about
corporate deals and legislation as tippling and tabletop dancing. Whether you go Latin at Lima (1401
K St., NW), seek a little nirvana at Lotus (1420 K St., NW), hope to spot a few celebs at K Street
Lounge (1301 K St., NW) or are looking for something a bit more permanent at Tattoo (1413 K St.,
NW) there’s a host of happy hours to be had. Even the super-square have been known to soften their
edges thanks to the four floors of hyper-socializing and stiff cocktails at the Park at Fourteenth (920
14th St., NW) off K Street. Just goes to show that Washington is much more than a two-party town! 

THE K STREET CROWD A hip, new nabe of bars and clubs has popped up on Lobbyist Row
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DC’S CHIC-EST SUITER
From Adrian Fenty’s inaugural fete to fabu fashion
events, George Worrell has been putting his
stylish imprint on DC for 15 years. His long arm
of influence now brings the ensembles and advice
of Manhattan fashion designers Tracy Reese and
Rachel Roy to the highest stratospheres of local
government. From dressing the wives of the city’s
biggest influencers to DC appointees, not to
mention a mother of a certain former
congressman about to wed, Worrell is the name
to know now!. www.gmwenterprisesllc.com.

DC’s sartorial stalwart George Worrell.

HIP CLICK! DC’S 
BEST BLOGGERS
1. Hoogrrl.com Keep up-to-date on DC’s ever-
evolving creative scene with art collector and
fashionable flâneur Philippa P.B. Hughes,
who posts everything from gallery openings
to news bites on her savvy blog.

2. Design-cult.com Here’s where area design
gurus Brian Forehand and Bill Smith dish
their musings on architecture, industrial
design, fashion and art—often complete with
an insightful local focus. 

3. ProjectBeltway.com Gal-about-town Rachel
Cothran snaps the stylistas of DC wherever
she finds ‘em—on the streets or in the
scene—and gives the scoop on the District’s
best shopping stops, sales and tips.

4. BrightestYoungThings.com This hipster site is
bringing the community together through
concerts and chic critiques. It’s a must-click
for those seeking H Street cred.

5. GroomingLounge.typepad.com From etiquette
to eye cream, Grooming Lounge gurus Mike
and Pirooz offer tips and tales about what the
modern man needs to know.

6. Wonkette.com Ever snarky and never
solicitous, the collective voice of this
political blog is like your know-it-all little
sister who is cynical and brooding, but
actually makes sense.

7. TheListAreYouOnIt.com Star Beltway foodie
Nycci Nellis knows all. Her blog covers
restaurant openings, events, specials, gossip,
wine news, chef’s secrets and more. This is
the go-to site about anything edible in DC. 

8. Metrocurean.com DC contributor Amanda
McClements dishes out the inside scoop on
epicurean news and features personal views
on the city’s best bites, sauciest swills, hottest
chefs and coolest kitchen secrets. 

9. Pamela’sPunch.com So you missed the “best
night ever”? Not if you log on to this site the
next morning. Say you were there? Well, not
unless Ms. Sorenson mentions you were. 

10. BigHeadDC.com Wonkette’s arch nemesis
satirizes the über-egos of the Washington
scene with a frat-boy tone. Expect a mash-up
of other media with much local commentary.

House of Sweden’s Second LIfe Outpost. THE MOTHER OF INVENTION
Leave it to the design-savvy House of Sweden
to be the first embassy to show up on Second
Life. It’s virtual presence, where visitors can
walk around the replicated space from their
off-location laptops, is part of a three-month
long cyber celebration of “Innovation and
Technology,” commencing in March. Modern
everyday inventions created by Swedes will be
showcased along with a host of related
activities and events. www.houseofsweden.com.

WHERE TO SEE STARS
Tune in on February 22 when the first-annual BET
Honors broadcasts what Washingtonians saw first-
hand last month. The city received a major dazzle
infusion when the awards show honored a star-
studded group of luminaries, including Alicia Keys,
Tyra Banks, Rep. Maxine Waters, Dr. Cornel West,
and Time Warner board chair Richard Parsons. The
red carpet was equally jaw-dropping, with stars like
John Legend, Wyclef Jean, Vivica Fox and Kerri
Washington serving up major wattage. www.bet.com.

THE BEST GAME IN TOWN
Peanuts and Crackerjacks? Hardly. If the top
brass at Nationals Park has its way, by
opening day next month upscale local food
vendors will be included in the ball club’s
playbook alongside some of the poshest
suites in baseball history. Price tags for suites
soar up to $400,000. Already up to bat are
more than 20 Sony Playstation consoles and
karaoke machines ensconced in an upscale
arcade. Play ball! washington.nationals.mlb.com.

Worrell wrangles
Rachel Roy, and her

swish suits, for 
DC royalty.
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CLASSICAL DRAMA
ACT UP THIS SEASON IN GODDESS-INSPIRED GLAMOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID DREBIN AT WWW.STOCKLANDMARTEL.COM

STYLING BY MINDY SAAD AT WWW.ARTHOUSEMANAGEMENT.COM
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One-shoulder dress, $8,400, and gold wedge stiletto

heels, $845, both at Versace, Tysons Galleria.

Hammered 18K gold bangles, $2,600 to $4,800, all by

Robert Lee Morris at www.robertleemorris.com.
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Copper draped dress, $1,100, by Vera Wang at

Saks Jandel, Chevy Chase. Wood beaded necklace

with brass sails, $1,115, by Robert Lee Morris at

www.robertleemorris.com. Gold leather sandals

with ankle straps, $725, at Gucci, Chevy Chase.
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Belted waterfall-back dress, $3,595, by

Donna Karan at Neiman Marcus, Mazza

Gallerie and Tysons Corner; Saks Jandel,

Chevy Chase. Gold square studded cuff, $895,

by Burberry Prorsum at Burberry, Downtown.
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Gown with back detail, $9,130, at Versace,

Tysons Galleria. Wave cuff, $550, Mandala

bangle, $495, and earrings, $225, all by Robert

Lee Morris at www.robertleemorris.com.
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Goddess dress, $650, by OMO Norma Kamali

at www.normakamalicollection.com. Mandala

earrings, $1,150, by Robert Lee Morris at

www.robertleemorris.com. Erin sandal, $830,

at Jimmy Choo, Chevy Chase.
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Isabel gown, $1,070, by Nicole Miller Signature at Nicole

Miller, Tysons Corner. 18K gold Ziggurat earrings, $2,000, by

Robert Lee Morris at www.robertleemorris.com. Metallic

gold Elipse heels, $695, at Jimmy Choo, Chevy Chase.
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Gown with back detail, $9,170, at

Versace, Tysons Galleria. Frescobaldi

purple and gold strappy sandals, $745, by

Christian Louboutin at Neiman Marcus,

Mazza Gallerie and Tysons Corner .

Hair by Pierra using Matrix 

at www.ronarepresents.com

Makeup by Martin Wieser at Pierre MichelM
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DIOR’S DR. SADICK AT NEIMAN MARCUS 
THE PARTY: Starting your morning off with a visit to the doctor is nobody’s idea of
a good time, but when Neiman’s is hosting and the doctor is Neil Sadick
(cosmetic surgeon and medical advisor to Dior), it’s a brunch that had local
beauty buffs rushing to Chevy Chase. THE SCENE: Dr. Sadick explained how the
fashion house turned grapes into gold for L’Or DeVie, its new anti-aging skin
cream to power brunchers Jeanette Strebutzel, Patsy Norton and Cindy
Howar, while downstairs makeup artist Maria Morley applied maquillage to
some smart shoppers. The key ingredient to L’Extrait, the line’s serum
application, comes from the vineyard of LVMH chairman Bernard Arnault—
which might explain $350 cost for a 15 ml bottle! –KATE ROSENBLATT 

Jeanette Sterbutzel Dr. Neil Sadick

Mindy Galke and Nasrin Sheibani 

Maria Morley and Amy Gedal Jennifer Hunsaker 

Salina Eurben and Amy Kelly 

Patsy Norton
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THE AMERICAN RED CROSS OF THE NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA

AND THE 2008 OSCAR NIGHT
® DC HOST COMMITTEE, 

chaired by Pamela Lynne Sorensen of Pamela’s Punch, 
 invite you to 

Washington, DC’s only official,
Academy-sanctioned viewing party

of the 80th Annual Academy Awards®.  
All the glitz and glam of Hollywood. Walk the Red Carpet. 

 Interview with “Joan Rivers*”. Meet one very famous “Mrs. Smith*”. 
Watch the 80th Annual Academy Awards® live from Los Angeles.

 SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2008 
7 pm to midnight

Posh Restaurant & Supper Club
730 11th Street, NW

Washington, DC
Black Tie Open Bar and hors d’oeuvres

 $95 general admission
$150 VIP Admission includes access to VIP room with private bar, 

valet parking, official 80th Academy Awards® Program, and swag bag

 For reservations, visit www.redcrossnca.org, call 703.584.8459 
or email events@redcrossnca.org. 

*Celebrity Impersonators

Thank you to these official Oscar Night® DC sponsors:

Proceeds benefit the

OSCAR
NIGHT

DC
®

OSCAR
NIGHT

DC

OSCAR
NIGHT

DC

OSCAR
NIGHT

DC
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NATURAL BODY SPA SHOPPE GRAND OPENING
THE PARTY: Beauty buffs stepped out in style to the grand opening of Natural Body
Spa’s downtown space. THE PLAYERS: The Spa’s Jacki Barnett, Danielle Gomez and
Michele Lee mingled with guests Nate Cheney and Johnnie and Marie Thomas.
THE VENUE: Showing guests the benefits of going green, the spa’s West End location
anticipates the gold standard of LEED certification. Featuring low flow faucets
and compact fluorescent lightbulbs, the savvy expanse purchased green energy
credits for wind power equal to 100 percent of its energy consumption each
year. BEST IN SHOW: While some guests oogled the sustainable building materials in
the shop, others took advantage of the treatments available, where a percentage
of the profits benefited local nonprofit Earth Share. –TIFFANY JOW
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Jacki Barnett and Bart Yablonsky

Gilbert P. Mendoza Michele Lee, Esther Williams and Massy BagherzadehJoel Patton

Vanessa and Callie Meccarielli

Daryan Huggins and Danielle Gomez

Johnnie Thomas and Adam Barnett

SCENE
IN
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CARTIER BENEFIT
THE PARTY: Cartier hosted a special holiday dinner in honor of local nonprofit
CARE and Shelia Johnson’s “I Am Powerful” challenge, which benefits CARE’s
work to protect women around the globe from poverty. THE PLAYERS: When not
eyeing the luxe label’s latest baubles, event co-chair Deborah Epstein
chatted it up with Gregory McDonald and Artemis Papademetroiu, CARE’s
Michelle Blackbaum, Cartier regional director Fariba Jahanbani, Charles and
Dianne Bruce and James Woodward. Meanwhile, the stylish set indulged in
an elegant feast.  BEST IN SHOW: As a percentage of the night’s proceeds were
donated to CARE, the entity’s ambassador Johnson upped the ante by
matching the amount for the forward-thinking nonprofit. –TIFFANY JOW
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Masud Akbar and Olivier Moingeon

Leslie Hayes and Mary Jo Myers Deborah Epstein and Bonnie StaffierSheila Johnson

Fariba Jahanbani and Barry Weisman

Dale Mott and Giardy Ritz

Antonio Monteiro and Natalia Luis

SCENE
IN
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M O D E R N L U X U R Y ™

+PLUS
ROCK THE VOTE RISES!

HILLARY & OBAMA SEDUCE L.A.

CNN HOTTIE HITS THE TRAIL

FASHION POWERS UP

HEIDI KLUM THROWS DOWN

DC JEWELERISTAS BLING IT ON!

+PLUS
ROCK THE VOTE RISES!

HILLARY & OBAMA SEDUCE L.A.

CNN HOTTIE HITS THE TRAIL

FASHION POWERS UP

HEIDI KLUM THROWS DOWN

DC JEWELERISTAS BLING IT ON!

BLISS
AND
MAKEUP!
HEALTH & BEAUTY
SPECIAL
Go Zen at 50 Spa-tacular Spots

Say Om at DC’s Meditation Stations

Jump on the Edgiest Workout Ever

Kick It With Organic Farmers 

glow for it

Looking for

Go to www.modernluxury.com

to get a subscription.

BO26 Hair Studio 
1738 14th St. N.W.

WDC  20009
(202) 234-7575

 WWW.BO26.COM

Color Specialist

Hair Extensions Specialist

Trendy Styles              

Proficient with all Hair Textures
Lynne 
      at

LynneWooden_WASH0208.indd    1 1/10/08    4:53:20 PM

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktail Lounge • Late Night Dining • Sun. Brunch 
2030 M Street NW • Washington, DC 20036 • 202.872.8700

Pu re comfo r t… one way o r  t he  o t he r

www.hudson-dc.com

HudsonRestaurant_WASH0208.indd    1 1/3/08    12:04:35 PM

Come and experience ‘Fine Lebanese Cuisine’ in an 
upscale, warm, and contemporary environment.  

2300 Wilson Blvd. 

Arlington, Va.

(corner of N. Adams St & Clarendon Blvd)

Open for Lunch at 11:30 
and for Dinner at 4:30

Reservations: 

703.465.4440 or

opentable.com

Ask us about Private Parties

& Catering Services

MeJana_WASH0208.indd    1 1/10/08    11:03:26 AM

Perez Salon and Day Spa
Congressional plaza

1677 Rockville Pike

Rockville, MD 20852

301.831.5052

Perez Salon and Day Spa
The Collections of Chevy Chase Center

5 Wisconsin Circle

Chevy Chase, MD, 20815

301.656.7006

www.perezsalonandspa.com
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VALENTINO AT SAKS JANDEL
THE PARTY: Fashionistas flocked to Chevy Chase for the store’s annual holiday
brunch and runway show, benefiting the Foundation for the National
Institutes of Health. THE PLAYERS: State Department protocol chief Nancy
Brinker chatted with Judy Esfandiar, while Climis Lascaris, Carol Randolph,
Esther Coopersmith, Gwen Russell and Leilane Mehler rubbed shoulders
with Saks Jandel’s Sally Marx. Host Peter Marx kept the crowd in gear as
NIH board members Buffy Cafritz and Cindy Jones greeted guests. BEST IN

SHOW: Dressed in their holiday best, stylish supporters found it difficult to
decipher which crowd owned the blue ribbon for fashion—the models clad
in Valentino on the catwalk, or the sea of savvy onlookers. –TIFFANY JOW

Lois and Lauren AlpersteinPeter Marx

Amy Overton and Denise Grant

Jany Dor and Sandra BeckerMartina Bradford and Capi Renoir 

Lauri McArthur and Janine Bell

Model on the runway
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share the moment NB

with Natural Body’s Instructional Couples Massage, 

Side by Side Massage or a Self Guided Dead Sea Mud Ritual for Two.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~ www.naturalbody.com 

NOW OPEN! 1104 24th Street NW ~ Washington, D.C. ~ 202.775.2070

Ashburn, VA

703.726.9935

Arlington, VA

703.243.4015

Potomac, MD

301.610.5004

GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE - FOR A TRULY AUTHENTIC SPA EXPERIENCE 

Massages ~ Facials ~ Waxing ~ Spa Body Therapies Manicures ~ Pedicures

Full service retail including AHAVA ~ Jurlique ~ Bare Escentuals ~ AVEDA

NaturalBodySpa_WASH0208.indd    1 1/16/08    11:19:53 AM

TYSONS GALLERIA
1855G INTERNATIONAL DRIVE

MCLEAN | T: 703 448 9884

THE CUT IS THE STYLE
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FIBULA JEWELRY LAUNCH
THE PARTY: The Fibula launch party at the Halcyon House in Georgetown
brought out big names and big bling. Models in Max Mara made for a
stunning display of the diamond collection as they walked the runway.
THE PLAYERS: Cem Akar, the global vice president of Fibula, and Iraklis
Karabassis, President of Max Mara, hosted the soiree. Shirley Gordon,
Nuri Yurt and Lynda Erkiletian were on hand to see the stylings, as were
Rachel Cothran and Adra Williams. THE VENUE: Guests sipped champagne

Aba Kwawu, Mustafa Poyraz and Nuri Yurt Model on the runway

Kim Luk, Puning Villamayor, Avi Kichel and Amal Zaari

Iraklis Karabassis Christopher Reiter and Lynda Erkiletian
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FANTASY AND REAL-LIFE
PHOTOGRAPHS CREATED

IN CAMERA (NO PHOTOSHOP)

PHOTO PRINTS IN ANY SIZE UP 

TO 48”X100” ON PHOTO PAPER, 

METALLIC PAPER, ARTIST’S PAPER OR 

CANVAS. EACH IMAGE IS PRO-

DUCED IN AN EXTREMELY LIMITED 

EDITION OF 6.

PHOTO-STEFAN.COM
ASTEFAN100@HOTMAIL.COM

202.281.4100

ALEXANDER STEFAN
PHOTO ARTIST
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by candlelight until it was time for the
catwalk, which took place in the
cavernous concrete basement of the
historic home. More than just show and
tell, the night benefited The Creative
Coalition. –KATE ROSENBLATT

Model on the runway

Shirley Gordon and Linda Owen 
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AND BEIGE ONE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY PARTY
THE PARTY: One of U Street’s most unique retailers opened its
doors to a dapper design-enthused crowd of guests, who
flocked to the venue to celebrate its first-year anniversary. THE

PLAYERS: With drink in hand, area interior gurus including
Barbara Hawthorn eyed the store’s sleek selections alongside
Dane Austin, Ernesta Santalla, Bernadette Harvey and Daren
Miller, And Beige’s owner. BEST IN SHOW: The cocktail party

Rouzita and Bita Vahhabaghai

Broderick Lee and Ayanna Najuma

Jak Kesterson and Michael Sun
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Mark Seibel and Sally Francis

tierra floral design is creating 
and designing for you...

. . .

. . .

tierra fl oral design
4961 bethesda ave

bethesda MD 20814

tel 301.951.0067
fax 301.951.0199

tierrafl oraldesign.com 
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quickly transformed into a shopping
soiree, as eager guests couldn’t resist
indulging in the boutique’s whimsical
furnishings. Moving carefully through
the jam-packed space, proud patrons left
with armfuls of shopping bags filled with
fantastic finds. –TIFFANY JOW

Robert Templon and Jason Hodges

Barbara Hawthorn

F O R  R E S E R V A T I O N S  C A L L  2 0 2 - 9 5 5 - 9 4 9 4
W W W . T E A T R O G O L D O N I . C O M     W W W . C H E F D A N C E . C O M

CONGRATULATIONS TO
TEATRO GOLDONI’S CHEF

NICOLA AMROUNE
ONE OF TEN U.S. CHEFS CHOSEN

FOR 2008’S CHEFDANCE AT
THE SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL

IN PARK CITY, UTAH
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a d v e r t i s e m e n t

M O D E R N L U X U R Y

PRIVATE DINING
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JUSTIN KRIEL OF CONTRAST FX
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a d v e r t i s e m e n t

Meet Neyla, the Mediterranean spirit of prosperity, abundance and success. The restaurant

that celebrates her is a treat for the senses and social graces. Both elegant and comfortable,

Neyla is inspired by Romanesque Mediterranean villas and influenced by the myriad peoples

who settled in that wondrous part of the world. Neyla is a delightful mix of exotic cultures,

inspired by the homes, hearths and taverns of the rugged land known first as Phoenicia, then

the Ottoman Empire and later the Republic of Lebanon. From nomadic Arab tribes to

Ottoman Turks, Egyptians, Greek and French rulers, Neyla's food melds the best of all the

Mediterranean cultures. Vegetables, salads, grilled meats and fish are offset by light and

subtly spiced sauces. Coriander, cinnamon, basil, thyme, Turkish pastries, coffee with

cardamom and (of course) the renowned Lebanese mezzas tell the tongue a story of 4,000

years of culinary history. Neyla wishes you to savor, not just eat. Her hospitality is bred from

rich ancient traditions. Knowledgeable servers will guide you through her many offerings and

take satisfaction in making your experience an event and a pleasure.

Location: 3206 N Street, NW  Washington, DC 20007

Reservations: 202.333.6353

Web: www.neyla.com

Neyla
A Mediterranean Grill

Highlights
Cuisine: Mediterranean Grill

Décor: Inspired by Romanesque Mediterranean

villas and influenced by the myriad peoples 

who settled in that wondrous part of the world

Popular Dishes: Mezzas (small plates)—Kibbeh

Naya, Hommus, Babaghannouj, Grape 

leaves, Lamb Chops
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a d v e r t i s e m e n t

For 100 years the Occidental has been a timeless DC landmark, serving classic American

cuisine with a focus on regional ingredients. Located within blocks of the White House, the

restaurant has been a gathering place for political figures, power brokers and celebrities alike.

Allow us to host your wedding, rehearsal dinner, business meeting, holiday party, graduation or

casual dinner.  The Occidental offers four private rooms, each with their own distinct DC-feel.

With wall-to-wall windows, the Monument Room overlooks Pennsylvania Avenue and offers

a capacity of up to 250. Adjacent to this space is the Truman Bar where your guests can

enjoy cocktails. The Chesapeake Room opens to a charming courtyard and accommodates

up to 40 guests, and the Presidential Rooms East and West each serve as an elegant space

for up to 64 guests, with portraits of past U.S. Presidents adorning the walls. 

Executive Chef Rodney Scruggs has received grand acclaim from guests and critics

alike, including Wine Spectator, the Washington Post and the Zagat survey. Chef

Scruggs will personally create a menu to satisfy your needs! Complimentary valet parking

is available for lunch and dinner. For more information contact Andrea Francis, Director

of Private Dining, afrancis@occidentaldc.com, 202.737.4147

Location: 1475 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW   

Washington, DC 20004

Reservations: 202.783.1475

Web: occidentaldc.com

Occidental

Highlights
Cuisine: An innovative take on 

classic American cuisine, using classical 

French influence and regional flare 

Décor: A classic interior shaded 

with elegant hues, dark woods and 

wall-to-wall photos of famous patrons

Popular Dishes: “Surf and Turf”— a 6oz. filet 

and 4oz. jumbo lump crab cake. 

The best of both worlds!
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a d v e r t i s e m e n t

Peacock Grand Café, now offering to downtown Washington DC the winning formula that

has been successful over the past 16 years at the Peacock Café in Georgetown, a

combination of innovative and affordable contemporary American cuisine in a space that

is attractive with friendly service. 

Our showcase wine cellar features over 3000 bottles of wines hand selected by our

Sommelier from around the world and local American wineries. From an intimate

gathering for two to a full-blown extravaganza of 300, Peacock Grand Cafe can be

configured for your special occasion. Our private dining room is fully equipped with the

latest audio/visual capabilities.

From lunch to dinner to brunch and everything in between, the Peacock Grand Café is destined

to be the new destination for good food and friendly service in downtown Washington DC.

Location: 2020 K Street NW   Washington DC  20006

Reservations: 202.530.2020

Web: www.peacockgrandcafe.com

Peacock 
Grand Café

Highlights
Cuisine: Contemporary American,

using organically farmed produce and 

meats, fish and seafood from purveyors 

that follow sustainable practices.

Décor: Modern yet classic with a curved 

granite bar opening to a wood-paneled 

dining room with theatre kitchen

Popular Dishes: Braised Lamb Shank, 

Poached Salmon, Lobster Deviled Eggs, 

Gourmet Thin Crust Pizzas
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“You know who should eat here?” asked my husband after dinner at
Nage. “Anyone who loves food.” There you have it. This island of
culinary sense and sensibility, nearly concealed on the perimeter of
Scott Circle, is simply the best restaurant you’ve never visited.

While more than a few of the newest DC eateries have arrived on a
pomp-and-circumstance cloud that would make P.T. Barnum blush, Nage
(pronounced “nahge”) has been quietly composing its own symphony. Is
there a celebrity chef in the house? No. A million-dollar atmosphere? Not
quite. Foodie buzz? Not at all. Nage, you ask? Yes—and get there now. 

“It takes time to get a buzz with all the great restaurants in town,
even when everything from bread to veal cheeks is prepared in-house,
from scratch,” offers executive chef and co-owner Kevin Reading.
Patience is a virtue, but this “East Coast Eatery” (the second location of
Rehoboth Beach’s Nage) is in danger of growing unforgettable without
growing a following. The problem, in part, is its non sequitur of a
location. Nage is tucked into the Courtyard by Marriott, sort of like a
Tiffany diamond stuck to a showgirl’s finger. The space is spare, but
radiates chumminess from glowing scarlet and orange lamps and
exposed-brick walls. Hanging beads and booth seating add a touch of
retro kitsch and a semi-exposed kitchen invites gourmet spying, but one

KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL! What’s the biggest culinary secret in the city? Nage, a food-lover’s oasis on Scott Circle 

glimpse of the hotel’s lobby and the illusion is off. This partly explains
why debonair general manager Galen Johnson welcomes my group with
such gusto. “We love new people!” he exclaims. And it shows. 

You’ll know you’re not in Courtyard anymore when the amuse
bouche of tiny ham and duck confit on pastry topped with diced apples is
placed before you. Gifts from a bistro kitchen are unusual enough, but
double your surprise with an equally unexpected intermezzo combining
the current “it” ingredient, Sechuan button, with a current “it” wine, rosé
sparkling, for a pure white sorbet floating in gorgeous pink fizz. The
kitchen’s generosity pops up again in a lobster pot pie hiding three whole
meaty pieces of claw and bountiful other chunks underneath that buttery,
crunchy puff pastry. The attention feels almost effusive in Nage’s
cinnamon-braised lamb shank, a king’s portion of sticky, rich lamb draped
over butternut squash (puréed with brown butter and parmesan, of course)
and topped with a golden raisin compote. And the extraordinary truffled
macaroni and cheese is the stuff dreams are made of.

Nage’s innovation unfolds on your plate without fussiness, rather
than insufferably raining philosophy all over your dinner. You’ll be
seduced, not talked to death, by one of the chalkboard specials
chanting Nage’s “local and fresh” ingredients mantra. The chef, who

TALENT POOL: Nage may fly under the radar, but its sensational menu
soars. Left: Sample mustard seed and vanilla-glazed scallops.

FOOD
DRINK
REVIEW
BY MARY BETH ALBRIGHT 
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DARKO ZAGAR
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pureness of the cake. Fans of classics-with-a-twist should opt for the
white chocolate rosemary crème brulée, offering another contrast with its
cream and crunch. If you simply can’t do dessert, top off your meal with
a coffee drink. Coffee Nage has shots of Bailey’s, amaretto, Frangelico and
Godiva, all in one cup. Just tell your friends it helps with digestion. 

While finishing the best meal I’ve eaten from the trendy lineup of
Washington bistros, I wondered, “Why aren’t more people eating at
Nage?” It’s a question as unanswerable as why I didn’t scoop up those
velvet beaded Blahniks two seasons ago. On one recent evening
during bistro primetime, there were more items on the specials board
than people in the restaurant. Although this aptly self-proclaimed
“Food Think Tank” bubbles with generous inventiveness, it has
somehow stayed under the radar since opening a year and a half ago.
Nage might be the Ugly Betty of the Beautiful People restaurant scene,
but this undiscovered gastronomic haven in the middle of the city is
by far the most swoon-inducing casual dining experience in town. You
won’t know what hit you, but you’ll be glad it did. 

spends five days in his DC kitchen and two in his Delaware galley
each week, and chef de cuisine Roman Cristali let their imaginations
run wild in the specials. “They’ve become a niche for us,” says
Reading, whose nickname is “King of the Specials.” “The staff puts
their heart and soul into writing up the chalkboard every day; it’s an
opportunity to express their culinary selves.” 

Start with a Hot Fuzz cocktail (black pepper-infused vodka, white
peach purée and ginger ale, topped with a turn of black pepper) and
enjoy the entertainment while the waiter plays Vanna White with the
board upon your arrival, reviewing each special in detail. Some dishes
are loaded with DC food trivia: The rib-eye entrée, for example, comes
from the Philadelphia purveyor of beef who provides the White House.
Other dishes inspire rhapsodic descriptions: The foie gras potato sticks,
served alongside the steak, are described as “potatoes mashed with foie
gras and fried.” Yum! We didn’t order the steak but our waiter must have
seen our mouths watering because sticks appeared—gratis—for us to
share. Love food and Nage’s staff will love you back. 

Seafood is the restaurant’s Rehoboth sister’s specialty, and it shines
brightly on the DC menu. Nage, French for “swim,” is a colloquialism
for broth. The “Seafood à la Nage” is a perfect dish for shellfish lovers;
its huge pieces of fresh scallops, lobster, clams and mussels float in a
brilliant saffron broth. A special flounder appetizer had the size and
presentation of an entrée, a whole filet wrapped around spicy tomato
fondue and topped with fried leeks, surrounded by gorgeous brush
strokes of parsley pesto and hot Guajillo oil. The presentation contrast
between a bright white ono filet resting on pitch black barley risotto
is gorgeous. Sure, the kitchen could have used regular pearl barley,
which tastes the same, but where’s the fun in that?

Even if you love seafood, don’t neglect Nage’s meats. Are you sick
of the DC battle of the burgers yet? No? Good, because Reading makes
his with the deckel (as foodies know, the most marbled and tender part
of the prime rib) mixed with mushroom duxelle and served on a light

and crispy housemade bun. It’s like a reworked beef Wellington. The
kitchen makes not only its own charcouterie plate of pâté, seafood
sausage and duck rillette, but also its own pickled watermelon rind,
served as an acidic complement to cut through the rich meats. Kitchens
are finally striving for seriously delicious chicken, thanks to the recent
bistro craze. Order Nage’s modern take on chicken and dumplings and
curl up with a European cut crispy bird and tiny pillows of gnocchi
surrounded by a culinary-school-exam perfect dice of root vegetables. 

Full from the rest of Nage’s extraordinary food, my usually
restrained dining companion resorted to begging the waiter to take his
half-finished dish of macaroni and cheese to keep from gorging on it.
Same deal with the frîtes, flavored with truffle oil and thin as shoe
strings, tempting you to eat them six at a time. Sides at bistros seldom
live up to their hype—a testament to the old DC adage, “don’t believe
your own PR.” But Nage’s broccolini, usually a throwaway, arrives as rich,
lemony grilled spears. When was the last time broccolini was craveable? 

If you have room for dessert go for the polenta cake with lavender
and fennel, a not-too-sweet landing. Drizzled with red wine sauce, with
fennel ice cream and candied fennel on the side, the cake is a study in
contrasting flavors, textures and temperatures—the sweet, astringent,
chewy fennel and the cold velvety cream against the dense, warm

NAGE 1600 RHODE ISLAND AVE., NW, 202.448.8005. WEBSITE: WWW.NAGE.BZ HOURS: BREAKFAST: MON.–FRI.

6:30AM–10AM, SAT.–SUN. 7AM–11AM; BRUNCH SUN. 11AM–3; LUNCH MON.–FRI. 11:30AM–2:30; DINNER: MON.–THURS.

5–10, FRI.–SAT. 5–10:30. THE SCENE: LOW-KEY, CASUAL BISTRO WITH DROP-DEAD AMAZING FOOD RISES ABOVE THE

DIN OF CELEBRITY CHEF CHATTER WITH SHEER TALENT. STAY FOR HALF AN HOUR, OR FOUR, AND LET THE FUN STAFF

ENTERTAIN YOU. WHO’S THERE: FOODIES IN THE KNOW, ENJOYING ONE OF DC’S BEST CASUAL DINING EXPERIENCES.

BUSINESS TRAVELERS WHO DIDN’T KNOW BETTER OR WERE BUMPED FROM THEIR USUAL HOTEL, AND CAN’T BELIEVE

THEIR DUMB LUCK DISCOVERING NAGE IN THE LOBBY. GOOD TO KNOW: NAGE SERVES A MEAN BRUNCH, WITH “KILL-

IT-SKILLET” (A HOT SKILLET OF TRUFFLED MAC-AND-CHEESE WITH CHORIZO AND BACON ATOP FRITES AND TOPPED

WITH A SUNNYSIDE EGG FOR $12). DOWN IT WITH “THE BLOODY SWINE,” A BACON BLOODY MARY. WHAT A WAY TO

WAKE UP! WHAT IT COSTS: APPETIZERS, $7-15; ENTRÉES, $14-32; DESSERTS, $8-12. RATING: 

What the stars mean: 1 = fair, some noteworthy qualities; 2 = good, above average; 3 = very good, well above

norm; 4 = excellent, among the area’s best; 5 = world-class, extraordinary in every detail. Reviews are based on

multiple visits. Ratings reflect the reviewer’s overall reaction to food, ambience and service. 

MY USUALLY RESTRAINED DINING COMPANION RESORTED TO BEGGING THE WAITER TO TAKE HIS HALF-FINISHED DISH OF

MACARONI AND CHEESE TO KEEP FROM GORGING ON IT. SAME DEAL WITH THE FRÎTES, FLAVORED WITH TRUFFLE OIL...

STUDY UP: Nage’s chalkboard menu is a lesson in good taste.
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SWELL SWILLS
With cool drinking dens arriving by the week, the
view north of U Street is getting hotter and hotter.
Eighteenth Street Lounge founder Eric Hilton has
yet another hit on his hands with Marvin (2007 14th
St., NW, 202.797.7171), named for Motown’s “Mercy
Mercy Me” soul singer, which brings a suitably
polished approach to low-key lounging. Thanks to
Hilton’s long musical reach, the upstairs DJ booth
is stacked with talent. The surprisingly spacious
back deck is already one of the coolest spots in
town and the bistro menu is the real thing, baby.
Hilton is also readying a lounge for the space next
door, as well as a Jamaican spot around the corner
on U Street. When it comes to hip and

unpretentious dives for unwinding, The Wonderland Ballroom (1101 Kenyon St., NW, 202.232.5263)
reigns supreme as the king of Columbia Heights bars. Owners Matthew McGovern and Rose Donna
skyrocketed to neighborhood fame when they opened their pioneering juke joint. But their
motivation was simple: boredom. “The ‘hood is really growing,” McGovern says. “There’s also a lot
more stuff coming up on Georgia Avenue, which is great.” Also elevating the area’s laid-back cred is
Red Derby (3718 14th St., NW, 202.291.5000), which opened in October with an all-can beer list. The
chalkboard menu runs from $2 Schlitz on up to a pigeon-hole-busting $85 bottle of Veuve. Score!

TOP TASTES
Columbia Heights is DC’s newest top-notch
culinary hot spot, with new eateries arriving all
the time. Here’s a hip tasting tour of tempting
reasons to head to the ‘hood right now. 

PIZZA PERFECTION RedRocks “firebrickpizzeria” was
an instant hit when it opened last summer.
Hoodies pack the brownstone for sandwiches
on house-baked bread and delicious brick-oven
pies. Try the salty Napoli, topped with
anchovies and capers. Browse the well-crafted
beer list, boasting around 30 brews—many of
them regional. 1036 Park Rd., NW, 202.506.1402. 

MAD HOT TACOS The hole-in-the-wall Taqueria del
Distrito Federal is a chowhound fave, and for
good reason. We’re fans of the barbacoa chivo
(goat) and carnitas tacos, wrapped in a double
layer of soft tortillas. For the more adventurous,
there’s beef tongue. Fab drinks, such as horchata,
are served. 3463 14th St., NW, 202.276.7331.

NORDIC NOSH This funky Scandinavian/Slavic W
Domku Café serves soulful European dishes.
Traditionalists savor gravlax and dill or rose-
petal-infused aquavit. Spicy Hungarian goulash
is a hit. Breakfast calls for baked grits! 821
Upshur St., NW, 202.722.7475. 

DELUXE DESSERTS Sticky Fingers Bakery’s extra
plump and tender vegan cinnamon buns,
drizzled with sugary icing, will have you
marveling that there’s no butter, milk or eggs
inside. The dairy farm’s loss is definitely to our
advantage! 1370 Park Rd., NW, 202.299.9700.

LOTSA LATTES Treating neighbors to a quality
buzz from shade-grown beans, Maryland-
based coffee roaster Mayorga serves some of
DC’s best espresso, lattes and more from the
ground floor of the historic Tivoli Theatre.
3303 14th St., NW, 202.360.4182.

MOVEABLE FEASTS
Downtown is a total attention hog when it comes to restaurant buzz. While there’s foodie fodder
aplenty below K St., a restaurant renaissance is simmering uptown in Columbia Heights. Chefs
and restaurateurs look up 14th Street, NW, and see a booming epicurean haven. Hungry wags are
chomping at the bit for chef Jamie Leeds’s upcoming venture, Commonwealth, a Brit-inspired
gastropub. “Jamie and I chose the neighborhood because we want to be part of the exciting growth
of this diverse area,” says Leeds’s business partner Sandy Lewis. The twosome also runs Hank’s
Oyster Bars in Dupont and Old Town Alexandria. Commonwealth is set for a late spring opening
at 14th and Irving Streets. A pioneer in 2006, Adams Morgan mainstay Rumba Café spawned an
expansive spin-off in Rumberos (3345 14th St., NW, 202.232.6006). Exposed brick and colorful Latin
art combine to hip effect, and the menu is packed with tapas, such as smashed fried green plantains
with flank steak and grilled squid with Spanish paprika. Joining the northern migration are the
owners of Grillfish, Logan Tavern and Merkado, who opened Logan at The Heights (3115 14th St.,
NW, 202.797.7227). The ‘hood hub dishes out crowd-pleasing eats like fried chicken, meatloaf and
fish and chips. The newest big news is right next door: Royal Blue Mediterranean Bistro (3113
14th St., NW), from ace restaurateurs Khalid Raji and Jawad Laouaouda, will serve delectible dishes
from southern Europe, northern Africa and the Middle East. Just in time, too!
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PIECE OF THE PIE From left: RedRocks fires up some of the
city’s best slices; Sticky Fingers nails your vegan sweet spot. 

READY TO RUMBLE: Rumberos is a bastion of Latin passion.

HOW SWEET IT IS: Marvin rocks the house. 

FOOD
DRINK
BITES
BY AMANDA MCCLEMENTS

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS Columbia Heights is DC’s newest “It” foodie ‘hood 
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PROMOTION

ABOUT
TOWN

EVENT Cultura invited friends and family to kick off the holiday season in style. 
Guests enjoyed a cocktail reception at Famoso Restaurant & Lounge featuring 
delicious hors d’oeuvres, a risotto bar and Culturatinis. GUESTS On hand to 
help the doctors celebrate were Greg Babcock, Aba Kwawu, LaSondra Gray, 
Sherry Dishman and Hiba Hakki.

Alexis Battle and Dr. Eliot Battle Gloria Newell and Zeporia Harper

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BETSY SPRUILL

CULTURA HOLIDAY PARTY

Dr. Monte Harris, Dr. Lisa Ginn and Dr. Eliot Battle

Lisa Harris, Landon Harris, Dr. Monte Harris and Lindsay Harris

AboutTown_Cultura_WASH0208.indd    1 1/3/08    5:09:18 PM
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FOOD
DRINK
SPIRITS
BY RINA RAPUANO
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DARKO ZAGAR

While some shy away from sparkling reds because they can be tricky
to pair with food, Gold embraces the Italian method by serving them
with their traditional counterparts. “They go really well with
prosciutto, wild boar, lamb, lasagnetta, anything with mushrooms,
sausages,” says Gold, whose restaurant will feature these formerly
overlooked wines in a tasting flight on February 13.

Beth Wolfe, a wine importer with Siema Wines confirms that bubbly
reds are galvanizing the grape world. She imports a sparkling cabernet that
has experienced an incredible up-tick in sales in retail stores since
Thanksgiving. “It used to be prosecco, sparkling moscato, champagne,”
she says. “Now with the reds, I’ve seen the retail market surge.” Wolfe
recently helped Tallula Restaurant implement a flight of sparkling reds
that will run throughout the cold months. Tom Voskuil, general manager
of the Arlington restaurant, created a flight that highlights glittering red
vintages ranging from light to bold to sweet. The secret to enjoying
them comes from pairing these wines—which include Chiarli lambrusco
secco, Tenuta St. Ana cabernet charmat and Delea fragolino rosso—with
robust dishes. “Our menus tend to be heavier and richer and heartier in
the winter, and the heavier reds work well with that,” he says. 

There’s also something sinful seeming about a ruby-red wine that
froths over the lip of a glass. This Valentine’s Day, we say: Bottoms up! 

Oya, 777 Ninth St., NW, 202.393.1400; Dino, 3435 Connecticut Ave., NW,
202.686.2966; Tallula, 2761 Washington Blvd., Arlington, 703.778.5051.

The savviest lushes in the cocktail crowd are about to see red—and
not because their Dom Pérignon cellar has run dry. Thanks to the
bold choices of a few local sommeliers, champagne fans are diving
into sparkling reds, velvety and delicious wines that are regaining
respect among aficionados and popping up on menus. 

Effervescent reds, once the butt of the wine world’s jokes—
disparaged as a cloying mixture of inferior sparkling burgundy,
sugar and champagne—have been around for ages. Wine historians claim
that the earliest champagnes flaunted lush hues of rosé, not the gold we
now associate with the best bubblies. And although Piper-Heidsieck and
Armand de Brignac have both recently unleashed rich rosé cuvées, the
real surprise vintages are blood-red, full-bodied dinner wines.

The Australian sparkling shiraz is making its mark. This sanguine
stunner can be found at Oya Restaurant and Lounge downtown, where
sommelier Andrew Stover offers a Paringa sparkling shiraz. While he
acknowledges that sudsy sip gets a bad rap, he wishes people would
loosen up about wine. He put the crimson bubbly on his menu for the
novelty and fun of it. “My whole premise is to offer something you’re not
going to have at home. We want to break something in and start a trend,”
he says. But the trend has already begun. For whatever reason, today’s
tipplers seem to be in the mood for body and spice with their bubbles.

That’s not to say that the luscious wine isn’t refined. “It’s really good
with chocolate, and anything that goes with chocolate is good in my
book,” Stover says, adding that the wine is selling like wildfire at Oya. “A
lot of people ask about it. I’ll give them a one-ounce sample, and before
you know it they’re buying a bottle or at least a few glasses of it!”

The wine list at Dino in Cleveland Park has featured several dry, fizzy
and fruity red sparklers such as the Grotte del Sole “Gragnano,” a Negri
Gelsomina lambrusco and the Cantina del Pino freisa. “People who drink
these wines once come back and drink them all the time,” says restaurant
owner Dean Gold. “They’re typical of our obscure wine program here.”

BUBBLING OVER
Sparkling red wines bring a decadent froth to DC’s sipping scene

LOVE EXPLOSION: Bubbly lambrusco is a blush rush.
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DC
2 Amys This pizza parlor turns out perfect
pies and puts the wood-burning oven to use
on olives, peppers and other house treats.
3715 Macomb St., NW, 202.885.5700 $

701 Restaurant This downtown restaurant’s
club-like atmosphere makes it a swank spot
to enjoy creative continental cuisine
complete with live jazz. 701 Pennsylvania
Ave., NW, 202.393.0701 $$$

1789 The Georgetown institution, with its country-inn elegance, is one of DC’s
top venues. Roasted pheasant and Kurobuta pork chops are not to be missed.
1226 36th St., NW, 202.965.1789 $$$$

Acadiana The Louisiana-style locale brings the bayou to the District with traditional
Creole cuisine such as crawfish bisque, fried green tomatoes and boiled gulf shrimp
remoulade. 901 New York Ave., NW, 202.408.8848 $$$

Agraria Owned and operated by the North Dakota Farmers Union, this stylish
Georgetown restaurant is a first of its kind. Come here for farm-fresh food and
clever house cocktails that raise the bar on swank dining in Washington
Harbour. 3000 K St., NW, 202.298.0003 $$$

Al Tiramisu This intimate trattoria is true Italia! The daily risottos and savory raviolis
are as good as those in Rome. 2014 P St., NW, 202.467.4466 $$$

Ardeo Modern American meals are prepared with the freshest ingredients at this
popular Cleveland Park spot. 3311 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.244.8960 $$

Bardeo The wine bar features tasty small plates to accompany its extensive selection
of whites and reds. 3309 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.244.6550 $

FOOD
DRINK
GUIDE

WHERE TO EAT NOW THE FOLLOWING IS A DISCRIMINATING LIST OF THE CAPITAL AREA’S BEST RESTAURANTS,

SORTED INTO DC, MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA. PRICES REFLECT THE AVERAGE COST OF A THREE-COURSE DINNER FOR

ONE PERSON, EXCLUDING DRINKS, TAX AND TIP. $ (UNDER 30); $$ ($30-$40); $$$ ($40-$60); $$$$ ($60 AND UP)

Bar Pilar Check out the chalkboard menu to sample small dishes prepared with fresh
local ingredients straight from the farmers’ market. 1833 14th St., NW, 202.265.1751 $

Belga Café A broad selection of Belgian beers complements sensational steamed
mussels—served five ways—and fries at this Capitol Hill haunt. Those famous thick
waffles are the best for brunch. 514 8th St., SE, 202.544.0100 $$

Bistro Bis This bustling French bistro serves some of the city’s best pommes frites, beef
bourguinon and lardon-laced frisée salad. The lemon cake flavored with olive oil is
pure Provence. Hotel George, 15 E St., NW, 202.661.2700 $$$

Bistrot du Coin Kick back and savor authentic French dishes at this Dupont Circle
restaurant and bar, a cheery local favorite. 1738 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.234.6969 $$$

Bistro Français This is one of the city’s best late-night haunts. Stop by for traditional
French favorites, escargots or a swanky steak tartare. 3128 M St., NW, 202.338.3830 $$

BlackSalt A neighborhood fave in the Palisades, this seafood spot serves up stellar sea
creatures and offers a fish market to boot—mussels are memorable and fried Ipswich
clams are just right. 4883 MacArthur Blvd., NW, 202.342.9101 $$$

Blue Duck Tavern Chef Brian McBride’s open kitchen offers an evening of entertainment
and turns out perfectly-prepared farm-fresh cuisine. For dessert try the perfect apple
pie and ice cream. Park Hyatt, 24th and M Sts., NW, 202.419.6755 $$$

BLT Steak Chef Laurent Tourondel brings his adaptation of the steak house to DC
diners who have long flocked to his NYC outposts. The simple yet sophisticated
menu includes hanger steak and a 16-ounce NY strip. 1625 I St., NW, 202.689.8999 $$$

Bombay Club Upscale Indian cuisine reigns at this power spot near the White House.
Savor regional dishes and classic cocktails. 815 Connectocut Ave., NW, 202.659.3727 $$$

Brasserie Beck For the city’s best mussels and smartest selection of Belgian beer, head
to Robert Wiedmaier’s modern European brasserie. This bright space accommodates
everything, from festive parties to romantic nights. 1101 K St., NW, 202.408.1717 $$$

Buck’s Fishing and Camping This neighborhood hangout serves a limited but always
flavorful menu including excellent prime sirloin (just don’t ask for it well done!) to an
art-centric crowd. 5031 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.364.0777 $$$

Butterfield 9 Chef Michael Harr’s modern American menu satisfies with choice game
selections at this sophisticated downtown spot. 600 14th St., NW, 202.289.8810 $$$

Café Atlántico The inventive cuisine at this Latin American eatery includes Malbec-
braised beef cheeks with yucca and truffles and a fusion dim sum brunch offering
oysters with mango-lime oil. 405 Eighth St., NW, 202.393.0812 $$$

Café Bonaparte Brunch is served extra late here and features a distinguished selection
of savory and sweet crepes. 1522 Wisconsin Ave., NW, 202.333.8830 $$

Café du Parc This sleek, chic light-filled bistro is a small slice of Paris just a block from
the White House. Breakfast, lunch and dinner are delectably Gallic affairs, with
classic dishes and perfect pastries. 1401 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.942.7000 $$$

Café Milano This Georgetown restaurant-cum-social-club brings together the power
set every night for traditional Northern Italian fare mixed with pastas named for a
bevy of fashion mavens and local luminaries. 3251 Prospect St., NW, 202.333.6183 $$$

Find Mediterranean heaven at Penn Quarter’s D’Acqua.

NEVER HAD A FOODIE-GASM? TAKE ACTION! GO TO WWW.MODERNLUXURY.COM AND SIGN UP 

FOR THE HOT LIST FOR ALL THE EPICUREAN SATISFACTION YOU CAN CRAVE IN ONE EMAIL.
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Café MoZu From breakfast to late-night snacks, this beautifully appointed, airy
restaurant in the Mandarin Oriental serves fare with heavy Japanese and Chinese
accents. Mandarin Oriental, 1330 Maryland Ave., SW, 202.787.6868 $$$.

Café Saint-Ex A neighborhood joint serving top-notch fare, this 14th Street haunt
caters to the cool kids and young lovers. The wood-grilled fish and juicy steaks are
crowd-pleasers. Sandwiches are superb. 1847 14th St., NW, 202.265.7839 $$

Capital Grille For steak connoisseurs, this is heaven. The porterhouse is 24 ounces
of perfection; the porcini-rubbed Delmonico is served with aged balsamic. 601
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.737.6200 $$$

Casa Oaxaca This Adams Morgan outpost highlights the varied cuisine of Mexico’s
southern state of Oaxaca. Mole is the must-order item; go for green mole with baby
pork ribs and chocolate black mole over chicken. 2106 18th St., NW, 202.387.2272 $$

Cashion’s Eat Place The handwritten menu is a treasure trove for food lovers. French-
and Mediterranean-inspired selections, including rabbit loins with rabbit liver flan,
are offered at this Adams Morgan favorite. 1819 Columbia Rd., NW, 202.797.1819 $$$

Caucus Room Republicans and Democrats all gather at this power steak spot. Kansas
City strip and pistachio-crusted sea bass are superb. 401 9th St., NW, 202.393.1300 $$$

Ceiba Contemporary Latin American flavors blend in a delightful melody. Start with
beef empanadas criollas. Save room for dessert, and order decadent warm churros
served with rich hot chocolate. 701 14th St., NW, 202.393.3983 $$$

Central Chef Michel Richard’s jaunty new restaurant, located centrally between the
White House and the Capitol, serves up a French take on American bistro favorites
such as fried chicken and burgers. 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.626.0015 $$$

Ceviche Traditional Peruvian and Ecuadorian cuisine takes a zesty modern turn at this
Latin eatery in Glover Park. 2404 Wisconsin Ave., NW, 202.333.3877 $$

Charlie Palmer Steak With one of the most stunning wine cellars in the city,
featuring only American labels, it is a must to order a bottle from the 10,000-
plus collection. 101 Constitution Ave., NW, 202.547.8100 $$$$

Chef Geoff’s Great neighborhood joints with top-notch burgers and bistro dishes. The
dinner menu is full of fresh fish; the Chesapeake shellfish stew is a perennial favorite.
3201 New Mexico Ave., NW, 202.237.7800; 1301 Pennsylvania Ave., NW. 202.464.4461 $$

CityZen Chef Eric Ziebold continues to delight DC’s most discerning diners. These
days he’s fond of shoat and serves it as pork belly, shoulder or even as a pot pie. We
suggest the tasting menu. Mandarin Oriental, 1330 Maryland Ave., SW, 202.787.6006 $$$$

Clyde’s A Georgetown institution that opened in 1963, they’ve set the bar for
great burgers. Outposts include Chevy Chase and next to the Verizon Center.
3236 M St., NW, 202.333.9180; for other locations see clydes.com $$

Corduroy Tom Power’s chic eatery takes up a new residence in March 2008, when this
star chef moves his much-raved-about menu to an elegant townhouse in Shaw.
Expect the same sublime, award-winning dishes. 1122 9th St., NW, 202.589.0699 $$$

Creme Cafe This U Street spot serves up soulful comfort food including classics like
pork ‘n’ beans, chicken soup and shrimp and grits. 1322 U St., NW, 202.234.1884 $$

D’Acqua Chefs Francesco Ricchi and Enzo Febbraro serve up savory seafood dishes
along with an array of American plates with a twist. Try the ravioli filled with seafood
and porcini mushrooms in a lemon sauce. 801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.783.7717 $$$

DC Coast American cuisine influenced by the coastal areas meld with truly tasty results.
The divine desserts include the sinfully good New Orleans-style beignets and
chocolate ganache mousse. 1401 K St., NW, 202.216.5988 $$$

Dino The wonderful wine list goes nicely with the Italian dishes at this festive and
jovial Cleveland Park spot. 3435 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.686.2966 $$

Equinox It just doesn’t get any better than Todd Gray’s Chesapeake Bay and
Virginia flavors. Lunch is à la carte, but the dinner is a chef’s tasting menu of
three, four or six courses. 818 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.331.8118 $$$$

Fahrenheit Creations from the kitchen at the converted Georgetown incinerator room
include the Tuna Dynamite Stick, steak tartar tempura flash fried and served to
perfection. Ritz-Carlton Georgetown, 3100 South Street, NW, 202.912.4110 $$$

Firefly This hip Dupont Circle hangout offers a cocktail menu with libations like
Lavender Rocks, a gin cocktail shaken and poured over ice cubes infused with fresh
lavender. Hotel Madera, 1310 New Hampshire Ave., NW, 202.861.1310 $$

Fogo de Chão At this churrascaria, a Brazilian-style beef house, the menu is fixed-price
and gives new meaning to all-you-can-eat with 15 cuts of barbecued meat served
continuously. 1101 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.347.4668 $$$

Georgia Brown’s Savor Low Country cuisine—she-crab soup, fried green tomatoes and
fantastic fried catfish—in an upscale atmosphere. 950 15th St., NW, 202.393.4499 $$

Gerard Pangaud Bistro The exquisite cuisine at this French fine-dining room is best
sampled in one of the multi-course dinner menus. 915 15th St., NW, 202.737.4445 $$$$

Hank’s Oyster Bar Fresh oysters ride crests of shaved ice at this Dupont Circle
favorite. Chef Jamie Leeds serves up an overflowing lobster roll, great grilled
squid and tasty fried calamari and clams. 1624 Q St., NW, 202.462.4265 $$

Heritage India A rich and relaxing setting complements magnificent chicken
tikka, spicy lamb vindaloo and tasty tandoori dishes. 2400 Wisconsin Ave., NW,
202.333.3120; 1337 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.331.1114 $$$

Hook Chef Barton Seaver’s buzzing Georgetown venue serves delectible sustainable
seafood to the swank set. Savor crudos (small bites of raw fish) and mouthwatering
entrees. Heather Chittum’s desserts are to-die-for. 3241 M St., NW, 202.625.4488 $$$

Hudson Restaurant and Lounge This spirited new corner bistro is a stylish escape from
pomp and circumstance. Savor standard bistro fare (burgers, pizza, salads) in a cozy,
come-as-you-are atmosphere. 2030 M St. NW, 202.872.8700 $$

Il Mulino New York This NYC export serves up vibrant Italian dishes including double-
cut Veal chops and their legendary langostines. Order up a panini for lunch from your
tuxedo-clad waiter. 1110 Vermont Ave., NW, 202.293.1001 $$$

IndeBleu French and Indian flavors are whipped into a subcontinental frenzy at this
chic Gallery Place eatery that serves fabulous curries, a to-die-for black cod and an
inspired vegetarian bento box. 707 G St., NW, 202.333.2538 $$$

Indique Start your meal here with a tamarind margarita and fantastic mini dosas, then
move on to excellent curries and spicy vindaloos and don’t forget the astonishingly
delicious array of fresh breads. 3512-14 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.244.6600 $$

Jaleo This restaurant’s fruity sangria, scores of tapas and paella will delight your
dinner party. Finish your meal off with the flan, a family recipe from super chef José
Andrés. 480 7th St., NW, 202.628.7949; for other locations see www.jaleo.com $$
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Johnny’s Half Shell This Capitol Hill haunt is known for first-rate oyster po’ boys
and perfectly spiced crab cakes. 400 N. Capitol St., NW, 202.737.0400 $$

Kaz Sushi Bistro To appreciate the art of Japanese cuisine make it a routine to dine at
chef Kazuhiro Okochi’s sushi haven. All your favorites are here: yellowtail, sea
urchin, tuna rolls. Nigiri and sashimi are revelatory. 1915 I St., NW, 202.530.5500 $$

Kinkead’s For the city’s best fried clams, knockout bacon-wrapped monkfish and
more-than-famous pepita crusted salmon, stop at this venerable spot. The
specials change every day, so there’s no harm in frequenting this signature DC
restaurant.  2000 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.296.7700 $$$

Komi Culinary wunderkind Johnny Monis’ straight-forward flavorful creations are
sophisticated with Mediterranean flair. The speck-wrapped tuna and risotto with sea
urchin are legendary. 1509 17th St., NW, 202.332.9200 $$

La Chaumiére This French charmer has been delighting loyal customers for more
than 30 years. Daily specials like the rich cassoulet and couscous are sure to
please. 2813 M St., NW, 202.338.1784 $$$

Las Canteras On the menu are Peruvian specialties such as tangy ceviche, quinoa salad
and lomo saltado—stir-fried vegetables and strips of beef topped with thick fries—
and frothy, potent pisco sours. 2307 18th St., NW, 202.265.1780 $$

The Lafayette Room Its proximity to the White House and other DC seats of power
makes this historic dining room a prime spot for working lunches. Contemporary
American eats are served up morning, noon and night, overlooking Lafayette Park.
Hay-Adams Hotel, One Lafayette Sq., NW, 202.638.2570 $$$

Leopold’s Kafe & Konditorei Vanguard Viennese style emerges at this Cady’s Alley café.
Big cups of Julius Meinl coffee and scrumptious pastries are served alongside finger
foods and dinner fare. 3315 Cady’s Alley, NW, 202.965.6005 $$

Le Paradou Among the most exquisite restaurants in DC, this mecca for modern
French fare is the epitome of fine dining. Chef Yannick Cam’s artful yet tastefully
precise and flavorful interpretations of classic dishes and innovations of his own
design are justly celebrated. 678 Indiana Ave., NW, 202.347.6780 $$$$

Les Halles You’ll regret not ordering the steak-frites at this French brasserie imported
from New York and made famous by chef Anthony Bourdain. Steak tartare, prepared
tableside, is a house specialty. 1201 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.347.6848 $$

Lima The hot Latin-flavored restaurant offers fine dining, a bustling bar and a luxe
lounge. The cuisine includes pan-American dishes like chile-spiked lamb shank along
with separate ceviche, tiradito and oyster menus. 1401 K St., NW, 202.789.2800 $$$

Locanda With a menu featuring ingredients from neighboring Eastern Market
and local farms, you can count on freshness at this modern Italian café on
Capitol Hill. 633 Pennsylvania Ave., SE, 202.547.0002 $$

Makoto Don’t forget to wear socks to this traditional Japanese restaurant, one of the
city’s best kept secrets thanks to its out-of-the-way locale. Just say omakase to be
treated to the talents of the kitchen. 4822 MacArthur Blvd., NW, 202.298.6866 $$$$

Mandu DC’s new Korean eatery offers tasty dumplings, authentic eats and sojutini
cocktails flavored with aloe and peach. 1805 18th St., NW, 202.588.1540 $

Marcel’s The wine bar is the perfect place for post-work drinks with friends. In
the kitchen, chef Robert Wiedmaier puts Flemish hints into each dish. 2401
Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.296.1166 $$$$

Maté This K Street hot spot seems more SoHo than Georgetown waterfront. A sushi
and ceviche menu is served with Latin flair. 3101 K St., NW, 202.333.2006 $$

Marvin Hipsters have a new hangout in this café from the Local 16 crew. A chic
dining room on the main floor flows upstairs to a loungey room where DJs hit the
decks. 2007 14th St., NW, 202.797.7171 $$

Mendocino Grille Organic produce, naturally-raised meats and seasonal ingredients are
the focus at this California-style Georgetown spot. The extensive wine list celebrates
spectacular vintages from around the world. 2917 M St., NW, 202.333.2912 $$$

Michel Richard Citronelle In two words, utter perfection. One of the nation’s best
restaurants draws a world of gourmands to Georgetown. Inventive and always
delicious cuisine is impeccably prepared by the master chef. His talented team
includes DC’s top sommelier. Latham Hotel, 3000 M St., NW, 202.625.2150 $$$$

Mie N Yu Dark, sultry colors surround you on your journey through the South Asian
and American menu. If you’re there simply to sample the drinks, try a starter like the
chorizo-stuffed medjool dates. 3125 M St., NW, 202.333.6122 $$$

Mio Restaurant Mediterranean and American flavors meld at this new Midtown
favorite. Come to this elegant space for carefree lunches and romantic dinners. Or
stop by to ogle the cocktail crowd. 1110 Vermont Ave., NW, 202.955.0075 $$

minibar by José Andrés Located on the second floor of Café Atlántico, Chef José
Andrés’ intimate six-stool bar features a fantastic tasting menu of more than 30 of the
star chef’s most innovative creations. 805 8th St., NW, 202.393.0812 $$$$

Morton’s The Steakhouse Prime meats are aged three weeks before being served at this
stellar steakhouse. The house specialty, 24-ounce porterhouse, will fill up the most
prolific eater. 3251 Prospect St., NW, 202.342.6258; for other locations see mortons.com $$$

Nage: An East Coast Eatery Profiled in this issue! Please turn to this month’s “Food Drink
Review.” 1600 Rhode Island Ave., NW, 202.448.8005 $$

Napoleon Bistro & Lounge Get Parisian at this ultra-chic Adams Morgan café and bar that
specialized in crepes, champagne & cocktails. 1847 Columbia Rd., NW, 202.299.9630 $$

Neyla In sexy surroundings, the house serves straightforward Lebanese food with
imaginative dashes of spice. Grilled items are big on taste and flavor. Try a giant
mezza plate, perfect for a large party. 3206 N St., NW, 202.333.6353 $$

Nora Chef Nora Pouillon is DC’s most inspired and subtle purveyor of local cuisine.
Also check out Asia Nora (2213 M St., NW, 202.797.4860) for a menu that uses the best
of the season in an eastern-fusion style. 2132 Florida Ave., NW, 202.462.5143 $$$

Notti Bianche The handmade pastas and braised monkfish are real standouts at
this off-the-beaten-path Italian trattoria. Save room for the signature desserts.
824 New Hampshire Ave., NW, 202.298.8085 $$

Obelisk Reservations fill up fast (with only 36 seats in this Dupont townhouse) for
sampling superb Northern Italian creations. 2029 P St., NW, 202.872.1180 $$$$

Oceanaire Seafood Room Grand platters of seafood tower in front of you at this 1930s-
style ocean liner of a restaurant. Apple brown betty sweetens up the evening, but
regulars remain fans of the cookies and milk. 1201 F St., NW, 202.347.2277 $$$

Old Ebbitt Grill The Oyster Bar is the main attraction at this mahogany-clad institution.
Simple American fare is on the menu and the well-stocked bar always draws the
happy hour and late-night crowd. 675 15th St., NW, 202.347.4801 $$
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Oval Room Chef Tony Conte offers up American flavors such as caramelized beef
tenderloin and butter-poached lobster. 800 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.463.8700 $$$

Oya The white-hot spot, complete with flames, offers French-Asian dishes like tea
smoked duck salad and pea raviolis with smoked eel. 777 9th St., NW, 202.393.1400 $$$

Oyamel This fabulous Mexican eatery serves up favorites like margaritas with air
salt and handmade tortillas at its new District home. Stop in for the city’s
tastiest tacos. 401 7th St., NW, 202.628.1005 $$

Palena Chef Frank Ruta’s cuisine is focused on seasonal specialties. The chef’’s tasting
menu is among the best values in town, and the front-of-house bistro menu is chock
full of fresh American pleasures. 3529 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.537.9250 $$$

Palette Pulled duckling spinach salad is a signature at this art-filled dining den.
Hereford beef flat-iron steaks are hearty here. 1155 15th St., NW, 202.587.2700 $$$

The Palm Politicos, media types and power brokers all come here for the steaks, chops,
hefty salads and scoops of gossip. 1225 19th St., NW, 202.293.9091 $$$

Papermoon Restaurant This casual, fun, moderately priced Italian eatery has been a
Georgetown dining favorite for decades. 730 11th St., NW, 202.965.6666 $$

Peacock Café DC denizens flock to this Georgetown restaurant and bar. The Happy
Day Brunch popular, so be sure to get there early. 3251 Prospect St. NW, 202.625.2740.
Peacock Grand Café: 2020 K St. NW, 202.530.2020. $$$

Perry’s This Adams Morgan sushi joint offers an omakase—a six-course menu. The
Sunday drag brunch is legendary. 1811 Columbia Rd., NW, 202.234.6218 $$

Pesce This Dupont Circle favorite specializes in some of the city’s freshest seafood,
perfectly prepared with Mediterranean flair. 2016 P St., NW, 202.466.3474 $$$

Pizzeria Paradiso House-made pizza dough comes out toasty and topped with olive oil.
Check out the basement-level Birreria, serving 16 unique beers on draft and more
than 80 different bottles. 3282 M St., NW, 202.337.1245; 2029 P St., NW, 202.223.1245 $

Poste Modern Brasserie Gor for the signature kobe beef steak tartare on brioche at this
delicious Penn Quarter establishment. Hotel Monaco, 58 8th St., NW, 202.783.6060 $$

Prime Rib Blue-ribbon steaks and service are found at this supper club-style restaurant.
Order the famous prime rib. 2020 K St., NW, 202.466.8811 $$$$

Proof Dozens of sommelier-selected wines by the glass are served at this Gallery Place
restaurant and wine bar. 775 G St., NW, 202.737.7663 $$

PS 7’s Peter Smith’s Penn Quarter spot showcases top ingredients with dishes like
Maine lobster dégustation, which includes chowder, eggs, sausage and a beignet.
The lounge menu has great snacks. 777 I St., NW, 202.742.8550 $$$

Rasika Penn Quarter’s chic and modern Indian-food haven features flavorful dishes
that will thrill your tastebuds. Chef Vikram Sunderam’s inventive cuisine offers an
enlightening (and perfectly spiced) tasting tour. 633 D St., NW, 202.637.1222 $$$

Rice This refined Thai space serves curries and creative dishes, such as spaghetti with
herbs, anchovies and bacon. 1608 14th St., NW, 202.234.2400 $$

Rock Creek Skip those heavy creams and buttery bites at this upscale Mazza Gallerie
eatery that serves health-conscious, amazingly low-cal dishes. Plates are fresh,
flavorful and low-fat. 5300 Wisconsin Ave., NW, 202.966.7625 $$$$

Roof Terrace Set atop the Kennedy Center, this restaurant is perfect for pre- and post-
show dining. Kennedy Center, 2700 F St., NW, 202.416.8555 $$$$

Rosa Mexicano In the tradition of its NYC sister, this Penn Quarter spot is bathed in
the bright colors. Frozen pomegranate margaritas and guacamole prepared tableside
keep customers coming back. 575 7th St., NW, 202.783.5522 $$$

Ruth’s Chris Steak House Whether you’re a steak fan or looking to trap an ocean-
fresh lobster, you’ll love the selection at this top Dupont Circle spot. 1801
Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.797.0033; for other locations see ruthschris.com $$$$

Sake Club Delicious Asian-inspired small plates and bold, fresh sushi make perfect
matches for the brilliant sake menu offered at this sleek, modern Woodley Park
Japanese restaurant. 2635 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.332.2711 $$

Sam and Harry’s This classic American steak house features prime cuts of meat and
seafood flown in daily. Bone-in cuts of rib eye and filet are the stars of the menu. 1200
19th St., NW, 202.296.4333; for other locations see samandharrys.com $$$

Seasons The stylish space serves lovely lunch plates, including lamb tagine sandwich
with chickpea fries. Four Seasons Hotel, 2800 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.944.2000 $$$

Sesto Senso Fabio Beggiato dishes out braised meats and velvety risottos at this Italian
hotspot, and draws DC’s active and attractive in the evenings, when the two-story
space transforms into a club. 1214 18th St., NW, 202.785.9525 $$

Sette Osteria Café Milano’s younger sibling in Dupont, Sette offers fantastic wood-
oven pizza and flavorful salads. Get the best of both in a Bianchina pie: arugula, red
and yellow tomatoes and fresh mozzarella. 1666 Connecticut Ave., NW, 202.483.3070 $$

Smith and Wollensky A steak house for a steak town. Though it’s a NYC-based chain,
our DC version feels pretty hometown-y to us. 1112 19th St., NW, 202.466.1100 $$$

Sonoma Restaurant and Wine Bar Nearly 40 wines by the glass and a lounge with a
roaring fireplace draw crowds to this Capitol Hill hangout. Make a meal of the
tempting selection of charcuterie and cheese. 223 Pennsylvania Ave., SE, 202.544.8088 $$

The Source Wolfgang Puck brings a green-minded menu to the Newseum. Executive
chef Scott Drewno deploys an edible arsenal of local ingredients that he whips into
deeply satisfying Asian-influenced dishes. 575 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.637.6100 $$S

Sushi-Ko This is the place to sample truffle-flavored carpaccio or the tataki of
amaebi (chopped sweet shrimp with beluga caviar), paired with a great
Burgundy. 2309 Wisconsin Ave., NW, 202.333.4187 $$

Tabaq Bistro Mediterranean tapas bar and lounge Tabaq offers multiple levels of
dining under a retractable glass roof. Try favorites like the seafood brochet or
the lamb shank. 1336 U St., NW, 202.265.0965 $$

Tabard Inn The menu changes daily at this charming and funky Dupont hotel
restaurant and the indoor and outdoor dining areas capture the rustic feel of ye olde
village. Hotel Tabard Inn, 1739 N St., NW, 202.785.1277 $$

Taberna del Alabardero The dining room serves up varieties of paella and savory
appetizers such as wild mushroom risotto with escargot and zurrukutuna, a traditional
Basque garlic soup with bacalao and poached egg. 1776 I St., NW, 202.429.2200 $$$

TenPenh Come here for fabulous pan-Asian cuisine that draws from traditions as
diverse as Chinese, Thai and Filipino. Food is served with style and spice at this
richly colored downtown favorite. 1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, 202.393.4500 $$$
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Teatro Goldoni The mask-covered wall and harlequin-patterned glass panels
distinguish this Venetian-inspired restaurant, as does its deliciously subtle and
memorable Italian fare. 1909 K St., NW, 202.955.9494 $$$

Tosca The menu is composed of Northern Italian masterpieces, while reds and
whites from Veneto, Tuscany and Puglia pepper the wine list. Try the tasting
menu. 1112 F St., NW, 202.367.1990 $$$

Urbana This underground spot is meant to evoke a Tuscan wine cellar, albeit the
hippest we’ve ever seen. Thirty wines by the glass and wood-oven pizzas make this
a favorite. Hotel Palomar, 2121 P St., NW, 202.956.6650. $$

Vegetate Not your normal sprouts-and-nuts veggie restaurant, this new Shaw hot spot
is not afraid to use butter and cream in their seasonal dishes. Don’t miss the
cinnamon spiced cornmeal beignets. 1414 9th St., NW, 202.232.4585 $$

Vidalia Savor Southern comfort. Country ham-wrapped cod and barbecued Georgia
quail are perfect dishes to devour, while the pecan pie and the restaurant’s signature
lemon chess pie are worth lingering over. 1990 M St., NW, 202.659.1990 $$$

W Domku Cafe The uncomplicated and delicious Polish- and Scandinavian-style
food—pickled herring, red beet soup, kielbasa and sauerkraut—goes over big at this
Petworth spot. 821 Upshur St., NW, 202.722.7475 $

Wasabi Kaiten-style sushi comes to Farragut Square at this fast-paced restaurant. Pick
Japanese dishes from a 50-foot conveyor belt. 908 17th St. NW, 202.822.2005 $$

Westend Bistro by Eric Ripert The super chef of New York’s Le Bernardin brings his
culinary savvy to the Georgetown Ritz-Carlton, where his sparkling team serves up
casually elegant bistro fare. 1190 22nd St., NW, 202.974.4900 $$S 

Zaytinya A true taste of the Mediterranean is found on 9th Street. Greek, Lebanese
and Turkish treats fill the menu for a tapas-like meal in a gorgeous and always
bustling dining room. 701 9th St., NW, 202.638.0800 $$

Zola The food is American with foreign flair. Try forest mushroom pot pie, sugar-
caned monkfish and crispy veal meatloaf sliders. 800 F St., NW, 202.654.0999 $$

MARYLAND

Addie’s Jeff and Barbara Black’s original restaurant mixes retro decor with modern
cuisine. Addie’s juicy, grilled Angus rib eye is served with not-to-be-missed fried
onion strings. 11120 Rockville Pk., Rockville, 301.881.0081 $$$

Amici Miei Chef Davide Megna, formerly of Arucola, and Roberto Deias, who spent
time at Galileo and Arucola as a waiter, joined forces to create this stylish, yet casual
trattoria. 1093 Seven Locks Rd., Rockville, 301.545.0966 $$

Bezu This Potomac hot spot is the place to see and be seen. The cuisine offers up a
French and Asian take on classics including dishes such as crab cakes, rice noodles
and wild Alaskan salmon. 9812 Falls Rd., Potomac, 301.299.3000 $$$

Black’s Bar & Kitchen This Bethesda favorite offers a refined menu of modern American
fare. Dishes like barbeque duck quesadillas and seafood gumbo, and monkfish
medallions are sure to please. 7750 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, 301.652.6278 $$$

Cesco Trattoria Authentic Tuscan cuisine is served by chef/owner Francesco Ricchi, one
of the area’s most notable chefs, at this popular spot. Look for veal stuffed tortellini
and sauteed shrimp with chickpea puree. 4871 Cordell Ave., Bethesda, 301.654.8333 $$$

Ceviche The menu, as the name suggests, focuses on ceviche: Peruvian style with
hot rocoto peppers, Honduran style with coconut milk, an Ecuadorian version
with fresh tomato. Live music and inventive cocktails keep things hoppin’ into
the evening. 921-J Ellsworth Dr., Silver Spring, 301.608.0081 $$

David Craig Bethesda This simply decorated spot offers fine cooking with decisive flair.
The chicken two-ways, a breast stuffed with prosciutto and fontina and the leg with
wild mushrooms, is a true winner. 4924 St. Elmo Ave., Bethesda, 301.657.2484 $$$

Famoso/M Café and Bar Try these two Italian dining dens. M Café serves sandwiches,
salads, carpaccio and delicious desserts. Famoso serves Italian fare like chestnut-flour
pappardelle with guinea fowl ragout and squid-ink pasta with Maine lobster. 5471
Wisconsin Ave., Chevy Chase, 301.986.8785 (Famoso), 301.986.4818 (M Café) $$$

Grapeseed Chef Jeff Heineman wows with the freshest ingredients, often changing
the menu to reflect the best of the season. Try the favorite dish of cornmeal fried
oysters with bacon beurre blanc. 4865 Cordell Ave., Bethesda, 301.986.9592 $$$

Indique Heights This offshoot of Cleveland Park’s popular Indique offers similarly
modern Indian fare, including old faves like mussels à la Indique and saffron malai
chicken. Two Wisconsin 6 Circle, Chevy Chase, 301.656.4822 $$

Lia’s The man behind Chef Geoff’s, Geoff Tracy, does Italian. Grab a glass of
Prosecco and order from the raw bar or try the bar menu with chips and truffles and
tartufo panini. 4435 Willard Ave., Chevy Chase, 240.223.5427 $$

Metropolitan The inventive American fare satisfies at this chic eatery, but it’s the
wow-worthy decor of whites, woods, leather and limestone that really
impresses. 169 West St., Annapolis, 410.268.7733 $$$

Mon Ami Gabi Bistro-style food with plenty of French flair is offered at this Bethesda
outpost. Martini-sipping crowds don’t mind the wait before sitting down to lemon
chicken paillard. 7239 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, 301.654.1234 $$

Nicaro Nicaragua-born chef Pedro Matamoros offers a chic menu of global bites, from
fabulous terrines to braised veal cheeks with truffle parsnip purée and a some Latin
flavors. Stop by for weekend brunch. 8229 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring, 301.588.2867 $$$

Persimmon Bethesda’s favorite restaurant serves focaccia-crusted halibut with saffron
lobster sauce and pan-seared veal tenderloin with sautéed polenta cake. The apple
crostada with cajeta sauce is superb. 7003 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda, 301.654.9860 $$$

Ray’s the Classics The famed Arlington steak house makes its way to Silver Spring with
a new twist. More of the same stellar food served in new forms. Fried chicken is fab,
and hangar steak is top notch. 8606 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring, 301.588.7297 $$

Rock Creek High-end health conscious cuisine is the main agenda here. Soups are
hearty, salads are fresh and organic, and the entrées are varied and flavorful.
4917 Elm St., Bethesda, 301.907.7625 $$

Sushi Damo This sexy outpost of the Manhattan sushi joint stars the Japanese cuisine
of chef Takashi Okamura. 36-G Maryland Ave., Rockville, 301.340.8010 $$

VIRGINIA

100 King Mama knows best, according to chef Denis Soriano who learned to cook in
his mother’s kitchen. It’s hard to go wrong here. The French native serves up
American cuisine and tapas-style Mediterranean inspired dishes with a plethora of
options for the vegetarians. 100 King St., Alexandria, 703.229.0076 $$
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2941 Savor sophisticated French-American cuisine in a dining setting
surrounded by waterfront views. Baking and wine classes are offered at this
popular spot. 2941 Fairview Park Dr., Falls Church, 703.270.1500 $$$$

Artie’s American comfort food is served up super-size at this sprawling dining depot.
Many dishes are big enough to split. Save room for decadent desserts like the
chocolate waffles with ice cream. 3260 Old Lee Hwy., Fairfax, 703.273.7600 $

Bastille House-made duck charcuterie and Parisian bistro steak are served with style
and great flavor at this fun-spirited wine bar helmed by former Aquarelle chefs
Christophe Poteaux and Michelle Garbee. Settle in with a bottle of Burgundy and
have your own French affair. 1201 N. Royal St., Alexandria, 703.519.3776 $$

Bebo Trattoria Legendary chef Roberto Donna sets up shop in Crystal City while
his signature restaurant, Galileo, undergoes a royal renovation. On the menu
here are pizzas and paninis from a wood-burning oven and a superior selection
of antipasti. 2250-B Crystal Dr., Crystal City, 703.412.5076 $$

Busara Go Thai at this Tyson’s Corner eatery. Try some nok tod, a quail dish, or fall
back on traditional favorites such as cashew chicken and pad Thai. Check out
Busara’s other locations in DC and Reston. 8142 Watson St., McLean, 703.356.2288 $

Carlyle At this Arlington favorite, the kitchen does best with familiar favorites like rib
eye and chicken paillard. Lunch is also a great option; go for the fabulous
cheeseburger. 4000 S. 28th St., Arlington, 703.931.0777 $$

The Carlyle Club This Alexandria spot is a throwback to supper clubs, complete with
Art Deco design and swingin’ bands. Come for classics like filet mignon and oysters
Rockefeller. 411 John Carlyle St., Alexandria, 703.549.8957 $$$

Cee Fine Thai Dining Learn to make a mean pad himmapan with a few classes from the
chefs at this joint, or just enjoy their Southeast Asian culinary skills with dinner on
the patio or indoors. 9901 Fairfax Blvd., Fairfax, 703.293.9898, www.ceefinethaidining.com $$

Chima Brazilian barbecue rules! Enjoy top-choice cuts of meat skewers carved right
onto your plate courtesy of the Gauchos. Not in the mood for meat? Take a trip to
the salad bar and chose from select items such as white asparagus and smoked
salmon. 8010 Towers Crescent Drive, Vienna, 703.639.3080 $$$

Domaso Trattoria Moderna This new eatery at the Hotel Palomar serves northern Italian
delicacies such as ravioli filled with potato, pancetta, goat’s milk butter and shaved
Pecorino. 1121 N. 19th St., Arlington, 703.351.1211.

Eammon’s A Dublin Chipper Cathal and Meshelle Armstrong from Restaurant Eve serve
up authentic fish and chips, taken from Cathal’s native Dublin, at the outpost named
for the couple’s son. Upstairs, master mixologist Todd Thrasher stirs up his signature
drinks at PX. 728 King St., Old Town, Alexandria, 703.299.8384 $

Evo Bistro More than 50 wines are available by the glass at this chic, new wine
and tapas bar. Savor small plates of French, Italian, Spanish and Mediterranean
tapas and order up a wine flight—or browse the shop and take home a bottle or
two. 1313 Old Chain Bridge Rd., McLean, VA, 703.288.4422 $$

Farrah Olivia Chef Morou Ouattara serves creative American fare with an African-
French twist. Try warm white grape soup, duck breast flavored with kaffir lime leaves
and anise-spiced salmon. 600 Franklin St., Alexandria, 703.778.2233 $$$

Hank’s Oyster Bar Fresh oysters ride crests of shaved ice at this Dupont Circle favorite.
Chef Jamie Leeds serves up an overflowing lobster roll, great grilled squid and
fried calamari and clams. 1026 King St., Alexandria, 703.739.4265 $$

Inn at Little Washington There’s no better place for a cozy weekend, and this gourmet
mecca deserves its accolades. Known for impeccable service and haute cuisine, the
Inn is an unforgettable destination. Middle and Main Sts., Washington, 540.675.3800 $$$$

Liberty Tavern Come to this delightful Clarendon restaurant and bar for hip, innovative
and good-old all-American cuisine. This neighborhood restaurant offers a fresh take
on classics and is great for happy hour. 3591 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 703.465.9360 $$

Maestro The Ritz-Carlton plays host to the city’s most magnificent Italian
restaurant, celebrated for its edgy, inventive dishes and elegant setting. Ritz-
Carlton, 1700 Tysons Blvd., McLean, 703.821.1515 $$$$

Mejana Golden lamps bring a warm spirited glow to the red walls and dark woods of
this modern Lebanese restaurant in Court House. Traditional Middle Eastern flavors
are deliciously reinvented. 2300 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 703.465.4440 $$

Paya Thai Go for chef specialties like Nua Op Num-Daeng, a breaded, marinated
flank steak topped with tangy red wine sauce, broccoli and carrots, but don’t
forget something to wash it down with. Enjoy a glass from a wine list that earned
an award from Wine Spectator. 8417 Old Courthouse Road, Vienna, 703.883.3881 $$

Ray’s the Steaks While the District is filled with pumped-up steak houses, folks
flock to this bare-bones temple of beef. Chef/owner Michael Landrum keeps
the focus on the food by offering the best of American all-natural meats. 1725
Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 703.841.7297 $$$

Restaurant 3 Low Country comfort foods and Continental cuisine are expertly
prepared by chef Brian Robinson at this new Arlington eatery that specializes in
American food. 2950 Clarendon Blvd., Arlington, 703.524.4400 $$

Restaurant Eve Chef Cathal Armstrong is never afraid to give diners something new.
Hog’s head burger? Farmers’ quail with figs and foie gras? They’re perfect fare. Sip
the city’s top cocktails and then head to the Tasting Room for a special multiple-
course menu. 110 South Pitt St., Alexandria, 703.706.0450 $$$$

Rustico Chef Frank Morales presides over this Alexandria brick-oven pizzeria and bar.
Try the duck bacon and confit or the basil pesto and sheep’s milk ricotta pies. Thirty
beers are on tap and 250 bottles on offer. 827 Slaters Ln., Alexandria, 703.224.5051 $$

Sette Bello Owned by the folks at Café Milano, this posh pad serves perfect pastas and
Neopolitan pizzas as well as stellar wines. 3101 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 703.351.1004 $$

Tallula Be sure to order from the “Amuse Yourself” menu, a selection of finger-friendly
nibbles perfect to share with friends over a drink or two. Tallula offers 350 wines, 70
of which are available by the glass. 2761 Washington Blvd., Arlington, 703.778.5051 $$

Tandoori Nights Sip a house cocktail, like a Basil Ginger Grand Martini, at this sleek,
second-floor Indian restaurant. Try the chickpea laden aloo chat papri, fried prawns
and grilled chicken. 2800 Clarendon Blvd., Arlington, 703.248.8333 $$

Willow Chef Tracy O’Grady hails from the much-loved Kinkead’s and now serves
up French- and Italian-inspired fare dubbed “modern continental” in her classy
Ballston hot spot. Don’t miss the homemade breads and killer cocktails to boot.
4301 North Fairfax Dr., Arlington, 703.465.8800 $$$

Woo Lae Oak The Arlington location of this international group of restaurants has
served Korean fare for more than 20 years, specializing in barbeque—or bul go gi
(marinated beef), grilled right on their abundant tables. Pan-fried dumplings are a
great way to start the feast. Also visit Woo Lae Oak’s location in Tysons Corner. 1500
S. Joyce St., Arlington, 703.521.3706; 8240 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, 703.827.7300 $$
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A business analyst, DJ and music preservationalist walk into a bar. It’s
not a punchline so much as what happens every time Kevin Coombe
shows up to spin. Curiously, it’s Coombe, not the Library of Congress,
rapaciously cataloging DC’s soul music from the ‘60s, ‘70s and early
‘80s on his ambitious site, dcsoulrecordings.com.

His motivation is simple. “I realized how little was known about
the DC soul scene,” Coombe says. “Between doo-wop, jazz and go-go
music there was the soul-funk R&B disco scene. I want to make sure
that the public has the ability to appreciate that history.” 

The NoVa native grew up listening to Al Green and Marvin Gaye,
but when he set off for James Madison University, it was to study visual
arts, not music. Despite showing a piece at the Corcoran Gallery of
Art, Coombe soon found that he was interested in mixing a different
sort of media—beats. While DJing, he began to seek out the original
soul songs that were frequently sampled in the hip-hop he spun. 

Sojourns to flea markets, yard sales and collector’s shows led
Coombe to uncover forgotten local labels. A few years and a few hundred
albums later, he catalogued his library and set out to interview the once
bell-bottomed, afroed performers whose work he’d been collecting.

Some of the musicians occasionally still play today, but others are
just as likely to be pastors or TV repairmen. “For the people who made
these recordings, it was just something they did long ago and now they’ve
moved on,“ he says. “Even though collectors go crazy for the music.”

All this research has made Coombe a sought-after DJ for soul
and funk. He travels to New York to gig and plays at Café Saint-Ex
and Wonderland locally. When not at the turntables, he’s helping to
re-release albums. “I focus on releasing recorded masters that never
got a chance to be put out,” he says. “For historical value that’s the
most interesting. If something were to happen to these recordings, it
would be a loss, as if the music never existed.” 

SOUL SEARCHER Kevin Coombe discovers lost musicians from DC's past and in turn has become one of its hottest underground DJs

HOTS Som Records, Columbia Heights, Disco, clubs Marvin and Wonderland, Multi-genre mixing, Radiohead, Penguin gear, Sushi

Taro, MUGO (reissued on Kay-Dee Records). NOTS iPod DJing, Dry DJing, Rumors Restaurant, Packed clubs, Blog House music,

Chinatown post-2004, Oversized T-shirts, Intoxicated individuals requesting terrible songs.

RISING SON: Coombe's soulful quest has spawned a popular website and a DJ career.

LOOK
WHO’S
TALKING
BY KATE ROSENBLATT
PHOTO BY GREG POWERS AND AUDREY CREWE
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What’s
cooler than
your bike?

What’s
cooler than
your bike?
Getting a cool deal on your insurance.

1-800-44-CYCLE

Average savings based on national GEICO New Policyholder Survey Data through August 2007. Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or in all GEICO
companies. Government Employees Insurance Co. • GEICO General Insurance Co. • GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEICO Casualty Co. These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
Motorcycle, ATV and RV insurance are currently not available in some states. Boat and PWC coverages are written through non-affiliated insurance companies and are secured through Insurance
Counselors Inc., the GEICO Property Agency. The GEICO gecko image © GEICO 1999 – 2007. GEICO: Washington, DC 20076. © 2007-2008 GEICO

See how much you could save at geico.com.
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Tysons Galleria (703) 749-4664 - The Collection at Chevy Chase (301) 654-5858
www.cartier.com

Agrafe collection
©

2007 Cartier
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